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Mrs. Emily Brooks Kaler, widow of Joseph
H. Kaler of Belfast, died February 21st, at
Bangor, while visiting her sister in that
city. Mrs. Kaler was the daughter of the
late James and Elizabeth (Bartlett) Brooks
of Orrington, one of the younger members
of a family of eleven children. Of the large
and united family circle but three brothers
and one sister are left to mourn the lessen-

ing links—Mr. George Brooks of Orrington;
Mr. Edward J. Brooks of New Albany,
Mr. S. B. Brooks of New York
and Mrs. J. VV. Porter of Bangor. Mrs. Kaler
came to Belfast a bride in 18.j4, and had
since resided here. For many years she
graced the home to which her husband
brought her, which was ideal in its beauty
of location, and filled with genial hospitality. With her sweetness of character there
was a rare combination of
sparkling humor,
which made her delightful in conversation ;
courage for uprightness; benevolence so

Indiana;

POLICE COURT.

great as to put aside all words of regret;
charity which found expression in doing
i<.<ii« tion ami Increase
constant kindnesses; and love so strong as
I tin1 Judge,
to envelop her friends and the dear children
was introduced in the
who have comforted and blessed her with
their tender care. Three children are left
MAINE.
to feel and keep the strength and beauty of
"d one thousand nine
this love, Mr. Henry E. Kaler, Mrs. W. A.
-.ipter one hundred and Bennett and Mrs. Samuel Adams of this city.
and special laws of The sister whose last days were
spent surd seventy-nine, estabrounded by her family will be missed and
:11 of the City of Bel•
hapter four hundred mourned as only such a personality can be.
he private and special The mother who has been the object of the
united and eighty-tive teuderest care
by her children, in the home
hundred and twentyand special laws of of her son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
i ninety-nine,
Adams, and whose every w ish was anticisenate and House of
pated by them to the last moment, will
egislature assembled, leave
there, beside the loneliness, the peripter one hundred and vasive spirit of love. She has but passed
Aim
apWIAl IAWS Ul
into the richer, fuller life of the Next Hoorn.
and
seventy-nine as Services were held at the home of Mrs.
•'

four hundred and
further amended by
il “who” at the end of
-aid chapter four hun:ht, and inserting inl- “said police court ;”
.il of said section after
ne seventeenth line and
ns “and original con»ith the supreme jusonal actions in which
es do not exceed one
.1 are over twenty delimit or defendants are
nty of Waldo, except
he divorce laws.
The
-.tine in all cases as in
court. The criminal
police court shall be the
the town of Searsport,
tlie statutes of this
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provided, however,
-diction of the offences
es

li.ms named in section
hundred and twentymutes when the value
t alleged to be more
for such offences and
i. section four of said
.ml twenty-one may
weeding fifty dollars
for a term not exceedrsou aggrieved by the
of said police court
to tlie supreme ju-dic
as from tlie decision
.i-t.ce's hut the charge
be two dollars and
eases shall be paid
taxed in his bill of
that one shall read
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:

shall be and hereby
tlie city of Belfast
be denominated
,ty of Belfast, which
"■ or.l and have a seal
who shall reside in
ppointed and commisovided in theconsti■ : t shall have
original
"li in ail civil actions
.mages do not exceed
eases in which he is
..li parties interested
aintiff and the perii-d as trustees shall
d Belfast including
lies in which said
actions of forcible
all violations of the
ami concurrent juris-s within said coun.atters which are by
lietion of trial justice's
ignial and concurrent
-upreme judicial court
in which the debt or
d one hundred dollars
defendants are resi>f Waldo, except provorce laws. The pleadin all cases as in the
The criminal juriscourt shall be the
the town of Searsport,
tlie statutes of this
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-diction of the offences
ms named in section
bundled and twentylatutes when the value
t alleged to be more
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section four of said
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is from the decision or
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of said chapter one
as amended
by said
and twenty-eight is
a- to read as follows:
"f Belfast shall have
be the duty, to raise
.‘-able room in which
1 to furnish a seal of
•- of said
police court
from and after the
!>., 1U05, in full cornvices of one thousand
iialile quarterly from
mty of Waldo, and he
> under oath to the
ity for the fees of said
both civil and crimilirst day of January
■■II also render to the
an itemized account
“d office.
■qiter one hundred and
section four of same
d and twenty-eight is
to read as follows:
“ve
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within said counprovided in this act.
hat they may, except
i -Ifast and the town of
si rants returnable before
" hen a warrant so ishe hands of any officer
immediately notify the
court of that fact, and
iice, sickness or other
hdge, may return such
disinterested trial jus1 said
county who shall
*i'.v and dispose of the
""IHr as
fully as said court
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v*rB01 Houtwell Dead.

After an illness of a
bewail Boutwell, former
E»‘r „t r,"
■■'■•ssachusetts
and former
r State,
lit |n
'"vretary of the treasury,
“"me here
today, aged 87

last week
jjftle. sel’“"<1 Camden
Dakota, where he

I

-‘>d

weeks.

J.

W. Porter in Bangor, on Wednesday evenat Mrs. Kaler’s home on Northport

ing and

Avanue in this

city,

on

Friday afternoon.

Interment in Grove cemetery.

Com.

Mr. Flint was a man of pronounced
ability
with a well balanced comprehensive mind’
This ability, with his manifest interest in
town affairs, was early recognized
by his
fellow townsmen and he was repeatedly called to fill the position of selectman, assessor and overseer of the poor,
serving the town most acceptably in these
capacities at various times for ten or twelve
years. He was a man of high integrity and
discharged every public trust with scrupulous and conscientious regard for the right
of all concerned. Until his hearing became
much impared some years ago he was a
frequent speaker in the town meeting, and
his utterances commanded respectful attention. He was broad and liberal in his religious views, giving his support to the
L niversalist faith,and was a Republican in
politics. Mr. Flint married Maria Bird of
Watertown, who was his devoted companion for over fifty years, and who passed
away May 10,1901. The surviving children
are Benjamin and Miss Maria
Flint, both of
this town. Mr. Flint also leaves one sister,
Mrs. N. Emery Keen, and two brothers,
Isaac H. and Daniel B. Flint, all residents
of Belfast, Me.—Mansfield, Mass., paper.
THE STATE MUST KEEP ITS PLEDGES

W7e wish to call the attention of our readto a petition now pending before the
legislature for the passage of an act to

ers

authorize the construction of a railroad in
Bangor and north, northeast and northwest
of here, in fact, one can scarcely tell where
from the description of route or routes
desired. No one, so far as we are aware,
treats the matter seriously or as being
seriously intended, but there are phases of
the matter which are serious enough, and
which should be explained to persons outside the .State who have invested or may be
considering investment in Maine bonds. It
is to these we invite attention.
Maine railroad securities had in general,
prior to the 90’s, fallen into disfavor through
the experiences with practically every railroad constructed in the State.
No company was held on to by the incorporators,
we believe.
All efforts to open northern
Maine by direct line in the State had failed.
It is admitted that in 1891 such a line was a
vital necessity and yet it appeared to be
next to impossible that it could be built.
Aroostook county and others interested
accorded aid by agreeing to, as they later
did, purchase preferred stock. The State
aided more by passing the acts of 1891 and
1893, both of which really provided that the
State would not allow a competing road to
be built into the territory for a term of
years.
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announced last week, was the daughter
of the late Jonathan and Mary 11. Knowles
of Belfast. She was born in Belfast and
had always lived on the home farm. She
had been an invalid for several years and a
great sufferer at times, but she was very
patient through her long illness. Mrs. Armstrong had rather peculiar religious views
but believed in everything that was good
and had strong moral principles. She was
was

very sympathetic and kind to all who were
in trouble. Everything was done by her
husband and sons and two sisters, Mrs.
Clarke and Mrs. Dyer, that loving hands
could do to alleviate her suffering.
She
leaves, besides her husband and her sous,
Leon P. and Cleveland H. Armstrong, Mrs.
Mary E. Miller of Norwood, Penn., Mrs.
Amanda M. Gould of Boston, Angelia K.
Clarke of Rockland, Mrs. Frances H. Dyer
of Vinalhaven, Orlando S. Knowles of Boston, Mrs. Kezia F. Fletcher of Boston and
many other relatives and friends to mourn
their loss. Rev. A. A. Smith officiated at
the funeral and Mr. Ralph L. Knowles
played a beautiful funeral dirge. The bearers were Mr. James M. Farrow, Mr. Mead,
er, Mr. Andrews. The flowers were many
and beautiful. Rockland Courier-Gazette

please copy.
Charles J. Reed, son of the late Charles
and Rosina Read, was born in Belfast April
2,1841, and died in Valentine, Neb., Feb. 4>

bill.
ft is plain to be seen that in the charter
asked tor by Mr. Maxtieldand his associates
they are up against two constitutional propositions. First: They should have petitioned the railroad commissioners for their
charter under the general law, the same as
the Bangor & Aroostook company did iu
asking for the charter for their main line
and for the Seaport branch. Secondly: After the Bangor A Aroostook company had
obtained their charter from the railroad
commissioners the legislature passed an
enabling act giving to that company for 30
years practically the exclusive right to the
territory they now occupy, not allowing
any other company to come' within 15 miles
of their road on either side, excepting for
If
purposes of approaching or crossing.
this new charter is granted that previous
act must be repealed.
These provisions were in the original
enabling acts passed by the legislature for
the Bangor & Aroostook company and have
become a vital contract, for upon this capitalists relied that no other road could be
built into the territory paralleling on either
side that of the Bangor & Aroostook. If
this were to be done it would on the one
side go into the provinces and on the other,
would meet the Ashland branch road.
Mr. Brown of the firm of Brown Brothers,
the great bankers, said to one of the members of the finance committee of the Bangor
* Aroostook company, that on this contract
they placed their faith in the securities of
B. & A. company, as it was this 15 mile
limit on which no company should build a
parallel road which gave the bonds value.
If this was changed by any future legislature such act would not be sustained by the
courts.—Bangor Commercial.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

The Musical Clubs concert in Bangor
In the Senate, Feb. 22d, Mr. Pierce reCity Hall last Friday evening was emiported for the committee on legal affairs on nently successful in
every way. The audibill, “an act to amend section 2 of chapter ence was a large one and the full
program
212 of the private and special laws of 1903 was well
received, the baujo sextette meetto
Water
the
relating
Searsport
Company, ing with special favor. A number of the
also to extend the charter of said
company,” University students attended the concert
reporting same in new draft under title of and dance which followed and a special car
“an act to incorporate the Searsport Water
brought them back to the college. The
Company,” and that it ought to pass. Re- clubs started on their trip Monday, playing
port accepted.
that night in Buck sport, going from there to

where he has
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tions were presented and referred:
By Mr. Jones of Searsmont: Petition of
C. S. Adams and 9 others for a constitutional amendment providing for the taxation
of wild lands.
By Mr. Page of Appleton : Remonstrance
of Follansbee & Wood and 40 others of
Camden agaiust the passage of any law intended to restrict or prevent the use of

trading stamps.
By Mr. Jones of Searsmont:

Petition of
J. M. Sukeforth and 15 others of South
Montville for the repeal of section 25 of
chapter nine of the Revised Statutes relating to manufacturing, mining and smelting

corporations.

By Mr. Jones of Searsmont: Petition of
C. M. Howes and 15 others of South Montville for abolition of the fee system.
By Mr. Page of Appleton: Petition of M.
R. Stevens and 47 others of Knox county
for same; petition of Robert S. Simmons
and 67 others of Rockport for same; petition of \\, W. Smith and 50 others of Rockport for same.
By Mr. Jones of Searsmont: Petition of
C. M. Howes and 15 others of South Montville for Grange bill to equalize school tax.
The resolve in favor of Mathias Cullinan
of Belfast has passed the House to be en-
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Misses
students

Grace
and Prudence
Piper,
of the Castine Normal school,
were called to Belfast last
Friday on account
of the death of their grandfather, D. L.

Pitcher.

Capt. A. E. Smith left Wednesday for
Camden to look after his steamer, and to
make arrangements for starting a new
steamboat line between tbiscityand Brookl*i* as soon as the ice will permit.
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14th with Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo.
The day was pleasant, but the roads were
badly drifted which caused the attendance
to be light; but few of the officers were able
to get there. Those present report a very

M. R.

other officers present were the Lecturer and
Pomona. The pro tem officers were A. L.
Mudgett, 0.; E. M. Cunningham, Chaplain;
J. H. Cilley, Sec.; J. F. Wilson, S.; J. H.
Wentworth, G. K.; H. F. Smith, A. S.; Alma
Smith, L. A. S.; Mrs. Mudgett, F.; Mrs.
Wilson, C. After the opening exercises a
class of four was instructed in the fifth degree. On calling the roll of granges five
responded. The noon recess was then taken.
When the grange was agaiu called to order
a fine address of welcome was given
by
Alma Smith and an excellent response by
Agnes Abbott. The choir then gave a selection.
The topic, “Which is the more
profitable for the farmers of this section to
raise potatoes or sweet corn?’’ was opened
by the Worthy Master, followed by Messrs.
Paul, Wilson, Cunningham, Holmes and Abbott. The following program was f urnished by the host grange: Kee., Ada Cross;
duet, Alma Smith and J. II. Cilley; ree.,
Alma Smith; music; rec., Thirza Cross;

visit to her home in Minnesota.

Rase ball practice has begun in good
earnest. About thirty-five men have turned out and have been divided into two
squads who practice on alternate afternoons
in the cage. Coach Rudderham is expected
soon to take charge of the men.
This is his
third year as ’varsity c rach and his advent
will be hailed with pleasure.
The Sophomore hop is to be given May
5th, and the committee which has it in
charge, who were recently elected is as follows: C. R. Davidson, York; floor manager; C. E. Burns, Fort Fairfield; L. J Reed,
Berlin, N. H.; II. J. J’hilbrook, Shelburne,
N. H.; J. H. Burleigh, South Berwick; W.
W. Black, Beverly, Mass.

G. 11. Bradstreet Post, Grand Army, at
Liberty, has secured the services of Frank
W. Gowen of this city to deliver their
memorial address, May ISO. This insures the
Post a eood Memorial Day oration, for Mr.
Gowen is a very pleasing speaker ami will
be sure to give them something that w ill repay them for listening.—Waterville Senti
uel.
The friends of Capt. Geo. \V. Chase w ill
be glad to learn of his promotion to the responsible position of manager of the house
of Will. R. Grace A Co., at Callao, Peru.
Capt. Chase has been in the employ of this
company for many years, and ins promotion
is a well deserved tribute to bis worth and

ability.
Mrs. George K Brackett returned home
last Saturday evening. Wednesday she attended the meeting of the York' District
Lodge of Good Templars in did Orchard
and Thursday addressed a public meeting
of the Cumberland District Lodge in Portland. Friday she was in Portsmouth, V II.,
in the interest of the ( hildrens’ Home.
Governor Cobh lias appointed Ralph W.
Holmes of F.llswortli, a popular member of
tlie senior class of the Kllsworth High
school, a representative of the High schools
of Maine to attend the inaugural exercises
nf President Roosevelt at Washington,I).
March 4th. Mr. Holmes is a neplmw of
Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore and is a frequent
visitor in Belfast.
At one stage of the public printers healing in Augusta, Feb. li.id Judge Foster ask
3d Attorney Joseph Williamson of Augusta
where lie obtained his knowledge in regard
to practical printing.
“Well," lie replied,
‘I worked for a year as a newspaper report
3r, judge, and Sundays I used to go tip.and

THE STORY OF THE ICE.

Locally there is little to tell. Conditions
practically unchanged. An ice bridge

ire

sxtends to Islesboro and travel back and
forth is by sleighs and sleds.
Following
ire reports of the situation elsewhere on

work at the case.
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of Eastern Maine is tire report given
The Freshmen track men are out, in by Capt. Archibald of the steamer Monhegan which came into port yesterday afterpreparation for the interclass meet in the noon
about 5 o'clock. The Monhegan left
spring. E. W. Cram of Portland is the mau- Jonesport Monday morning and was badly
tger.
delayed in leaving that harbor. At Greens
Landing considerable difficulty was found
in
reaching the wharf and the steamer was
Preparations for Junior Week are proforced to remain there over night. So much
cessing. The committee consists of R. E. ice was encountered in crossing to VinalLord of Bangor, W. H. Burke of West haven that Capt. Archibald abandoned the
Kennebunk, J. W. Elms of Foxcroft, G. G- idea of reaching Portland Tuesday and held
>ver
after
reaching Vinalhaven until
_'oligny of Springfield, Mass., F. O. Stevens Wednesday morning.
While there the
>f Milan, N. If. The Ivy Day Committee 3rew saw two new fishing schooners crusb3d
in
the
ice
in
the
will be appointed by them.
presence of a large
The Junior
jrowd of spectators, who were unable to
Promenade Committee has also been arrangprevent the accident. Fortunately the damsd. The floor manager is F. A. Banks of
ige was not as great as it appeared while
Ftiddeford, and the committee is G. G. Coli- ;he Monhegan was present, later reports
showing it to have been slight.
;ny of Springfield, II. II. Hoxie of WaterA northeasterlyRockland, Feb. 24.
ville, G. II. Hill of Saco, E. J. Sawyer of wind which lias prevailed here the past 48
Milridge, H. W. Worcester, Portland. The lours has had the effect of making flockland a closed port. The drift ice from the
ivy day parts have been chosen and are western
bay has packed in here solidly,
is follows: curator, A. W. Richardson,
many of the cakes being 18 inches in thickThe
steamer Gov. liodwell was unBethel; marshal, W. I). Bearce, Auburn; ness.
able to make this port on her return from
•haplain, Rev. J. M. Brockie, Old Town; she
islands Friday and lauded passengers
jresentator, E. A. Stanford, Lowell; orator, mil freight at Camden, eight miles distant.
H. A. Emery, North Anson; historian, F.
[In her eastern trip the liodwell was unable
;o get into Stonington, but Swan’s Island,
3. Stevens, Milan, N. H.; prophet, H. W.
die terminal point, was found
AlBearce, Hebron; odist, F. D. Southard, Dor- though navigation had been open.
conducted
Biester, Mass.; poet, L. R. Colcord, Sears- with extreme difficulty for some time, this
s the first time this winter that Rockland
jort. The plan is to make Junior week
lias been completely closed.
ipecially attractive for the friends of the
Rpckland, Feb. 27. Under the imluenee
Bass. The Junior promenade, a band conif a heavy northwest gale a strip of ice a
nile
in width today broke away from the
three
baseball
and
other
attracgames
sert,
nain body, which lias kept this port closed
,ions will be arranged.
or several days, and carried with it the
wasting schooners Eugene tiorda and
i’ankte Maid. The vessels were drifting
The Freshman basket ball team has been
>eaward and in a position of much danger
>rganized and is getting in some practice. when the tug Fred E. Richard rescued them
tnd brought them to a safe anchorage. The
R. K. Steward of Skowhegan is manager of
steamer Gov. liodwell, which lias been landhe team.
ng at Camden since the port closed,was able
o reach her dock here
today. The highways drifted badly today and several miles
C. W. Campbell has resigned from the
if the Rockland, Thomaston and Camden
msiness managership of the Prism and H. !
'treet Railway became impassable, inclinit. Emery has been elected in his place, with
ng the Warren and Highland divisions.
l >ower to appoint his own assistant.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
I feeds for the week ending Feb. 28, 1905:
5llen M. Panno, Stockton Springs, to Abbie
5. Staples, do.; laud in Stockton
Springs.
1 Jeorge W. Davis, Morrill, to Ella M.
Davis,
< lo.;
land in Morrill.
Lillie E. Farrar,
1 Cnox, to George A. Ingraham, do.; land
1 nd buildings in Knox.
George A. Cole,
1
Vinterport, to Luther C. Butterfield, do.;
' and in Winterport. Frank Perkins, et
1 tel fast, to Joseph Perkins, do.; land and
mildings in Belfast. Charles E. Robertson,
iearsport, to Melvin F. Dunaver, Prospect;
] and in Prospect. Augustus L. Doe, et als
1 iledford, Mass., to Charles
I. Brown,
iearsmont; land in Searsmont.
Belfast
National Bank, Belfast, to City National
j tank, do.; laud and buildings in Belfast
< leorgiana Hall, et als., New
York, to Naj hauiel L. Elwell, Boston; land and buildin
ngs
Northport. Nathaniel L. Elwell, et
.Is., Boston, to Mark R. Elwell, Boston;
] and and buildings in Northport.
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heatrical manager, celebrated the .-eventyiighth anniversary of his birth Feb. 23d.

3!>ast

vere

For the past week I’ve
on this in-

seen assiduously studying up
formation, too.”

the coast:
PriUTT

It seems

Mrs. L. A. Knowlton and Mr. Charles K.
Knowlton left Monday for a southern trip,
to be absent several weeks. After spending
a few days in Boston
they will go to S’ew
Orleans to remain for the Mardi (Iras festivities, and from there will go to Florida.

lowing program: Opening exercises; conferring fifth degree; report of granges; address of welcome by X'ettie Marriner; response by Abbie Ordway; remarks for the
good of the order; appointment of committee; recess; music; topic, Should lobbying
in our Legislature be made a criminal offense? to be opened by J. F. Wilson; remainder of programme by Mystic Grange.

The recently re-organized Cumberland
County Club has elected officers as follows:
President, J. (j. Wallace, Portland; 1st
rice president, 0. W. Trask, '05, Moodlords; 2nd vice president, D. J. Edwards,
00, Oaks; secretary, E. D. Gulliver, ’05,
Portland; treasurer, E. C. Thomas, ’05,
Portland; executive committee; G. W.
Carle, ’05, Portland ; C. A. Gray, '00, Bridgton ; A. P. Rounds, ’07, Bridgton; H. W.
Worcester, ’00, Portland; C. E. Davis, ’07,
Bridgton.

j

who with Mrs. KnowlSea Breeze, Florida,

at

“The Journal received on time.
like getting money from home.”

music; music by A. L. Mudgett and wife.
A vote of thanks was given the host grange
for entertainment.
The next meeting will be with Mystic
Grange, Belmont, March 14, with the fol-

The Maine Intercollegiate track meet is
to be held on Alumni Field this spring. The
late is not yet definitely decided.

Benjamin K. Flint passed away Feb.
14tb, at his home in East Mansfield, Mass.,
at the age of 79 years, 4 months, 26 days.
Deceased was born in Damariscotta, Me.,
the son of Samuel and Louisa (Hodgdon)
Flint, but spent his early life in Freedom.
He came to Mansfield with his family from
Newtonville in August, 1865, and established himself in East Mansfield, where he
bought an expensive farm and engaged
with his brother Samuel in the milk business.
He subsequently
bought out hiB
brother’s interest. Later Mr. Flint abandoned the milk business and in connection
with hts farm conducted a lumber mill,
which business be maintained for many
years, assisted by bis son Benjamin, the
latter assuming the active part as his father
advanced in years and failed in strength.

Knowlton,

ton, is sojourning

enjoyable meeting. The meeting was pre- sends us a copy of the Daytona Daily Sews,
sided over by Worthy Master Evans. The aud a souvenir postal card.
He writes:

1

....

Mr. George H. Pitcher of Portland and
Mrs. narlan B. Ellis of
Embden, Me., w ere
in Belfast Friday to attend the funeral of
their father, Mr. Daniel L. Pitcher.

MEETING OF WALDO CO0NTY GRANGE

Miss Edith M. Patch, entomologist to the
Experiment Station, returned Monday from

The second degree was conferred on two
candidates at the Waldo lodge, I. 0. O. F.,
last Friday evening.
The annual meeting of the Masonic
Temple Association was held Feb. 21st. N.
F. Houston, A. I). Chase, Robert Burgess, Lewiston, of the committee on temperance,
A. C. Burgess and Fred T. Chase wereelecton the report of the committee of “ought
ed directors. Charles 11. Bray resigned from
resubmit to the
the board of directors and Fred T. Chase not to pass” on his bill to
was substituted.
A. A. .Small was elected vote of the people the fifth amendment to
treasurer and A. C. Burgess secretary.
the constitution concerning the manufacThe grand lodge of the Ancient Order ture and sale of intoxicating liquors. After
of United Workmen of Maine was in sescause in general,
sion in Lewiston, Feb. 23d. Owing to the a vigorous plea for the
in favor of
importance of the session two supreme of- Mr. O’Brien, who alone spoke
ficers were pre-ent at the meeting of the his bill, moved that the minority report of
grand lodge. They were M. W. Sackett of “ought to pass” be substituted for the maMeadvilie, Pa., supreme recorder and H. B.
for atDickenson of Buffalo, X. Y„ supreme re- jority report. This was the signal
ceiver. The following officers were chosen: tack from the opposition forces and they
Joseph B. Hall of Bangor, graud master came back at resubmission advocate with
The college was rudely awakened from
workman; D. B. Phelan of Danforth, past
the force of a thousand furies. Ilowes of j ts
grand master, Edwin Stone of Biddeford,
Sunday morning slumbers about seven
reinforced
attack,
initial
led
the
of
LewPalmyra,
grand foreman, George S. Longley
,. m. last Sunday by the repeated tooting of
iston, grand overseer; A. G. Andrews of by Representative Merrill of Skowhegan,
Augusta, grand recorder; C. F. Robefts of who, with stinging sarcasm rebuked the he whistle and ringing of the bell. A fire
;ot underway in the basement of Fernald
Portland, grand receiver; W. H. Payne of
Lewision for certain
Skowhegan, grand guide; E. X. Fisk of representative from
tall and when it was discovered the smoke
of
the
insinuations made on the mothers
Ilallowell, finance committee.
vas so thick it was impossible to locate the
State; Milliken of Island Falls and Hutch- ( ire or determine its origin. An impromptu
Resubmission Voted Down.
ins of Penobscot. On motion of Represen- ^ ire
department was organized and the fire
Augusta, Feb. 28. The House today by tative Higgins of Limerick, owing to the
vas finally extinguished with a good deal
a vote of 101 to 28 accepted the report of the lateness of the hour, the House voted to
( if difficulty, not, however, until after the
majority of the committee on temperance,
consideration of the bill Feb. 1 aluable
ought not to pass, on the resolve to resub- continue the
instruments had been carefully
mit the prohibitory law to the people.
28th. No vote was taken.
j einoved.
The fire was a particularly quiet
Speeches favoring resubmission were
me and little damage was done to the buildmade by O’Brien, Belleau of Lewiston, and
The following petitions were presented,
were made by Powers of
ng or its contents. Fernald Hall was one
speeches against
House Feb. 28th.
Houlton, Shaw of Clinton, Merrill of Skow- and referred, in the
f the first buildings on the campus and
Petition
of
Searsmont:
of
Mr.
Jones
and
Howes
of
By
hegan
Palmyra.
1
vas named in honor of Merritt C. Fernald,
Buzzell of Old Town, Poor of Belfast, D. 0. Bowen and 11 others for the passage
of the law to increase the school fund tax j jL.D., president of the University from
Sewall of Bath voted with the Democrats.
Pendleton of Islesboro and Sargent of by one mill.
Petition of : 879 to 1893. It is a two story brick buildCa8tine were absent.
By Mr. Jones of Searsmont:
of Morrill for i ng containing fifteen rooms devoted to the
All the Portland members voted against D. 0. Bowen and 10 others
<
the abolition of the fee system.
resubmission.
lepartments of chemistry and pharmacy.

Friends of the prohibitory cause rushed
to arms when resubmission, still the same
old time-honored, threadbare question, appeared in the House, Feb. 24th. It was
brought up by Representative O’Brien of

Mrs. Amos A. Colcord left Tuesday morna ten days’visit with relative sand friends in Massachusetts.

ing by train for

prospective

interesting lecture.

1905.

grossed.

Rev. and Mrs. George C. Howard and Miss
Freda Fogg visited Rev. and Mrs. J.
Wt
Hatch last week.

The announcements of the summer session are being sent out and should interest
teachers,
students and all those
who are preparing for any college course.
Professor Stevens has charge of the summer term this year.
m. d. p.

President Fellows has been in New York
the past week. He was in Schenectady on
Monday evening at the formation of a new
Alumni Association composed of the many
graduates of the University employed there.

In the Senate, Feb. 24tli, Mr. Stetson of
Penobscot said; Mr. President: The senator from Waldo not being present, I desire
to file with the
resolve in favor of the
Waldo County Hospital a statement of
facts. The same was thereupon duly filed.

Mrs. C. 0. Poor spent last weel: with her
husband in Augusta and attended the Governor’s reception.

to-morrow, Friday, night.

well attended, have closed.

and bill were referred to the committee on
legal affairs.

Mrs. M. A. Flye of Island Falls has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Hatch
for a few days.

The Maine second basket ball team is to
play B. H. S. at the Belfast Opera House,

The short winter courses in agriculture,
which have been unusually successful and

a

Miss Margaret J. Williams, dressmaker at
J. H. Howes, is in Boston for two weeks
for new styles.

tween the halves the Maine second team
played Bangor Y. M. C. A. Next Saturday
Maine plays the New Hampshire State College and an interesting game is looked for.

The German Club met at the Mount VerHouse Wednesday night and Professor
an

Mrs. N. E. Brown and Mrs. L. A. Brown
left by train Thursday for a few <
ays visit
in Bangor.

The deciding game between the University of Maine and Colby was played in the
gymnaseum, Alumni Hall, last night. Be-

non

Segall gave

Miss Helen Batchelder of Boston was in
a short visit last week.

Belfast for

That cities of 30,000 inhabitants,
or over, should own and control their
own
water supply and
lighting plants. Maine
has chosen the affirmative.

U7nlR/> Pnon*.-

employment.

Miss Lovisa C. Hart is in Round Pond,
a visit of several weeks.

Resolved,

Mr. B. Walker McKeen of Fryeburg gave
two very interesting talks to the agricultural students last week. Mr. McKeen is a
practical farmer and his talks were interesting as well as of great value.

lfowes are visit-

Me., for

The question to be used in the debate
with Bates, which is to take place about the
last of April, has been decided
upon,and is:

been preparing slides for some time and
the views will add much to the interest and
instructive value of the lecture.

In the House, Feb. 22d, the following petitions were presented and referred:
By Mr. Sparrow of Freedom: Petition of
W. S. Gray and 50 others of Troy for Grange
bill to equalize school tax.
By Mr. Morton of Jackson: Petition of R.
E. Page and 32 others of Jackson for same.
By Mr. Page of Hampden: Petition of R.
E. Page and 17sothers of Jackson for act establishing bounty on crows; petition of
Maurice L. Wing and 12 others of Hampden
for same; petition of Frank W. Elliott and
9 others of Winlerport for same.
By Mr. Morton of Jackson: Petition of R.
E. Page and 30 others of Jackson in favor
of the grout law, so-called, in relation to
oleo or artificial butter. (Tabled on motion
of Mr. Hale of Portland.)

Ralph 11.

W. H. Quimby left Saturday for Boston
and New York on business.

evening.

Professor Spring, head of the Forestry
Department, is to conclude the series/ of
lectures given by the University for the
benefit of the students during the winter
with his lecture on “Some Aspects of Forestry,” to be given in the chapel on this,
Thursday, evening. Professor Spring has

Report accepted.

Mr. and Mrs.

ing in New York city.
Robert C. Logan is in Hartford, Conn.,

The seniors and juniors at the Mt. Vernon House entertained last week in
honor
of Miss Mary Wilson, ex ’06, of Solon. Miss
Marian B. Wentworth, ’05, Miss Maude B.
Colcord, ’06, and Miss Joanna C. Colcord,
’07, also entertained friends last Saturday

house.

The delegations of Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties, to which was referred bill, “an act for the protection of
deer in the said counties,” reported Feb.
22d that the same be referred to the commissioners of iulaud fisheries and game, as
the subject-matter of the act properly comes
under their jurisdiction by the general law.

9

PERSONAL.

I

tors.

Camden, where they played Tuesday, in
Mr. Morse reported for the committee on Kockland
Wednesday, and will play in Belmilitary affairs, on resolve providing for fast this, Thursday, evening and in Searsthe preservation of regimental rolls in the port
tomorrow, Friday, evening. After the
Adjutant General's Office, reported that Searsport concert manager Wilson leaves
same ought to pass.
Report accepted.
for Massachusetts and assistant
manager
Mr. Morse also introduced a resolve to W. H.
Burke for the western part of the
means
for
provide
the examination of State to
arrange for trips later in the seaclaims for State pensions. The resolve au- son.
Manager Wilson has got a neat little
thorizes the State pension clerk to expend, label for the use of club members on
their
under the direction of the Governor and baggage.
Council a sum not exceeding $300 a year to
properly examine the claims presented to
The Theta Epsilons gave a house dance
his office.
last Wednesday night at their chapter

Tbe Patriarchal degree was worked on a
candidate at tbe Penobscot Encampment, 1.
0. O. F., last week.

He followed farming until 1861, then
engaged in the wheel and millwright business in Aroostook County until 186;!, when
he went to Boston and enlisted in the U. S.
quartermaster’s department and was sent to
Galeton, Teun., as a wheelwright and remained there until the close of the war.
He returned to Belfast and married Miss
Syphers of Moulton ; later engaging in trade
in Providence, R. I.
In 1869 he went to
Gloucester, Mass., and was employed by the
late David Lowe Co. In 1872he returned to
Belfast and started a milk business; later
selling out and going first to Omaha and
later to Seattle, working at his trade as
wheelwright and carpenter in both places.
He returned to Belfast in 1894 and worked
at the carpenter’s trade here until 1902, when
he went to live with a son on the Read
ranch in Valentine. Mr. Read was a fine
workman, ingenious, and capable of handling any kind of a job; kind-hearted and
ever ready to leud a helping hand. He is
survived Dy a wife and three sons—Ernest
on the home ranch, Irving in Los Angeles,
Calif, and Homer in Dartmouth College.
The widow is also in Hanover, N. H.

The young ladies are
enjoying their
weekly work in the gymnasium very much,
and are taking a good deal of interest in
basket ball. A spirited game was
played at
the last gym night which was
thoroughly
enjoyed by both participants and specta-

INTEREST.

largely because built to divert traffic from
Haniel L. Pitcher died Feh. 22nd at. the other transportation routes; the European
residence of his granddaughter, Mrs. Chas. & North American is perhaps the best example. The Baugor & Aroostook, if it
Woods, No. 1 Charles street, where he had could be built, was to develop a new busiGeorge M. Warreu, Esq., of Castine apmade his home for the past year, after an ness for its support, if supported it could be,
before the committee on legal affairs,
illness dating from the previous Friday. He avoiding all trespass upon the territory of peared
other Maine railroads as it has done Feb. 23d, supported by numerous witnesses,
was born in Belfast Feb. 18, 1826.
In 1848
throughout and is doing still. Capital regarding the desecration of the placid
he married Prudence Dunbar, who survives demanded assurance from the State that
streets of Castine by automobiles. They
him. In 1884 the family moved to Bethel, the previous errors should not be invoked
against the Baugor <fc Aroostook. Without were described as “devil wagons.” Mr.
Me., where they remained ten years and acts of the legislature referred to the need- Warren and the other Castiheites were willwith this exception his life was spent here. ed funds could not have been secured. We
ing to let one thoroughfare remain open
In early life Mr. Pitcher was a very success- are in position to affirm this positively.
The fact that the Bangor & Aroostook from the steamboat wharf to the shore road
ful school teacher. He was a brickmakei securities were
marketed is the best proof leading to Bucksport and Bangor,
but
and worked the yard at Dog Island near that purchasers relied upon the promises of
they didn’t want the machines puffiing
his home, supplying the brick for many of the State. The promises of the State were
about in the byways and hedges of that
so intimately connected with the sale of the
our business blocks.
He served in the city
bonds as to make the promises almost a peaceful community. The bill was tabled.
was
collector
of
cus- part of the bonds.
government,
deputy
Because of the promises
Then F. I). Marshall, Esq., of Portland
toms, tax collector, and one of the founders the bonds were purchased; because the
a bill to provide “mufflers” for
presented
bonds
were purchased money was obtained,
of the Waldo Agricultural .Society, in which
and because money was obtained the road boats propelled by explosive engines, which
he took a great interest, and was a member was built and the State obtaiued what it
led to moreor less of a discussion regarding
of the society at the time of his death. In desired to obtain for its promises; namely,
the degree of muffleduess.
his home life he was one of the kindest and the Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
All admit that the Bangor & Aroostook
In the Senate, Feb. 23d, on motion of Mr.
most unselfish of fathers, and many of his road has done for the State all it
was exneighbors have reason to remember his wil- pected to do and all it promised; indeed it Morse of Waldo, Table Doeumf.it No. 11,
ling assistance. He had five children, four has done much more. The company has “Report of the committee on inland fisheries
not done anything it ought not to have
of whom survive,—George H. Pitcher of done: it has
omitted the doing of nothing and game referred to commissioners of inland fisheries and game, on bill to close
Portland, Mr. Harlan B. Ellis of Embden, which it ought to have done.
The bill before the present legislature is
Marsh river in Waldo county,” was taken
Mrs. Eudora Piper and Mrs. Elbridge .S.
a proposal to the state for it to break
Pitcher of this city. The funeral took place really
the promises which it made to the Bangor from the table. On further motion by the
Friday afternoon, Rev. ,1. W. Hatch officia- & Aroostook railroad company and to the same senator, the report was accepted.
ting. William Olson, H. W. Pitcher, Henry purchasers of bonds. To pass the bill the
In the House, Feb. 23d,on motion of Mr.
State would surely break the promises.
ByBateman and G. G. Abbott acted as bearers.
passing the bill the State would practically
of Freedom, the rules were susThe fioral tributes w ere beautiful, including say to the world the Bangor & Aroostook Sparrow
and that gentleman introduced a pe7b white pinks front his sun George, a pillow has been unfaithful, a thing which all know pended
of I). W. Dodge and 24 others asking
from the wife and daughters, panel from is not true. For the legislature to pass the tition
bill would be to serve, notice not to relv upon for the right to remove dead bodies in the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods, and bouquets
of
the
State.
Its
promises
reputation as a
of Freedom, and also bill, An Act
from Thomas W. and Eliza Pitcher, Mrs. State which believes in uprightness and fail- town
authorizing the removal of bodies of deceasElecta Stone, Mrs. Sarah W. Mathews, Mr. dealing would be sullied.
With this much said it may be added that ed persons from Freedom cemetery, and on
and Mrs. Samuel Adams, Mrs. N. Simmons there is no
necessity and no demand from further motion by Mr. Sparrow the petition
and Mrs. Arline Cooper, and the public the people, for the passage of the Heath
school teachers.

'kU'mBEH

From the united stall's of the Hollis street
ind Colonial theatres be received a gold
watch. A large basket of flowers was sent
jy the stall of the Park Theatre, and his
ither two bouses sent bunches of violets,
mch bouquet surmounted by an American
tag.—New York Herald.
Col. Rich is gratefully remembered in
Belfast as the donor of a steam beating
riant for the Girls’ Home, an institution in
which he has shown much interest. Col.
Rich is a native of Bucksport.

Major Herbert M. Lord, who recently ar
■ivedatSan Francisco from the Philippines,
las been ordered to Washington, I>.
fora
jonsultation with the paymaster general of
lie army on official business.
Upon the
•onipletion of this duty he will proceed to
ioston, where it is reported that lie will be
itationed. Thus, after several assignments
I
vliich have taken him to the distant quar
| ers of the globe, Mr.
Lord comes hack
vithin hailing distance of the home port.
will
Phis
be welcome news to liis Knox
ounty friends, who may reasonably exicet to see the Lord family with greater
requency.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

]

A Note to the General Public.
Recent unfortunate references to the libiral church and its teachings urge me to exI iress my regret that the cordial and frater, lal feeling of the various churches of the
ity should in such ways be weakened.
Hit such references to the church of my
ninistry met with the approval of any large
1 lunibei of the people present at that
time, 1
lo not believe, and it is good to know that
hese references were not made by the pasors of local churches.
Lest the teachings
il' my church be placed by these recent releetions in a false light in'tlie community i
uld tlie cardinal beliefs of my branch of the
iberal church, the Universalist: 1
The
iniversa! fatherhood of God. 2. The spiritual authority and leadership of His Son,
lestis Christ. 3. The trustworthiness of
lie Bible as containing a revelation from
R)d. 4. The certainty of just retribution
or sin.
3.
The final harmony of all souls
with God.
Yours respectfully and cordially,
Ashley A. Smith,
Pastor First Universalist Church.
Belfast, Maine, Feb. 20,1905.
■

LETTER

TO N. J. POTTLE.
BELFAST, ME.
Dear Sir: You want a cheap job of paint
or a cheap house, don’t you ?
It’s Devoe. It’s the" regular thing in
Devoe; there’s nothing, in all paint, so
1
iheap as Devoe.
Oh, yes, you can paint with mud; but
;hat isn’t paint; you want it to look about
ight for a month or two.
Paint Devoe; can’t do it for less; there’s
lothing so cheap; say nothing of wear,
i here’s nothing so cheap as Devoe.
It goes so far, save gallons; no matter
ibout the price, save gallons. A gallon of
>aiiit, put-on, costs *4 or .«5; save gallons.
Devoe is your paiut; save gallons; Devoe
j s your paint.
Yours truly
P. W. Devoe <fc Co.
P. S. Mason and Hall sell our paint.
■

MAINE MEN AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY

A State’s representation at Harvard may
barometer for the purpose of determini ng ttie nature of its intellectual atmosphere. For the purposes of comparison,
from its geographical position, and the social
life of its people, the State of Rhode Island

Viit Hearts, Wit Blood,
Vnk Nerves

maybe included with Massachusetts, a State
which naturally draws the most students to

Agnew’s Cure for the heart never fails
to cure the heart and nerves and to enrich

serve as a

The following students from Maine arc
enrolled this year in the departments o!
Harvard University:
I.

Faculty of Arts awl Sciences. 1. College
SENIOR CLASS.

Emery M. lleagau, Belfast.
G. Smith, Tenant’s Harbor.
C. L. Staples, Portland.

It is
it is the home of the institution the blood. It relieves in 30 minutes. W.
H.
a beacon light to lead you back to health.
Musselman of G. A. K., Weissport, Pa., says:
“Two bottles of l)r. Agnew’s Heart Cure entireMaswith
Rhode
Island
then,
Excluding
ly cured me of heart palpitation and extreme
sachusetts, this fact is significant: Maine in nervousness. Its value cannot be estimated.”
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
proportion to its population leads all the
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment relieves eczema
other States in representation at Harvard.
5
and tetter in a day. 35c.
As an index of a State’s attitude toward

Harvard

as

in question.

JUNIOR CLASS,

p. L. Beckwith, Bangor.
H. G. Beyer, Portland.
W. j. Nutter, Brouklin.
Robert Payson, Portland.
A. \V. Roberts, Biddeford.
11. \V. Smith, Bath.
C. 11. Sutherland, Brunswick.
Samuel Titcomb, Augusta.
P. L. Warren, Portland.
11. M. Wheeler, South Paris.
R. M. II. Wilcox, Portland.
C. A. Woodbury, Portland.

professional its
University serves
excellently, for the college and the professional schools attract students promiscuousmatters educational and
representation at Harvard

representation. Beginning with Maine and
including a number of the Eastern States
there is a general drift of decreasing representation toward the West. Returning again
over the same ground the representation
gradually decreases until in swerving to-

in the extreme Southern States until
the last in the list, there
is only one in 517,000 in comparison with
Maine’s one in 5,787.
crease

with

Mississippi,

E. M. IlEAGAN.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

SPECIAL STUDENTS.

T. Gould, Thomaston.
E. K. Hall, Jr., Portland.
F. E. Leighton, Portland.

A.

NEW BOOKS.

Second LUt.

school—Fourth Year.
C. J. Webber, Gen. Sc., Bangor.

Alcott, Louisa May.
A

Third Year.

SPECIAL.

F. 11. G. Fassett, Architect, Woodfords.
H. 1.. Sanborn, Electrical Engineer, Still,,

I E. Sanborn, Architect, Portland.
E. M. Stevens, Mechanical Engineer,
Portland.
J, L. Thompson, Architect, Portland.
3. GRADUATE SCHOOL.
1>_TT.-.1IC

L. K. Emerson, Phil., Portland.
W. M. Houghton, Ecou Brunswick.
\V. E. Lunt, Hist. & Geo., Lisbon.
C. C. Spratt, Biol., North Bridgton.
W. C. Titcomb, Arch., Augusta.
C. tY. Wilder, Hist., Portland.
P. F. Williams, Phys., Fairfield.

K. S. Treworgy, Surry.
Law School.

Third Year.
C. L. Donahue, Portland.
R. C. Foster, Portland.

Frederick Fox, Portland.

J. R. Locke, Portland.
F. B. Merrill, Bethel.
V. M. Rollins, Calais.
R. W. Sawyer, Jr., Bangor.
F H. Stinchlield, Danforth.
G. R. Walker, Portland.
J. K. Wing, Waterville.
Second Year.

1904

Where does the

1904

252. G 4

220. II 0

954.9 II

M 137-3

F-M 38

Morris, Gouverneur.
Ellen and Mr. Man. A story.
1904.
Musset, Paul de.
Mr. Wind and Madam Rain.
Translated by E. Makepeace.
1904.
O’Connor, William Douglas.
Heroes ot the storm.
Ogg, Frederic Austin.
The opening of the Mississippi:
a struggle for
supremacy in
the American interior. 1904...
Reiuach, Solomon.
The story of art throughout the
ages. 1904
Roberts, Charles George Douglas.
The prisoner of Mademoiselle.
A love story. 1904.
Sellar, William Young.
The Roman poets of the Augus-

Second Year.
F. S. Woods, South Portland.
First Year.
None.
SUMMARY:

COLLEGE.

Senior Class.
.1 unior Class.12
Sophomore Class.10
Freshman Class. 9
Special Students. 3
—

37

SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

preciation and a history. Illustrated. 1904.
Sturgis, Russell.
The appreciation of sculpture.

1
1
0
1

Special. 5
—

1904.
8

GRADUATE SCHOOL.

8
Whole number of students under
Faculty of Arts aud Sciences...

53

Divinity School.

Resident Graduate. 1
—

1

Law School.

Third Year.10
Second Year.18
First Year.17
50

Faculty of Medicine.
MEDICAL SCHOOL.

1

In Courses for Graduates.
Fourth Class..
Third Class.
Second Class.
First Class.

4

2
2
1
—

11

DENTAL SCHOOL.

Total....

614.8

0

977. Og

709. R 2

R 53-5

873. Se

254.27

759.9 St

730. St

be to Belfast if 4,000 people were suddenly
arrive at the Maine Central station and
by all the boats and other transportation
lines touching there. Most of the visitors
will be here about three days, and some
much longer. Not only is there a lively deto

occasion,wueie

no Ollier

sucu

agieui tmuiig

5
120

the aggregate left in Washington on such
occasion will be as much as $2,000,This big sum liuds its
000 or $3,000,000.
way into numerous channels and makes the
pulse of business at the capital city throb
for several weeks. The shopkeepers and
tradesmen benefit to no small extent, but
makers of souvenirs and dealers in such
travellers buy dispose of enormous
stocks and usually at good prices.
Representative Burleigh has accepted an
invitation to serve on the reception committee on the night of the inaugural ball. Its
chairman is Mr. Crosby S. Noyes, the veteran editor of the Evening Star, a native of
Minot, Me., and one of the most substantial

things

as

and respected residents of Washington.
He has asked the more prominent men of
Congress and also several local citizens to
serve on that committee.
They will go to
the pension bureau Saturday evening,
March 4th, and be on hand, not only to welcome President and Mrs. Roosevelt on their
also to see that all possible is
done for the comfort and convenience of
these and other distinguished visitors.
Here in Washington it is regarded as a distinction to be selected for service on the inaugural reception committee.
Several Maine people along the coast
have evinced an interest in legislation asked for by the Department of Commerce and
Labor, requiring motor boats to be inspected the same as steam vessels of larger build.
Following the investigation of the Slocum
disaster several recommendations for stricter inspection of all kinds of boats were
made to Congress. However, thus far all
efforts to have inspection of motor boats has
failed. So much opposition to it lias developed that the Department of Commerce
and Labor has practically dropped the subject. Senate and House committees in
charge of such subjects have favorably reported several bills affecting the inspection
of steam vessels. It is practically certain
that more severe legislation in that direction will be enacted at this session. But it is
also certain that no legislation calculated to
affect the hundreds of little motor boats

arrival,

but

auuu as line acea aioug

me
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nni

be passed. The bill which the Department
of Commerce first had in mind provided
that all boats propelled wholly or in part by
machinery should be regarded as steam vessels within the meaning of the law. That,
should it become law, would make every
little gasoline boat subject to regulations
that steamboat inspectors enforce. A year
or so ago a movement in that direction was
made but it was promptly checked at the
House end by Gov. liurleigh, who pointed
out the hardship and also the injustice that
One proposition was that
would result.
certain launches carrying a certain number
of people should have a duly qualified pilot.
The legislation as proposed was killed in
the committee on merchant marine and fisheries.
Gov. liurleigh was relieved of a heavy
burden when he got the omnibus public
building bill out of committee and reported
favorably to the House with all the Maine
items on it. Not since he made his big fight
for four representatives from Maine in Con-

gress on the apportionment bill, and won,
Sturgis, Russell.
has the governor had a harder proposition
How to judge architecture. A
here to handle. He wanted to take care of
popular guide to the appreciation of buildings. 1903. 720. St-2 every Maine project, the estimated approThomas, Rose Fay.
priations for which were over $400,000,
Our mountain garden. 1904. 716. T 3 while the entire bill was to carry less than
Trollope, Anthony.
$10,000,000. Just as be always does when
The Eustace diamonds. A novel.
T 74-1 there is a big task on hand, the governor
1903 2v.
Trollope, Anthony.
practically devoted all his time to that parCan you forgive her 7 A novel.
He kept in constant touch
T 74-3 ticular thing.
1902 3v.
Anthony.
Phineas Finn: the Irish member.
A novel. 3v.
Wells, Carolvn.
In the reign of Queen Dick.
1904

T 74-6

with the chairman and other members of
the Committee to know what they were
doing and to be sure that no log rolling
schemes would not be started by which he

CASTOR IA
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life at the end of this session and Gov. Burleigh will be the chief reliance of the committee in the next Congress for framing the
new

ymipiP

l||

public huildiiigsbill.

For Infants and Children.

The chances are that most of the Maine
delegation will go north to Maine slowly
alter the inauguration and the adjournment
of Congress. The two Maine Senators will
be detained here for some days and possibly
for soifle weeks at the extra session of the
Senate. This extra session will be called
chiefly for the transaction of executive
business, such as the confirming of nominations. Bnt they will also have some work
in the ratification of treaties.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
_

Sears the

NORTHPORT NEWS.

I

Mrs. White is spending the winter in Bermuda.
The town meeting pot is boiling. The
two candidates for selectmen are Joel P.
Wood and Howard W. Elwell, both temperate, honest and upright young men.
Joel P. Wood will be a candidate for first
selectman at our coming March meeting.
The fact that he is postmaster at the Campground does not bar him from accepting
this position, should he be elected, as some
have eroneously supposed. See postal laws
of 1902, Section 214, page 99.
Miss Mary B. Grant closed a very successful term of ten weeks school at the Cove,
Friday, Feb. 24tli, furnished by Mrs. Henrietta Hill White of Brookline, Mass. Mrs.
White has paid for maintaining a ten weeks
school each year, for seventeen years at a
cost of one hundred dollars a year, besides
furnishing new seats that cost one hundred
and fifty dollars and making other repairs,
in all amounting to more than two thousand
dollars. Truly a magnificent gift. And it
is the writer’s wish that “sometime, somewhere or somehow” she will be amply rewarded.
Vital Statistics. Following is a list
of the births, marriages and deaths in the
town of Northport for the year 1904:
BIKTIIS.

Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Beckett, a daughter. Edna.
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Crockett,
Mae Gertrude.
a daughter.
28 to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Knight,
a

daughter.

Esth#.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Pena daughter.
Mary E.
Sept. 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dyer, a
Edna
M.
daughter.
17, to Mr. and Mrs. Manassali Whiting, a son. Bartlett J.
Dec. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Beckett, a sou. Dennis R.

Aug. 7,

to

dleton,

DEATHS.

Esther Knight, infant.
Mrs. Abby F. Cummings, aged
79 years, 5 months.
8.
Charles B. M. Jameson, aged 28
years, 1 month, 15 days.
25.
Charles
Patterson, aged 80
years, 3 months.
24. George E. Sherman, aged 1 year,
11 months.
31.
Ransom Abbott, aged 83 years,
10 months, 17 days.
30. Eliza Benner, aged 61 years.

Jan. 29.
Mar. 27.

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

BANGOR
Jail

gStop

p of the favorite

ami

Leniency

Fines,

SON’S

esc,' three times

DRUGGISTS

r or uy6r

l——.

Thirty Years

CASTORIA
TH« CENTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK CITY.

family remedy

that has been

curing

awodywe

B
;M

LINIMENT M

as

much 50c.

.11 all

j^B
■

drwjijisti
BOSTON, MASS.

They

overcome

ness,

irregularity

Weak*
and

omissions, increase vigand banish “pains
of menstruation.” They are “LIFE SAVERS” to
girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body.
No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Despite

manslaughter case. The court, however,
gave Foster live months in jail and $100
and costs, with 00 days additional in
default of fine.
Frank Gallant, Exchange St., pleaded

nolo to indictment at the present term,
his first case, and was sentenced to two
mouths in jail.
At Thursday’s session a number of
like sentences were imposed.
The
court adjourned Monday. The Daily

News says:

15

liq-

dealers have been sent to jail. A
few present term indictments have
been continued, a great many dealers
demurred, and 17 defaulted bail. All
of these “bail-jumpers,” it is stated,
will sooner or later be brought to jusuor

tice.

The term has been a distinct triumph
for County Attorney Patten. Of the
many cases which he has tried during
the past two weeks he lias lost only
one—and even in this there was a disagreement of the jury.
GO INTO SOCIETY MORE.
Vincent Says it is Nonsense to
Out for Sake of “Piety.”

Stay

Baltimore, Feb. 20. At the session
of the Seven Lays’ Study in Church
Life a minister suggested that our
social life is too highly organized and
that people have too many engagements.
Bishop Vincent smiled broadly and
said:
“Well, we don’t want tD shut ourWe ought,
selves up from the world.
as Christian people, to go into society a
great deal more than we do. There is
a beautiful Christian life without cant,
where personality meets personality
and impresses itself by association,
where the Christian doesn’t forever
talk religion, but shows his life in his
face. I know people who won’t go into society at all, and say they do it for
piety’s sake, while, as a matter of fact,
they can’t shine in society, they can’t
be popular and have no accomplishments; and because of their selfishness
that is at the bottom of it—they stay
away from social affairs and claim piety
in the act. It is all the worst kind of
It is a great thing to be able
nonsense.
to go into society, and children ought
to be brought up with the ability to
shine in any circle.
“I know many good Christians who
never talk religion outright in society,
but who so effect those who lead inconsistent lives that even a sight of them
is sometimes ah good as a sermon. Let
Christians go into society and become
its leaders.”

Estate

Real

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

■

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Castiiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.
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Always

restores color to gray

j

If you want a fan
them all pri<*.■
hundreds of a
gains and t-a->
schools and «•!',■,•

j

over.

I

all the

hair,

The hair stops falling,

have.

grows

dark, rich color it used
long and heavy, and all

Farms Just
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NEWARK, N. J.

ASSETS*.
Real

rlUELI I Y

estate,
Stocks ami bonds,

Cash m office and bank,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

liabilities,

Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

liabilities and surplus,
$6,677,549 09
JAMES I* ATT EE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
Total

3w9*

Scotish Union and National Insurance Co.,
EDINBRUdn, SCOTLAND.
31, 1904.
Real estate..$ 189,830 66
776,148 42
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
2,000 OO
ASSETS DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and in bank.
Agents’ balauces...
Interest and-rents.

3,348,860 25

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

4,836,407

234,645 26
269,972 81
24,049 72
4,497

11
78

Admitted assets. $4,830,909 33
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$
1,665,434 93
Unearned premiums
••

22?’12^ 2§

Capital deposit..
22
2,783,347 35
Surplus overall liabilities..
surplus. 4,830,909 33
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.

Total liabilities and

3w9*

1,682,875.00
65,586.98
Ill,142.26
31,155.75

i

T-

573.86

GASb
MARINE M> TORS,

DECEMBER

31, 1904.

Cash in office ami in

Agents' balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gloss assets,
Deduct items not

$ 284.457 14
ioo.OOO 00
2,385,449 91
127,401 86 I

bank,

13,032 86
5 375 77
11.954 62
329,655 51

3,957,327 07

admitted,

*3,238,919

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Reserve for unadjusted claims.
Unearned premiums,
Safety reserve,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total

liabilities and surplus,

$

04

559.860 58

021,lu9 36
125,000 06

750.000 oo
882,949 10

3,238,919 04

The United States Firemen's Insurance Co..
Phi

adelphia, Pa.
Assets December 31, 1904.
Real estate,
$174,553
356,084
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
2,000
Stocks and bonds,
1,077,235
Cash in office and bank,
87,869
52,982
Agents’ balances,
Interests and rents,
7,710
All other assets,
2,978
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

MIANUS MCro

18,408 03

Admitted assets,

|

1

24
00
00
00
15
93
45
15

$1,761,412 92

G. D. Thorndike, Ma

M><)
9®® Farm Haulers

and

more

answers i

advertising last

Admitted assets,
$1,767,740 98
Liabilities December 31,1904.
Net unpaid losses,
1,261,123 58
Unearned premiums,
11.671 4«
All other liabilities,
300,000 00
Cash capilal,
96
162,923
all
over
liabilities,
Surplus

»l,7E 7,740 93
surplus,
& SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Total liabilities and

3w9*

Dr. Thoma
A household necessity
Ecle <u
(
IDals burns, cuts, wound !
of any sort; cures sore throat, croup j
I
catarrh, asthma; never fails.

Seven MMon boxes scM in >o«t 12 months.

i

f

FS(W
E.A.STROUTTram
150

NassauSt., N.V.

M. S. STILUS, U

SELL YOUR

LIVE STOCK

_

Cure

J

3 671 94

admitted,

JAMES PATTEE

I

j

yea:
In Maine alone v
If you want to s.
farm description blan
We require no pa\
We use our own in- 1
erty. We sell stores, no

—

In Brighton market amt
cash twenty-four hours
stock on small commission
Write for sn i>
returns.
market letter free.

FRANK
or

a

Signature,

;

\
M
*

American
Burnham,

Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. £ n/J,
^
ThlS

[To

f

Baltimore, Md.

Real estate,
Ground rent,
Stocks and bonds.i

46

$1,020,854 50
2,732,911 35
450,000 00
100,000 oo
282,455 07
500,ooo oo
1,581,268 17

Special contingent fund,
All other

of

31, 1904.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
General contingent fund.

1
I.

of

Or

.$3,539,717.31

ASSETS

$6,667,549 09

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

I

MARYLAND CASULTY COMPANY,

$6,760,617 96
93,068 87

Admitted assets,

|

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,539,717.31
I JAMES PATTER & SON, Agents,
3W7
Belfast Waldo County, Maine.

10,83118
679,376 38

admitted,

|

..

31, 1904.
$ 021,081 19
5,280,355 oo
168,091 75
882

Knquire

Admitted Assets.$3,539,717.31
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses .$
91,410 00
Unearned Premiums
797.757.23
All other liabilities...
2,381.22
Cash Capital.
1.000.00000
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,648,168.86

YORK.

DECEMBER

Real

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Gross Assets

j

!;

as

i,530,S98.co

....

AND CASUAL I Y UU.

OF NEW

ASSETS

31, 1904.

Estate —*..$ *117,484.86

Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank..
Agents’ Balances
Interest and Rents..
Ail other Assets.

a'
THE

I)Er.

I

Here is one of
ell, In good r- ;
tons of hay.
the best of u at
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FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY,
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j!

Farms at all Prices.
1 L I A

nALLo Hair Renewer
to

ie

If you want a lim
to me. I have rhm;
part of the city
and some can i" I
pay rent all >oui
home on the inst
years own yotn <>v.

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

Agent,

BKLFASI.'l

FRED ATWOOD, W,S°RT Insurance and Real Estate, Houses for Sale anJ

lines and costs, with two months additional in default of line.
Edward White, Washington St., two
counts, live months in jail and $200 tine,
with 60 days additional in default of
line.
In the ease of Samuel J. Foster, three
counts, the county attorney asked for
leniency on account of Foster's willing
testimony for the State in the Lawless

Bishop

POOR 6: SON

Cj

ii.

p_„

MOTTS

Charles C. Patterson, 124 Haymarket
Sq., three counts, sentenced on all three,
aggregating live months in jail and $200

court,

ii

& CO-

Pleas.

term of

In

Originated in 1S10
A few drops on sugar will effect a
rapid
cure in case of cu! I.
In fact for internal or
ternal inHammation, there is
nothing like it

jail.

present

i

= or

Liquor cases were taken up in the supreme court at Bangor Feb. 22nd and
the five which were considered resulted
in as many jail sentences and commitments, although all were represented
by counsel, who pleaded for leniency on
various grounds.
From the prompt and positive action
in these cases it is considered certain
that every liquor dealer whose case
comes to judgment at this term will
be sent to jail, and there is general consternation among the liquor dealers.
Cases were disposed of as follows:
Albert McGee, Front St., search and
seizure, appeal overruled, 60 davs in

At the

r

oi

litis, Pleurisy, Hoarseness, and Throat Troubles, for the
itury—

LIQUOR CASES.

Commitments

Signature

Coughing^\.

MARRIAGES.

June 17, Albert A. Hasson to Elizabeth
E. Drinkwater.
29, Edward C. Fogg to Harriet L.
Kelley of New York City.
Nov. 11, In Belfast, Fred B. Frohock of
Lincolnville to Nellie I. Hart.

W 45-2 might be left out in the cold.
It does not detract materially from the
value of his work in behalf of public buildings at Calais, Auburn, Bar Harbor and
Dr. A. B. Chapin
Portland, that Speaker Cannon is bent on
of Aurora, N. C., says: “Our baby, three
bill.
The
buildings
the
For infanta and Children.
public
killing
Comfort
months old, was badly chafed.
Speaker is against it only for the sake of Powder cured it at onee. It also cured a
bad
case
of eczethere
being neighbor’s child of a very
greater economy and to prevent
There is
But in the ma on face, head and body.”
a great deficit in the Treasury.
nothing equals Comfort Powder for the
next Congress, and probably at the next nursery and for all sKin soreness. All drugtf7
be
buildwill
there
public
surely
session,
gists sell it.

Hi Kind You Have Always Bought

Third Year. 4
Seeond Year. 1
First Year. 0
—

M 97

Trollope,

5

Special.

M 82

4^

3

Fourth Y ear.
Third Year.
Second \Tear.
First Year.

age: Virgil. 1897.
Stockton, Francis Richard.
The casting away of Mrs. Leeks
and Mrs. Alesliine. Illustrated. 1903
Strange, Edward F.
Colour prints of Japan. An aptan

Faculty of Arts anil Sciences.

2.

F 757

944.4 M2

raries: extracts from memoirs
of the 17th century.
With
notes.
1880. (In French).

Cummings, Portland.
Kmtnons, Saco.
Furbish, Brunswick.
Leavitt, Saco.

1.

F 7

Masson, Gustave', editor.
Louis XIV and his contempo-

Third Year.

IV.

1904.

1904..'.

DENTAL SCHOOL.

HI.

398.

MacLehose, Sophia H.
From the monarchy to the republic in France, 1788-1792.

Thomas Perry, Camden.
First Class.
h'. B. Porter, Old Town.

If.

sky begin.

Hodges, George.
When the King came. Stories
from the four Gospels. 1904.
Hunter, Sir William Wilson.
A brief history of the Indian
peoples. 1903
McCutcheon, George Barr.
The day of the dog. A story.

Bowie. Gardiner.

3.

T 45.0 F

Gladden, Washington.

MEDICAL SCHOOL.

2.

1) 9-1

the artists. 1905.
Forbes, Cora B.
Elizabeth’s charm string. Stories of old legends. 1903.
Ford, Sewell.
lloises nine. Stories of harness
and saddle. 1903.

Faculty of Medicine.

1.

all tourists the world over.
It is not difficult to imagine how congested the city becomes, although it is surprising with what ease the doublingof the city’s
population is handled. The proposition is
about the same to Washington as it would

that the Maine
items were on the bill this year will have
great influence in getting them on again.
Furthermore in the next Congress the Governor will be strategically in even a stronger position.
He and Chairmau Giliett were
the two leading members in the framing of
the bill. Chairman Giliett retires to private

an

Rome. Vol. 1. The Rome of the
ancients.
Vol. 2. The Rome
of the Popes and the Rome of

F. J. Pritham, Freeport.
Fourth Class.
T. .1. Eastman, South Berwick.
C. W. Merrill, Kennebunkport.
II. E. FI. Stevens, Lewiston.
N. P. Thayer, Waterville.
Third Class.
A. E. Darling, Auburn.
C. H. Withereil, Oakland.
J. 11. Wyman, Skowhegau.
Second Class.

I.

eigners visiting Washington is constantly
increasing and probably at least 1,000 foreigners will be here to witness the President’s inauguration. It is a great event for

Facts and figures the basis of
economic science. 1904
337. At
Baedeker, Karl.
mand for lodgings of every price from $1.00
Great Britain: handbook for
a day up to $40 and even more a day, but
travellers. 1901—.T 42. B 14
there is also a largely increased demand for
Barber, Edwin Atlee.
eatables of every character. The increase
The pottery and porcelain of the
in every instance booms the price so that
United States.
Illustrated.
is a costlier place to dwell in
1901.
738. B Washington
than any other city in the country during
Berenson, Bernhard.
inauguration week.
The Florentine painters of the
There is no other city in the country, and

Field, Walter Taylor.

In Courses for Graduates.

K. C.
II. I.
I A
P. A.

A16

1903 .T 78.5 C
Crommelin, Krneline G.
Famous legends adapted for children. 1904
398. C 8
Ilavis, Rebecca Harding.
Bits of Gossip. 1904.814. D 3
Duncan, Norman.
Doctor Luke of the Labrador.

I. C. Briggs, Caribou.
P. G. Clifford, Portland.
II. Garcelon, Lewiston.
1) I). F. Garcelon, Auburn.
R. II. Gardiner, Gardiner.
:; T. i lolt, PoiHand.
G. K. Kimball, Northeast Harbor,
j.. s. Paine, Bangor.
N. Perkins, Waterville.
N. S. Perkins, Augusta.
J. B. Roberts, Caribou.
A. K. Sewall. York Village.
G. J. Sweet, South Atkinson.
A st. Felix Thaxter, Portland.
A. L. Thayer, Ch.rleston.
Nathaniel Tompkins, Bridgewater.
G. L. Weymouth, Greene.
Special Students.
L. C. Church, Skowhegau.
II. M. Colib, Bridgton.
\ a. Goodwin, North Fairfield.
A. P. Grover, Northeast Harbor.
A. 1). Howard, Sangerville.

2.

.>.

The Yellowstone National Park.
Historical and descriptive.

A.

11

nial tale.
Atkinson, Edward.

354.33

fines of the District of Columbia. The arrivals will be from every State and from
nearly every county in the land. There
will also be onlookers from every civilized
nation on the globe. The number of for-

Chittenden,

E. s. Anthoine, Portland.
G. K. Bassett, Winslow.
.1. W. Coolidge, Portland.
K. B. Coolidge, Portland.
Ralph Haycock, Calais.
I. H. Halliard, Old Town.
A. B. Larrabee, Portland.
C. W. Littlefield, Rockland.
T. A Lothrop, Lewiston.
E. F. Merrill, skowhegan.
II. A. Peabody, Portland.
C. F. Robinson, Brunswick.
C. B. Kumery, Biddeford.
C. W. Smith, Portland.
L. C. Stearns, Jr., Bangor,
it. II. Stover, Brunswick.
W. C. Towns, Kennebunkport.
L. V. Walker, Oxford.
First Year.

1.

Washington, D. C., Feb. 27. Within only a few days this city’s population of white
people will be doubled. It has now about

assembles. Of course New York City constantly has a mighty throng of visitors
within its limits but nothing like an inauguration crowd, and furthermore New York
Black, Hugh.
The practice of self-culture. 1904. 170. B 55 has much larger hotel facilities than Washington. Iiut boarding-house keepers and
Brackett, Anna C.
The technique of rest. 1902. 013.7 B 7 others willing to rent rooms reap a small
harvest. The inauguration of a President
Clement, Ernest Wilson.
is a golden opportunity for them. Of course
A handbook of modern Japan.
1903. T 52. C 5 a large majority of the people who come
spend individually but little money, and yet
Hiram Martin.

Resident Graduate.

IV.

Also How

their works.
1896.739.5 IS4-3
Berenson, Bernhard.
The study and criticism of Italian art. 1903. 2v.759.5 B 4-1

Divinity School.

III.

hole in the wall.

they camped out.
Allen, Willis Boyd.
Sword and plowshare. A colo-

E. M. Sawyer, Mining, Bangor.
First Year.
J. 1). Whitlock, Mining, Calais.

II.

FEBRUARY, 1905.

_

•>. scientific

TTi.l

Inauguration Means
Capitol. Maine Men in
Evidence. Gov. Burleigh and the Omnibus Public Building Bill.
(■Correspondence of The Journal.]
to the Nation*)

200,000 whites; not to mention an additional
hundred thousand negroes. On Saturday,
ward the South there is a very marked fal- March
4th, it is anticipated there will be
ling off. Finally, there comes the great de- 200,000 more white people within the con-

FRESHMAN CLASS.

it: .1_

Washington.

What the President’s

Another fact to be noticed is the trend of

Horatio Alden, Camden.
1). M. Payson, Portland.
Waldo Pierce, Bangor.
A. I). Pike, Lubec.
R. E. Sawyer, Portland.
C. C. Stetson, Bangor.
I. G. Stetson, Bangor.
I. V. Woodard, Bangor.
Paul Woodman, Portland.

w

Letter from

ly from all over the country without regard
to home colleges.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.
H. H. Crabtree, Hancock.
B. E. Estes, Winn.
C. M. Foss, Portland.
A. S. Locke, Portland.
G. P. Paine, Ellsworth.
A. V. Parsons, East Wilton.
Hayward Pierce, Bangor.
John ItichaTds, Gardiner.
C. L. Smith, Portland.
Lucien Snow, Jr., Portland.
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"Good action* speak louder than
word*,’
•o too, doe* the
testimony of many thousand* of women during a
third of a>century speak
>oud«r than mere claims
not backed by a guarantee
of some kind.
That i*
the reason why the proprietor* of Dr. Pierce’*

a

term

of

the

seven

.isted by a court of
se members are also
-■iown, viz: Attorney

tion

Prescrip-

willing

to

for women who canbe cured. Such
a remarkable offer
is founded on the
.long record of cure*
'of the diseases end
weaknesses
peculiar to women.
If
there is an invalid
woman, suffering from female
weakness,
prolapsus, or felling of womb, or from leucorrhea who has used Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription without complete success the
proprietors of that medicine would like to
hear from such person—and it will be to
her advantage to write them as
they offer
in perfect good faith, a reward of
$joc
for any- case of the above maladies which
they cannot cure. No other medicine for
woman’s fils is possessed of the
unparalleled curative
properties that would warrant its makers in making such an offer.
The Sisters of the Good
Shepherd, at their
convent. "Ot^p.adv of the Woods » Carthage
Ohio, use a great deal of Dr. Pierce’s medicines:
they say. in a recent letter to Dr. Pierce "We
beg to assure you of the great benefit these
medicines give our ailing ones.
We cauaot
sufficiently recommend their excellence.”
When the druggist says he has something that is as good as Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, just tell
him, "There's
nothing just as good.” He says so because
he hopes to make a better
profit but his
oivn mixtures have not stood the
test of
long experience and success that Doctor
Pierce s medicines have.
Then, too, many
patent medicines advertised as tonics, contain large quantities of alcohol. Dr. Pierce
guarantees that his
Prescription does
not contain a particle of alcohol.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Advi»er—sent on receipt of 21 one-eent
"tamps
for a copy in paper: 31 stamns in cloth
binding. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo N Y
It is a good thing to
Dr.
Pierce’s
keep
Pleasant Pellets in the house. On* P*U*t
is a laxative, two a mild
cathartic.
not

To the Editor of The Journal:
Enclosed you will find an extract from
“Hayward’s New England Gazateer,”
an old book
recently found in a farmhouse in Greenbush, MasB., (near Rockland). The first few pages are missing
so I cannot find the exact
age of the
book. However, all data seems to be
taken from the year 1837. This
may
not be news to you. If it has not been
printed before in your paper it may be
of interest to your readers, especially
the mention of the “open winter har
bor.”
The extract in regard to Prospect
may interest your Searsport subscribers, which town, by the way, is my

birth-place.

A_\_\_-

charcoal,

cocoanuts—so

BELFAST, MAINE,
Is the chief town of Waldo county,
and a port of entry, -and is beautifully
situated on Belfast bay on the west
side of Penobscot liver. It lies 40 miles
east from Augusta, 30 south from Bangor, 30 north from Thomaston, and,
across Belfast bay, 12 west from Castine. The town was incorporated in
1773, but not permanently settled until
about the year 1785. There is considerable good land in Belfast.
In 1837 it produced 3,492 bushels of as
good wheat as ever grew on the prairies
of the “boundless West.”
near
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K eizer, don’t you
originated liere.

liouse, where the
unily reside, is a plain,
e, with a few stained a porte-cochere,
a the British legation
tsset in tiie midst ofs
v ith ornamental shrub
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guarded

uniform.

The gov

worry along
year, besides

on

a

num-

and has $12,000 per
for “contingences,”

clearly defined than
'’ongressman’s “stac li nest public build•tewn

is the

new

isru,

j,zou;

a

Belfast, although irregularly built, is
pleasant town, and is an important
PROSPECT, MAINE,

Waldo county. This is a beautiful town,
of good soil, on the west side of Penobscot river. It is bounded on the south
by Belfast bay; 52 miles east by north
from Augusta, 12 north northeast from
Belfast and 18 south from Bangor. Pros-

flourishing in its commercial and agricultural pursuits. Populapect

is very

tion, 1830, 2,381: 1837, 3,198.
Incorporated, 1794. Wheat crop, 1837,
4,410 bushels.
_

Kodol

Headers of the often vague and

“At this time of the year the insects
lock-tower shoots up
are dormant within their small webs at
icade, topped by a fine the tips of the pear, apple, wild cherry,
of the interior isdivid- oak and other trees. Each one carries
’!
miscellaneous mer- about 250 caterpillars which will emerge

as soon as the buds start in the spring.
occupied by When the caterpillars have become
who squat upon the fully grown in June, they spin up into
produce spread out cocoons, emerge in J uly as moths,
which lay eggs and thus begin again
r the fashion of the
the life cycle.
parts of South Amer“The principal and most important
I'ples and pawpaws and means of destroying this insect is to
as and other tropical cut off and burn' the webs during the
winter season.
The webs are easily
•■<t up here in luscious
seen at the tips of the twigs from Deution sweet potatoes cember until late in March and may be
/e. melons as large as destroyed in ordinary cases with little
‘less variety of nuts, effort.
Spraying with arsenical pois-

half

1

■
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■■

"
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■

artle eggs, turtle-egg
mired other products

!

‘ml

country,

for table

including
service, the

dried and tanned for
alligator hides by the

vulture has been almost
abandoned of late years in
coffee having been
W- IH,IH
'" "c
Some ten
Profitable.
H’iir.i
,s,’f the latter commodity
!,v
exported from Georget,,
"SHr >s the one
great staple
tll#<leep rich moist soil yieldto fifty hundred
weight
t!!),,1' |,,rty
tlle i'dce
expressed by the
kt4t“ 1,,lleis now inuse on the great
^cing about sixty percent
cgtit of the cane.
Next to
on

lljLj

m.

*

some-

the
contradictory
daily newspapers must find it difficult
to recall just what has happened in the
far East during the past year. Collier’s
Weekly aptly sums up the situation in
times

the

war

news

Ayer’sl

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leach of Thorndike were recently the recipients of a
very generous gift. On a recent Monday they lost their only cow and on the
Thursday following, Messrs. Daniel
Give nature three helps, and
Dolloif and E. W. Dyer led into their
stall a fine new milch Jersey, presentnearly every case of coning it in the names of their friends and
sumption will recover. Fresh
townspeople, ladies and gentlemen, as
an expression of their sympathy.
A
air, most important of all.
delicately worded and finely written
copy of the list of subscribers to the
gift, prepared by Mrs. E. W. Dyer, was
presented to Mr. and Mrs. Leach, with
the assurance that the names not appearing upon the paper were not because of a disinclination on their part,
Nourishing food comes next.
but as they were acting quickly, some
Then, a medicine to control
were not at home and others having illthe cough and heal the lungs.
ness or misfortune of their own were
not invited. The number of signatures
Ask any good doctor.
was 54; the amount, $31.20.
The paper
"
I first used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral 53 years
I have seen terrible cases of lung diswith
tied
afro.
containing the list, neatly
eases cured by it. I am never without it.”
and
is
Mr.
to be preserved by
ribbon,
ALBERT G. Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.
Mrs. Leach as a valuable valentine and
j. c. AYBR CO.,
2#C.,50c., PI .00.
souvenir of their friends’ generosity.
^llJntKulsts^^^ £q|« ^
Mr. and Mrs. Leach gratefully acknowledge a generous purse from
friends in Lowell and Attleboro, Mass.,
and Providence, R. I., during and subsequent to Mr. Leach illness; also kind- Health demands dally action of the
ness of friends during that time.
bowels. Aid nature with Ayer’s Pills.
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\m in the sky

come*
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the star of health
to the weak and
\V\\ weary despon-

\vm

■ famous remedy
■ does for the atom- \\\x\
I ach that which It W\\\ dontdyspeptto,
curing all
■ U unable to do for \\\\Y\ stomaoh
but
even
If
Itself,
■
1U| troubleaand
■ slightly disordered \Va\V\ digestive
I or overburdened. \V\Aw\ disorders.
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The well known medical Arm of Dr. J. F.
True & Co. of Auburn, Me., have made
wonderful increases in their business.
Over half a century has elapsed since this
Arm was instituted, and from an humble
beginning, they have become recognized as
a prominent factor in the medical and commercial world.
Their rapid growth is due to the fact that
their remedies have became known all over
the world.
Their reputation for honest
dealing and the aggessive advertising have,
too, made this growth possible.
Dr. True’s Elixir is recognized as an invaluable remedy in diseases of children,
and has been the means of saving many
from the effects of worms.
Their business
is conducted largely
through the Wholesale and Retail Drug
Trade.
Send for their booklet “Children and their
Diseases,” which describes the medicine
and its cures. This booklet should be in
the hands of every mother. Send for a copy,
free, address Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auburn,
Maine.

Juices of digestion and

iBjfflHl
l||fU|lf
It cures

complied with

IKodol Dyspepsia Cure
Tmt Ussier Caa Supply Toe.
Bottle* only. $1.00 Sirs holding 3H ttmea
the trial ilxe, which soils for SOe.
frsstrsd ky E. 6. DsWITT 4 CO, CB1CA00,

Portland Has Clams to Spare.
From being a very rare article, claim
have now come to be almost a glut on tin
market. There are enough on hand now t<
All all the orders being sent in, and stil
there are more diggers coming up fron
down the bay with barrels of the shell Asl
to dispose of to the Portland dealers, bu
they are Anding a rather poor market. Tin
clams now being received are larger that
have been sold in Portland for some time
This is due to the low run of the tides whicl
have made it possible for the diggers to ge
beyond the ice and dig in undug beds.-

rest of

Coughs.
Neuralgia.

7
8
9

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

the

on

1 for Fevers.
Worms.
2
3
Teething.
4
Diarrhea.

No.

Headaches.

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.

10
11
12
13

Whites.

Croup.
The Skin.

14
15
1G

Rheumatism.

The Bladder.

La Grippe.
No. 77
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
pocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
US' Medical Guide mailed free.

Po'rtlaud Evening Express.

Humphreys' Med. Co., Cor. William fc John Streets,

New York.

ons,

sSfch

as

Paris green, 1 lb. to 150

for State action.
A special bulletin of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, (Orono,;
describes the Brown Tail Moth and will
be sent on application.
CArSTOfllA.,
Bam the
/) Tin Kind You Haw Always

INSURANCE COMPANY.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 19C4.
Heal estate... * 946,500 oo
696.794 00
Mortgage loans.
4,800 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 10,780 796 06
807,426 43
Casli in office and bank.
1.219,835 84
Bills receivable.
11,621 87
Interest and rents..
44,168 56
Another assets.

1 P°>yder ^SHi'

us q. any

other fl

I Pow^er on yourself
babe you will
I
or

14,151,942 75
1.704 41

Admitted assets.$14,510,238 3 4
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1904.
$ 711,635 94
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums. 9.051,314 13
Cash capital
1,250,100no
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,497,288 27

■

..

1

Total liabilities and surplus. 14,510,238 34
FBEl) ATWOOD, Agent. Winterport, Maine.
3w9*

CO NTINENTAL

CASUALTY

COMPANY,

B

■ i3'^W\\^\l

BiSiI Jm

<Jm!iI

L''^7 T\<l&jr^ I

1

1' m'

Bs4\Jf "/:
B un,'w.I PC I
BofW^0”'

■

1

*

%

*

B

The Baby’s

£-0 !m4nM

ASSETS DECEMBER 31,11)04.
estate.$ '35,000 00
Mortgage loans.... 1377,275 97
25,000 00
Collateral loans.
222,865 38
Stocks and bonds.
150,866 40
Cash in office and bank.
72,709 16
Agents’ balances.
3,481 82
Bills receivable.
12,047 33
Interest and rents.

H

All other assets.

H

Gross assets.. $1,783 858 02
96,060 98
Deduct items not admitted.

I_COMFORT

The best is

POWDER CO.. HARTFORD,

K

B

m

Admitted

A Matron’s

Opinion.
Mrs. M. J. Kutan, matron of the FlorHome
for Children,
ence Crittenton
“There is nothing equals
says:
Comfort Powder for chafing, eczema,
prickly heat and all skin soreness.
We use it with perfect satisfaction.
It is truly a healing wonder.” All
druggists in Belfast sell Comfort
Powder.

fore the war broke out sailed from New
York with a cargo of powder for New
Orleans. While on the way his ship was
dismasted in a gale and he managed to

put into St. Thomas for repairs. While
there the war broke out and he put back
to New York as soon as he was able, in
order to save his cargo from seizure by

assets.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

884,611 96

$1,687,797 04

.$
.'•et unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.—
All other liabilities.
Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities...

149 426 00
843,805 69
174,523 02
300,000 00
220,042 33

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,687,797 04
E W. JUDKINS, District Agent,
Box 320, Rockland, Maiue.
J. S. MASSECK, Mat ager for Maine, 6 Beacon
3w9*
Street, Boston, Mass.

Mothers and other guardians of youti y
will appreciate the point of a stor
found in Sunday at Home.
Alexis came home one night with hi
clothes full of holes.
“What has happened to you?” exclaimed his mother.
“Oh, we’ve been playing shop evei
now and sept, t, ions, we
since school closed,’’ Alexis replied.
Between
want One Hundred Teachers, for schools in
“Shop?” echoed the mother.
Maine. New Hampshire and Vermont. Graded,
“Yes. AVe opened a grocery, ant 1 ; ungraded, primary, grammar and high school
work. We have placed, and been instrumental
everybody was something,” Alexis ex in
placing, hundreds ot teachers. Send a stamp
and
plained. “I was the cheese.”
for

! OneHundred 'Teachers

the confederates. While there the govfirm ties
It will bring rich, red bipod,
ernment seized the powder and until and muscle. That’s what Hollister’s Rock
now has failed to reimburse Capt. Tib- Mountain Tea will do. Taken this montt
betts. Capt. Tibbetts’ claim was for keeps you well all summer. 36 cents, Te l
or Tablets. Sold by R. H. Moody.
$10,000. He is exceedingly poor.

WANTED!

others,
learn what we have done
what we can do for you. Correspondence solicitwith school boards and superintendents.

anu

ed

EASTERN MAINE TEACHERS’AGENCY,
J. W.
I

5w4

HAMLIN, Manager,

90 Main

RIVER

the Annual Statement of the

Company,
to

the

Incorporated 1819.

Commenced Business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, Pres
Wm. H. King, Sec.

Capital Paid Up in Cash, 4,000,000.
assets deg.

(first liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by the

compam, market value.
Cash in the com any’s principal
office and in hank.
Ageuts’ balances.
Interest due and accrued.

426,000

St., Bangor, Me.

^
V

O 3L I

ORDERS PROMPTLY KILLED
3,

35, 37

Front St.,

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 4-‘i.

'...REPAIRING,,.
HAGAZINES, MUSIC

& PAMPHLETS

DAMAGED

BOUND.

BOOKS, AL-

BUMS, ETC., REPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSE-PARTOUT \\ ORK.

DAGUERREOTY PE CASES

31. 1904.

Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered.$
Loans on bond at d mortgage

00

12,($00 00

Work

beyond

niv

JOHN 5. FERNALD,

908,(>66 30
503,018 26

Belfast

755 82

...

Admitted assets.$16,602,048 60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1004.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. $
664,542 63
Amount required to safely re insure all outstanding risks......
4,400,156 84
Ail other demands against the
None

company.

'%reil

skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
Send me a postal and 1 will call for work.
Miller street. Side door.

13,503,083 86

Gross assets.$15,626,124 24
Deduct items not admitted...
20,175 65

*

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

WESTERN

ASSURANCE

COMPANY,

lOKONTO, lion inion of Canada.
ASSETS,

DECEMBER

31, 1904.

Mortgage loans. $ ir.,oooot;
l .902,561 19
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
08,070 94
A gents’ balances.
393,824 96
Bills receivable.
25,379 21

...$ 6 063,608 47
Capital actual)} paid
$4,000,000 (0
up in cash
Net surplus over all
liabilities.$*5,530,260 12

Gross assets.
$2,404,836 29
Deduct items not admitted.
44,339 88

1
policy holders. 10.530,260 2

110,326 36
Unearned premiums. 1,627,371 86
201,000 00
Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.. 521,799 26

Total liabilities

for

Aggregate, including capital
net

and

surplus.$16,602,948 60
QUIMBY, Resident Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE

CO.,

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1004.
estate.$
loans..
Mortgage

$6,483,087 78

$6,483,087
31, 1004.
Net unpaid losses. $ 381,004
Unearned premiums.
3,331 ,(565
All other liabilities.
60,000
Cash capital
1,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities.
1,671,227
Total liabilities and

78
77
51
0*J
00
60

surplus. $6,483,087 78
QUIMBY, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

FIELD &
3w7

FOR

SALE.

The Cleaves House, Stockton Springs, Me.
This house has 26 rooms and is nicely located,
right in the centre of the village and right in
sight of the terminus of the Northern Maine K.
R. It also has a nice new stable and carriage
house. Stable 40x80, 20 stalls ami 3 box Hails,
carriage house 40x40, two stories, all connected
and very nicely arranged. This house has ail
the advantages of a summer hotel; it being
right on tbe coast, boating, fishing and beautiful
drives. It is within a few miles’ drive of Prospect, Frankfort, Sandypoint, Fort Point, Searsport and Belfast. Has a fine view of Northport,
Belfast Bay and surrounding islands. This is a
opening for a smart, wide awake couple, as
t is the only hotel in town. Write or applv to F.
S. Holmes, Belfast, Me., Real Estate Agent,

f;ood

tfr

iai A

AifPA_Men

or

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
$
unpaid losses.
..

Total

liabilities and surplus. $2,360,496 46
8
QUIM BY, Agents, Belfast.

FIELD &

INSURANCE

ASSETS r»K' FMBFK

302.555 70
680 550 00
Stocks and bonds.
4,632,682 13
('ash in office and hank.
184,605 60
605,731 00
Agents’ balances.
All other assets..
23",062 46

Admitted assets.

Net

COMPANY.

Hartford, Conn.

Heal

Gross assets.

Admitted assets....$2,360,496 46

ORIENT

HARTFORD, CONN.

LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 1904.

IMPORTERS OF SALT.

Dealers in the dnest

BAY AND

State of Maine.

Real

always cheapest.

B
B
F
s««'-o.»‘“'”HB
tPowder.
..■■

of

FIELD &

H
H

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
o

ON

HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 31st day of Decemoer, 1904, made

3w7

Nurse identify Comfort Powder, which is used so much in
N. E. Hospitals and by trained
nurses because they al! know it
is the best Medicinal Toilet

■

Groceries,

Leave Buck sport, 7.50 a. in., or after arrival of
train leaving Bangor at 6.60 a. m.
Leave Castine, *9.05 a. ni.
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of
train due in Belfast at 10 05 a. in.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a m.
Arrive Rockland, 112.20 p. m.
Leave Rockland, l.oo p. m.
Leave Camden. 1/45 p. m
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. m., connection being made
at Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. m.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
Arrive Bueksport, 5.45 p. in., connecting with
train leaving at 6.10 p. m. for Bangor, Poitland
and Boston.
•Passengers can lake train leaving Belfast at
1.25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Roeklard at 1.40 p. m. for Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. K EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
Portland, Dec. 1,1904. -tf46

Surplus

HaMA'OND, INDIANA.

gallons of water, or dispareue, 3 lbs. to
50 gallons, will also kill the caterpillars.
This spraying should be done as soon
Capt. Tibbetts Made Happy
as the foliage
has developed in the
spring. The main reliance should be In the omnibus bill that has passed both
placed on web destruction, and where houses of congress is an item of $7500 for
this is done, injury to the trees and an- Lincoln W. Tibbetts of Portland in
paynoyance to the individuals through cat- ment of a claim which has been pending
erpillar poisoning will be prevented.”
since the civil war. Capt. Tibbetts was in
Individual action of each citizen is command of the brig Tornado and just be
necessary to check this insect. Collect
and burn every nest and the present
brood is exterminated. Do not wait

HARTFORD FIRE

SERVICE

/Etna Insurance

Whooping Cough.
The Kidneys.

20
27
30

44-2.

au-

Daily, Sundays excepted and weather
permuting, as follows:

Abstract

Malaria,
Catarrh.

19

IN

‘PENOBSCOT

HUMPHREYS’

No.
No.

association shall be

S1EAMEK PKMAQLII)

and 200 Year Calendar.”

the system.
No.
No.
No.

an

Telephone number,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

•‘Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac

Specifies cure by acting directly
sick purls without disturbing the

Office Washington Street.

fifty^one

R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST

8, Reuben Richards. 41
Aug. 7, Mrs. Harriet M. Heal. (If
Sept. 28, Miss Lora M. Campbell. If
Dec. 13, Mrs. Ruth I’. Sleeper. 8;
13, Jacob M. Paul. 8i
17, Mrs. Sarah P. Perry. 61
29, Mrs. Eveline Roynton. 61
Those who died away and were brought
to Searsmont for burial were:
Mar. 18, Mrs. Lucy A. Fowles. 7:
29, William L. Lassell. 21
April 4, Milton L. Fowles. 1(
Aug. 20, Mrs. Arvilla Condon. 4;
Sept. 21, Wilbert Farrar. li
30, Albion W. Richards. 31
A. L. Mai>i>ocks, Town Clerk.

Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.

#909.

of banking, as provided in section
hundred and sixty-nine of the revised statutes of the
United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness my hand
and seal of office this thirty-first day of January.
1905.
WILLIAM B. RIDGELY.
60d6
Comptroller of the Currency.

Years

6, Mrs. Jane A. Thayer. 8f
21, Mrs. Julia A. Keller. 71
28, Mrs. Nancy Wellman. 78
April 2, James F. Thompson. 7f
(i, Mrs. Margaret A. Heal. til
May 30, Ephraim C. Cross. ill
June A, George F. Campbell.51

125 Main St

commence the business of banking,
Now, Therefore, I, William B. Ridgely,
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify
that “The City National Bank of Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State
of Maine, is authorized to commence the business

ftlj*]

Jan.

before

Wiring of All Kinds.

thorized to

membranes of the stom- V"
ach and digestive organa,

I

by

can

Treasury Department,
)
Office of Comptroller of the Currency J
Washington, D. C., January 31,1906. )
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned it has been made to appeal
that “The City National Bank of Belfast” In the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State or
Maine, has complied with nil the provisions of
the statutes of the United States required to be

Indigestion, flatulenca, lm'tMHBI
palpitation of the heart, ’■ftiSSSt,
nervous dyspepsia and
all atomach troubles by
cleansing, purifying and
strengthening the glands,

■

Electric

goods and
we

Very truly,

RU.

Gas&Electric LigtitCo.

47

to do the best

C. E. 8TE mss,

does the work of the
stomach, relaxing the llWVim
nervous tension, while
the Inflamed muscles lnHlm
and membranes of that
organ an allowed to

I
I

of

prices.

the natural

rest and heal.

place.*
earnestly invite inspection

MAINE.

BELFAST

CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOODS
Takes away all apparent saving and alwavs conduces to dissatisfaction.
We make a special point on the character ot
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
workmanship and A i material.
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at
We

Co.,

BELFAST,

Than imagining it is economy to buy the
cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY

mean

at

prices.

STREET,

We positively
our patrons.

c,osin2

goods

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

NECROLOGY OF SEARSMONT FOR 1904.

If you

UlgCl

rock bottom

our

Gross assets.
D educt Items not admitted.

rtifprt

are stni
Don’t
Foi*o,ptwe
i/vil l I
out winter

NO GREATER

1 supplies

I

GINGHAMS!

*

COME IN AND SEE THEM.

HIGH

The following editorial notice appears
in a medical publication and it may be
“A
value to our women readers:
great many toilet powders now upon
the market are dangerous to the tender
Hut Comfort l’owskin of an infant
der is a veritable boon—it is a healing
wonder, harmless as water and useful
for every member of the family.” All
our druggists sell it.

r

NEW

F. H. Black lb

Railroad wharf, Bucksport, is a busy place
just now, the various enterprises furnishing
employment for about 50 men. Mr. Blodgett
has three double teams and six men hauling
bark; J. F. Spellman is building a pile
driver to be used in connection with building the terminals for the Northern Maine
.Seaport railroad, to be used as soon as the
ice will permit; while the M. C. R. R. company is making extensive repairs and additions to its property.
A large crew in
charge of Mr. Clifford is rebuilding on the
east side of the wha. f and when
sufficiently
strengthened the buildings that are now on
the west side of the wharf will be moved
over near what will be the center and an
extension from t7 feet to 29 feet in width
and 25fi in length inshore is to be constructed,
leaving a very narrow passage between the
Hall property and the new extension. The
intention is to have the buildings in the
center of the wharf and two tracks on each
side out to the head of the pier. The steam
pile driver used is a great improvement
over the old style one and can put the
logs
in the mud at the rate of ten
per hour.

following paragraph:
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Business Booming in Bucksport.
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JUST OPENED!

Pectoral

Mothers—Take Notice.
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you eat.

law
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Cure

Dyspepsia

Digests what

For which Mr. and Mrs. Bober* Loach of
Thorndike Kapresa their Thanks.

On February 8lh the war had been in
progress just one year. When it began
the Russians announced their intention
of dictating peace in Tukio. At that
I time Japan held not a foot of ground
After a year
on the mainland of Asia.
fighting she held all of Korea, all the
j of
seacoast of Manchuria, and the whole
i country as far north as the outskirts of
I Mukden, including Port Arthur, the
chief Russian fortress and naval base
among botanists that lias never sub- j on the Pacific, Dalny, the wonderful
sided. And truly they are a wonder. new commercial entrepot, and a conof the Russian railroad.
siderable
Without the slightest exageration, | She had part
destroyed the Russian Pacific
|
the dark green leaves, tinted rosy wine j licet, orginally a fair match on paper
color at the edges, average live feet ! for her entire navy, and reduced the
i Czar's empire from the rank of the
across, with curling rims four inches third naval
power in the world to a pohigh: and many are much larger. They sition among the minor maritime naare held down by knotty stalks as thick tions. She had won every battle fought
But all this was of
as a ship's cable and form an impenetra- by land or sea.
minor importance. In this year of vicble carpet upon which hundreds of
tory Japan rendered a service to Russia
birds trot at ease, sure of a firm founda- that overbalanced all the injuries inShe loosed the
tion. And what shall we say of the flicted by her arms.
bonds of the Russian people. She shook
splendid flowers—the smallest not less the
corrupt fabric of Russian despotism
than two feet in diameter, weighing
from cornice to foundation. In shatterfrom three to four pounds each, shaped ing the prestige of the army that had
like a rose, the outside petals creamy- held the Czar’s subjects enslaved, she
the nation courage to demand
white, pale pink within, shading to vio- gave
reedom.
B.
Waiid.
let in the center.
Fannie

THE BROWN TAIL MOTH.
two-story, L-shapa
whole
square,
lying
What an Expert 8ayf) of this Insert.
ue style with what I
“The brown tail moth has been a well
Mary Ann extension. known pest in fruit trees in Europe
it is only
of brick, stucco and since the earliest times, but
recently that the insect has appeared
window in
Mors, doors,
this country. It was brought accir
cases of iron; the dentally to America on rose bushes imittfnllv finished and
ported from Holland, probably in the
late nineties^ From the small original
■iiive hard wood in a
colony in Somerville, Mass., the pest
naissance style,
has now spread throughout the eastern
law court is the city third of Massachusetts northward into
xtensive two-storied, New Hampshire and throughout southwestern Maine. The spreading takes
with many-columned
place principally in the flying season,
i dome, occupying the
the moths being strong flyers and greatid surrounded by well- ly attracted by lights. It results, thereover gardens.
Imme- fore, that they are often caught up by
the wind, drifted for long distances,
ci us the great marketand then coming to their bearings they
:'>ous structure of galfly to the nearest mass of lights, where
ich would do credit to a new colony is established.

:n;r

2,uju:

mart of the trade of Penobscot river.

rge,

I

iozu,

say the 1830, 3,077, and in 1837, about 4,000.

uv/u ao«
ceted members are
As interesting as anything in this
.iiid the nine, in congovernor, attend to strange city is the extensive park
strations, except fi- known as the “Promenade Garden,”
These latter im- where a military band plays on two or
n.
mure the additional three afternoons of every week. The
ii ial
representatives garden is laid out in innumerable flower
,1 the combined court, beds, bordered by rough stones between
a year with the court
which meander paths
strewn with
-s finances and pass
broken shells, all radiating from a cendinance. All other tral oetogonal pavilion which serves as
uinees are passed by the baud-stand.
Shrubs and flowers are
and each is subject so closely set in the beds that, with the
King Edward. The luxuriance of tropical growth, little can
d every seven years. be distinguished but a wild tangle of
e elected for life. The
verdure except the ever-striking palms
to live electoral dis- and orchids.
strict elects one or
At the eastern end of the city is a
keizers, according to Botanical Garden of 150 acres, which is
..e or two
linancial well worth a visit. But if wonderful
W henever a vacancy flowers and foliage is what you care to
of policy, the seven see, you will find them at their best'in
uunsel and nomi- one of Nature’s wild gardens. An hour's
drive from the city is a long disused
ne of whom is aftercanal which, far the space of three or
tie court.
great tiling to he a four miles, is completely filled up with
water-lilies of the Victoria
vu-w with one of gigantic
miataries J found my- regia variety. Those famous lilies were
irissed by the wide- first discovered in British Guiana, you
: ation as to wlietlier
know, ip the Berbice river more than
ng. whose query kept half a century ago, and created a furor

|

Yours,

Dr. Sidney B. Sargent.
Rockland, Mass., Peb. 17, 1905.

couple

GENEROUS GIFT.

A

The I’assagassawakeag river passes
the centre of the town, and adds
much to the appearance of the place.
The harbor is very good—it is guarded
by Long and Sears’ islands, and has anchorage for a great number of vessels
of the largest class.
The proximity of Belfast to the sea,
its site in relation to Penobscot river,
and its excellent harbor, which was
sugar and coffee conies rum, millions never known to have been obstructed
of gallons being made every year. Next
by ice, but twice, (1780-1815,) gives it
on the list of exports is molasses, more peculiar advantages for foreign comthan 20,000 casks of it being sent every merce,* the coasting trade, and the fisheries. Considerable shipbuilding is caryear to the United States and Canada. ried on at this
place.
Some 12,000,000 of the' best hardwood
The tonnage of the district of Belfast
shingles in the world are also exported; in 1837 was 29,342 tons. The principal
exports are lumber and fish.
30,000 barrels of
and a

general, government
uimigration general
ve are nominated by
oilege appointed by of millions of

,i

are

»ffer $500 reward

FROM AN OLD GAZATEER.

women, local

VvMPI I Cirepresentatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash
8tf
ington Square, New York, N. Y.

31, 1904.

Heal estate.
69.893
$
Stocks and bonds. 1.746,190
2; 9,2; O
Cash in office and bank.
175,092
Agents’ balances.
283
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
27,•• 80
361
All other assets.
—

i Gross assets.
j Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

67
59
70
97
07
69
OB

2.278.042 65
5,958 72

assets..$2,272,683 83

liabilities December 31,1904.
116.817 96
Net unpaid losses...
958.754 31
Unearned premiums.
5 160 04
All other liabilities.....
•’< 0,o()O00
Casb capital..
602,951 53
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,272,683 83
3w9*

AMERICAN
OF

INSURANCE

ASSETS DECEMBER

Mortgage

COMPANY

BOSTON, MASS.
31,1904.

toans.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

$

32,000 00
636,168 23

30,627 18
60,323 08
6,241 91
19.364 77

$684,715 17

Grossassets.

Admitted assets. $684 715 17
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 35,534 90
Unearned premiums.
277,758 49
7,054 68
All other liabilities.
Cash capital... 300,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. "64,372 10
Total liabilities and
MELVILLE C.

surplus.$684,716

HILL, Agent, Bel rast
3w9*
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Published Every Thursday Morning by tin
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CHARLES A.
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Svrscription Terms: in advance,$2.00 a year;
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents tor three months.
Aiivertisino Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent Insertion.

The beef trust has been sufficiently
roasted by the press, and now the public would like to see it burned at the
stake.
The army canteen will not be re-estabiished at this session of Congress.
Alt efforts in that direction have practically ceased.

“OUGHT HOT TO PASS.”
What Bangor thinks of the petition
before the legislature for a charter
for the Bangor and Northern Maine
Short Line Railway is set forth in the
article from the Commercial uuder the
caption of “The State Must Keep its
Pledges.” That will be the sentiment
of every honest legislator, and his vote
will be cast accordingly. To do otherwise would be to bring the State into
discredit and cripple a road that has
done, and is doing, a great work in developing Northern Maine. In a later
issue, speaking of petitions about to be
circulated in behalf of this new scheme,
the Commercial says:
The people of Maine, the people of
this city, have taken the bonds of the
B. & A. road and have relied upon the
integrity of the legislature of Maine to
them in so doing. They have
one this under the pledges of the legislature that no competing parallel line
of railway should interfere with the
rights of that company, the bonds of
which are held by nearly every savings
bank in the State and by hundred of

-JAMES H.

AND WOMEN ONLY
Much That Every Woman Desires to
Know About Sanative, Antiseptic
Cleansing and the Care of the
Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands.

11 WIST
Anniversary Sale^jl

Second

»H

WHAT CUTICURA
DOES FOR WOMEN

Begins Today

Too much stress cannot be placed
the great value of Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills in the antiseptic cleansing of the mucous surfaces, and of the blood and circulating
fluids, thus affording pure, sweet, ana
economical local and constitutional

<

Srotect

and Closes

i|{I

March 11th.

Saturday,

’-—-

,,-—-•—
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A West Point cadet, “Bull” Tipton,
downed a Japanese jiu jutsu professor
the other day, throwing the professor
our people.
three times without receiving a fall.
A petition in endorsement of the
’Bah for West Point.
Bangor & Northern Maine road is an
act against the Bangor & Aroostook
“Can birds smell?” is the caption of and their new winter outlet road, the
Get to the Northern Maine Seaport line.
an article in an exchange.
Aroostook is of the same opinion as
leeward of game birds that have hung
The Aroostook Republican
Bangor.
for
to
make
them
ripe
long enough
owe much to Mr. Cram’s encooking and you will answer the ques- says: “We
and
terprise
push. Is it, therefore, a
in
the
tion
affirmative.
fair requital for the material benefits he
\ow somebody says that drinking has brought about to cripple the road
too much water is the cause of appen- of which he is president, both in the
dicitis. On the ottier hand we are re- financial world and to put a check upon
peatedly told by medical authorities further expansion by the uncertainty
that we do not drink enough water. hovering over the plans of another
The Republican also emphaThe real truth of the matter is that w'e road?”
sizes the fact that when the B. & a.
have all got to die, some time.
was granted its charter it was expressThe Czar has decided to continue the
ly stipulated that there was to be no
it
is
the
said, by
opin- encroachment
war, influenced,
upon the territory it
ion of German military authorities,
penetrated within certain limits for a
based on reports from military experts
term of years. The Presque Isle Star
at the front, that the situation is by no
Herald says:
means hopeless.
This is not, however,
Aroostook should, as we believe, be onwholly disinterested opinion.
posed to such a scheme, for a number
of very good and sufficient reasons. To
l__
_c_
begin with the Bangor & Aroostook
trouble are anticipating destructive has more than fulfilled all that the
most sanguine of its original promoters
freshets from the present accumulaever claimed or expected it would do
tion of snow and ice. Last year we had for Aroostook.
It has given the counthe same conditions locally, but the ty a road that will compare favorably
with any in New England for service
snow and ice dissolved gradually and
and equipment, it has been ably and
there were no freshets. That may be
honestly managed and its development
the case this year.
in the way of extensions and general
improvements has been without preceAs a result of the steps taken against dent in the history of
railroading in the
It has done, and is doing for
the Standard Oil Company in Congress, East.
with
broad
and liberal enAroostook,
and in the war being waged against it
terprise, all that the county can ask,
in Kansas, Texas,
Indiana
Missouri,
and instead of antagonism' it should
and Oklahoma, the stock of the com- have the confidence, good will, and
of our county.
pany declined six points in one day and loyal support
The Fort Fairfield Leader is no less
twenty-one points in a week. “Oil and
decided in its opposition to this prowater won’t mix.”
posed road. It says:
Mr. Norman Gale, whose pretty litGive the B. & A. a show. When she
tle rural poems, smelling of milk and fails to do her duty—very well indeed—
and
were
rather
cherries
cheese,
then
it will be nearer the proper time
honey,
popular at one time, lias not been beard to talk about allowing guerrilla charof for some years. Now he reappears ters to roads which may build and do
as the author of a serial story in the good work, but which stand several
illustrated
new
monthly magazine hundred times as good chances to do
which is the old “Literary World” nothing more beneficial than scare
transformed.
away capital from investment in a corWhat kind of cheese—Roquefort or poration like the B. & A., which has
demonstrated its ability to be of use
Limburger?
and to do things.
The House has voted to authorize the
We are reliably informed that orders
building of two battleships. Party lines
were broken on the test vote, 36 Repubhave been issued by the President of
licans opposing and 41 Democrats favor- the Northern Maine Seaport Railway
ing the increase. Among the Republi- Company to suspend all work on the
cans in favor of eliminating one ship
road from Stockton Springs to Belfast.
v_„

1

now
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AN EXCEPTIONAL QFFER1

weakening ulcerations,
inflammations, itchings, irritations,
relaxations, displacements, pains, and
irregularities peculiar to females.
treatment for

Hence the Cuticura remedies have a
wonderful influence in restoring
health, strength, and beauty to weary
women, who have been prematurely
aged and invalided by these distressing ailments, as well as such sympathetic afflictions as anaemia, chlorosis,

15%

and nervousness.
Women from the very first have
fully appreciated the purity and sweetness, the power to afford immediate
relief, the certainty of speedy and
permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy which have made
Cuticura the standard humour remedy of the civilized world

15%:

DISCOUNT

hysteria,

i:

TORTURING HUMOR

|j

Cured by Cuticura.

::

I suffered five years with a terrible
itching eczema, my body and face being covered with sores. Never in my
life did I experience such awful suffering, and I longed for death, which I
felt was near. I had tried doctors and
medicines without success, but my
mother insisted that I try Cuticura.
I felt better after the first application
of Cuticura Ointment, and was soon
entirely well. Mrs. A. Etson, Belle-

-_„

Such

an

of
offer

comes

but

I
once a

15% DISCOUNT

;

year.

I

ON^r

R""l"INcS,il

TO

RESS GOODS AND

Book for Women."

j

Merchandise for 85c.
v

—

vue, Mich.

*

Worth

||

Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are sold throughout
the world. Potter Drug & Chein. Corp., Boston, Sole Props.
®y Send for

$1.00

i:

“

i

From the amount of every purchase.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

fancy

Ella Springer and family have moved into
the Merithew house.
Mrs. Mary Lancaster has been ill with a
[ever for some weeks.
Gabriel Brown is moving into the
lames Huxford house.

cj0o

,

Capt.

^

Ebeu Miller has closed his market and
business. He was liked as

rone into other
i salesman.

Harry M. Brown has put out a nice sign
job printer and is doing a good business.
He prints the town reports this year.

is

M. J. Dow is putting his time into the
store nowadays settling up the year’s business and looking after the odds and ends.
Rev. E. E. Colburn and Rev. W. B. Hayne
ire continuing the special religious services
it Jackson. Meetings are held every even-

ing.

Warrants are posted for the annual town
meeting and the usual number of corner
politicians can be seen ingroups engaged in
lamest debate of the burning local issues,
mere

are

17 articles iu the warrant.

l

l|

W*°«, Suits,
'

®loves, Hosiery

;/
7

C°RSEt«.

cal

I

Uarnients, Skirts

.

o.

The Good Templar lodge at their session
ast Saturday evening had a string of couunIrums; a song by Everett Cilley, Maud
l\ ebb and Clara Springer; a story by Win.
'. Rowe; reading and stories by M. J. Dow.
Next Saturday evening the play “Trusting
roo For” will be given.
Her many friends in

this village

will

Congressman Littlefield, who, ac- As there are still some doubting Thom- earn with regret of the death of Mrs. C. M.
cording to a special to the New York ases who declare that it was never in- Iuxford iu Melrose, Mass., where they
lave had a home for several years.
Mr.
Herald, “has fought for paring every tended to build this road they will of Iuxford is a Brooks boy and
was our
here.
choolmate
in
Some
bill
course
“1
told
twenty
so.”
years
ago
appropriation
yet reported.”
exclaim,
But
you
business
through Nova Scotia we
are, and have been, mistaken. This , ihanced to trip
they
visit
the
where
Charies
place
The talking crow of which we reads
section, as has been frequently stated '• md his father had a canning establishment
the other day in an exchange is no
md
we were immediately taken to his home
on the best possible authority, is an imvhere we had an opportunity to test the
doubt a raven—a bird given to that
portant feature in the original plan of : ibility and hospitality of‘Mrs. Huxford,
sort of thing—and now we are told of a
the enterprise.
The route has been md we have ever since thought of that oc\ asion with great pleasure. They had one
canary owned in Baltimore that shows
the road located and every < laughter, now Mrs. Laura Rink, of Melsurveyed,
a
disposition to learn to say other detail of construction
Mass. Mr. Huxford is a cousin of T.
provided for, in- ! ose,
Huxford of this place and his family
things besides “Pretty bird," “Such a
the pile bridge, with steel draw, j lave often visited here.
eluding
beauty” and “Pretty beauty,” bis pres- across the
Passagassawaukeag. The necA very interesting game of basket ball
ent repertory.
“These he pipes and
essary material is provided for and work vas played in Union hall last Friday eveuchirps with a coquettish turn of his could be
between the two local teams, the Shambegun at an hour’s notice and ng
ocks and the Business Men, the Shamrocks
pretty head.” We have always main- the road
completed within a year, at a viping out their former defeat of two weeks
tained that cats and dogs can, and do,
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
1 .go w itli a score of 33 to 18.
At the end of
cost of Si.v20 non.
he first period the score was 11 to 5 in
talk although their vocal utterances
The order to suspend operations is I avor of the Shamrocks. Summary and
Comet Grange, Swanville, has not held a
are perhaps not easily understood. They
due to reports of the hostility of prop- 1
meeting for three weeks, on account of bad
would be, however, if we were familiar
Shamrocks
Business Men
travelling.
erty owners along the line and a dispowith the cat and dog language.
V. X.
r f
X. E. Reynolds, r f
sition to demand extortionate prices k. B. Colburn,1 f
R. Ellis, 1 f
Payson,
Owing to severe storms and drifted roads
l. E. Stimpson, c
F. H. Lane, c Harvest Moon
What goou reason lias anyone to be- for right of way and land damages.
Grange, Thorndike, held but
M. Cook, r g
E. Webb, r g
lieve that the Republican party of President Cram said to a citizen of
They have
in February.
two
meetings
5. W. Gibb, I g
Walter O’Brien, 1 g
Maine is going to make a genuine, con- Belfast last week that he did not inScore—Shamrocks, 33; Business Men, 18. bought the Johnson building at the Station
to
effort
enforce
the
iinuous
prohibi- tend to
1
from
W. N. Colburn, 5, A. B. and will convert it into a Grange hall.
fight his way into Belfast. They xoals 6, J.floor,
E. Stimpson, 3, R. Ellis, 2, F.
tory law throughout the State?—Lew’ayson,
was

All mail orders

are

1

included and will have prompt attention.

JAMES H. HOWES,

Successor to

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

=

George

jI

W. Burkett,

BELFAST, MAI

j

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST GERMS STATE
j People

j.

iston Sun.

had not asked one cent of the citizens

The evidences of what has been done
and is now doing in different sections
of the State in this direction; the attitude of Gov. Cobh—and no one who
knows the man can doubt his sincerity
in the matter and his earnest desire to
carry out the pledges made in the Republican platform—and an aroused public sentiment on this question.
Our
Lewiston contemporary knows as well
as we do that it is impossible to entirely
eradicate the liquor traffic. The laws
which provide a death penalty or life
imprisonment for the crime of murder
do not prevent murders. Other crimes
are committed, despite the laws against
them. The millenium has not yet arrived. Until it does come we can only
do our best to forward ft.

of Stockton

When

we reported the introduction
House, Feb. 8th, of an act to
amend chapter 180 of the private and
special laws of 1879 establishing the police court of the city of Belfast all the
in

the

information we could obtain concerning it was that it extends the jurisdiction of the court and provides a salary
of $1,000 for the judge, to be paid by
the county of Waldo. We did not know
then and do not know now who is responsible for this measure; but we have
secured a copy of the bill and print it
in full in another column that the public generally may be informed on a
matter of which it was apparently intended they should remain in ignorance.
It was so receutly that the city council
took away the salary of $600 paid to the
judge of the Belfast police court, leaving him the fees for compensation, that
it does not seem probable that they
have anything to do with the plan for
hiring this official over again at a higher salary, even if it is to be paid by the
county.
Perhaps this court may be
needed; but with three; sessions of the
Bupreme court in this county eaeh year
it does not appear so to us.
e

fast.

They

Springs, Searsport or Belwilling' to pay a fair

were

I. Lane, 2, Walter O’Brien, 1. Goals from
ouls, A. B. Payson, 5, F. H. Lane, 8. Ref■ree, G. Holmes.
Timekeeper, W. F. Emnons. Scorer, E. B. Edwards.
Time, two
10 minutes periods.
After this game the High school team
shallenged the winning team. Mr. G.
Holmes, the famous right forward of the
Belfast High school, played center of the
High school. The score at the end of the
irst period was 10 to 7 in favor of the
Brooks High school. Summaiy and lineip:
B. 11. S.
Shamrocks
S'. Reynolds, r f
W. X. Colburn, r f
F. li. Lane, If
A. K. Payson, 1 f,
J. E. Stimpson, c
Gay Holmes, c
B. Gibbs, r g
E. Webb, r g
L. M. Cook, 1 g
R. Ellis 1 g
Score—B. H. S., 23; Shamrocks, 14. Goals
from floor, W. X. Colburn, 5, F. H. Lane, 5
G. Holmes, 4, A. B. Payson, 1, X. Reynolds,
1. Goals from fouls, A. B. Payson, 2, F. H.
Lane, 2, G. Holmes, 1. Re eree, W. F. Emmons. Timekeeper, W. F. Emmons. Scorer, E. B. Edwards. Time two 20 twenty
minutes halves.

price for the land needed and to make
reasonable compensation for land damages, but did not propose to do more
than that. That has been the declared
policy of the road from the first. It
was clearly set forth by J udge Stearns
in his address at the court house in this
city a few weeks ago, and met the approval of the many representative citizens present, who endorsed it by a rising vote. Now this enterprise, which
must prove of great benefit to the community, is held up by a few individuals
with demands not unlike those of the
highwayman who calls upon his victims
to stand and deliver. When the assessors make their rounds this year they
CURES CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
should see that this property which has
so greatly appreciated in value is propOne Week’s llse of Hyomei did More than
Six Month's Treatment by Specialists.
erly entered upon their books. There
In the treatment of deafness, which is
are other cases of this kind to which
often a result of catarrh, Hyomei acts almost
attention may be called later.
immediately upon the inflamed membrane
and the hearing begins to return at once. A
few
days treatment will bring relief, aud in
The announcement that the Pennsylthree or four weeks, according to the severvania railroad will buy new equipment ity of the case, a cure will be accomplished.
Miss Meeks of Mattewan, N. Y., says:
costing not less than $23,000,000 this
“Hyomei is truly wonderful. 1 have used
year for its lines east and west of Pitts- it but a short time and 1 see a great change
My bearing Is improving
burg is pretty good evidence of the in my condition.
rapidly, and I bad no idea I would Improve
prosperity of the country. It the entire so rapidly in so short a time. My breath
program is carried out as arranged the which was so offensive to myself and others,
has lost its bad odor entirely. I have spent
cost will be $27,000,000. It was decided
a great deal of money with catarrh speciallast week to order 3,000 additional ists and can truly say that six months of
their treatment is not equal to one month of
freight cars, making 15,300 cars ordered Hyomei.”
R. H. Moody is selling Hyomei upon the
by the Pennsylvania for delivery this
unusual plan of agreeing to return the
year; and contracts have been placed
money if the medicine does not cure.
with builders for 370 locomotives. The
A complete outfit costs only 81.00 and conof an inhaler that can be carried in
company has arranged to build 150 ad- sistsvest
the
pocket, a medicine dropper and a
ditional locomotives in its Juniata bottle of
Hyomei. The inhaler will lastfora
Hyomei
shops. Beyond this arrangements have lifetime and there is enough
several weeks’ treatment. Additional botbeen made for such part of 200 more. tles of
be
for 90 cents.
can
procured
Hyomei
.locomotives as may be needed later! Compare this small expense with the fees
then
remember
by specialists arid
while still another 50 may be built in charged
that If Hyomei does not cure R. H. Moody
the Juniata shops.
will return your money.

At the meeting of Seaside Grange, Belfast, last Saturday evening, Mr. E. C. Dow
of this city gave a very interesting address
We hoped
on the character of Washington.
to have published the address in full this
week, but were unable to do so.
Owing to stormy weather and hard travelling Union Harvest Grange, Ceutre Montville, has held no meetings for the past
month. In the meantiue they have received
South Montville
to visit
an invitation
Grange March 14th, which the members
will be pleased to accept if the weather is
such that they can get together to make
necessary arrangements.

Victor Grange, Searsmont, observed
Washington’s birthday anniversary at its
regular meeting Wednesday evening, Feb.
22d. The hall was very prettily decorated
with Hags, bunting and evergreens. Worthy
Lecturer Ordway presented the following
Birthday,
jl program: Singing, Washington’s
choir; address, M. 0. Wilson; A Tribute to
Washington, Mabel Wood; Washington’s
First Inauguration, J. E. McFarland; reading, Mrs. Josephine Knight; reading, Mrs.
Emma Paine; recitation, Edith Wilson; Our
Hero, Irvin Toothaker; Life of Washington, Rev. C. F. Beebee; Epitaph, J. F. Hall;
Star Spangled Banner, choir.
Honesty Orange, No. 83, Morrill, is bolding interesting meetings each Wednesday
evening, and with Mrs. Lester Wilson as
lecturer the programs carry with them
something novel each time. Wednesday
evening, Feb. 22d, was Washington evening
and the celebrated cherry tree and hatchet
and little George were on the platform,
while a large pioture of the Father of his
Country draped by “Old Glory” looked
down on the patriotic audience. The exercises consisted of reading a brief history of
the life and character of Washington and

|

INVESTIGATION

Explanation l>y Mr. Fly

there is

son, who has been living with her brother,
Mr. W. R. Merithew, the past winter, died
at his house Feb. 19th. The funeral services were held at the house and the remains were taken to Morrill Cemetery for
interment_Mrs. flattie Paul recently received a very pleasant surprise party of
Rev.
neighbors on her 42nd birthday
Nathan Hunt, Baptist State Missionary, has
several
times
tons
very acceptably
preached
months—Rev.
Wm.
three
the past
Vaughan preaches here regularly the 2nd
and 4th Sundays of each month.... Rev. F.
L. Hayward is expected to occupy the pulpit Sunday, March 26th, and hold a Quarterly Conference the Saturday previously—
Quite a large delegation from Morrill rode
to Belfast last Sunday p. m. to attend the
services at the Opera House... .Despite the
cold weather and large quantity of snow
our lumbermen have kept at it, and the
mills will he well stocked with lumber.
Business is lively at Merriam’s, and also at
Vickery’s and the whistles at their mills
have been heard quite regularly all winter.
_The selectmen have their warrant out
for a town meeting next Monday— Morrill has raised money for a State road from
the first, hut there is said to be strong
opposition this year—We were all glad to
read in The Journal last week, that there
was to be no more “deferred” correspond—

Porte

lit*

The hearing before the special committee
on State printing
was resumed at 2 p. m.,
last Thursday, and continued through the
afternoon and evening. It was in the hall
of the House, which was crowded at both
sessions. C. F. Flynt was the only witness
heard, and his testimony was a full and
fair explanation of the work done for the
State, the interpretation of the law as to
prices, the methods of making out bills and
having them audited by Mr. Berry of Portland, and in general the whole system by
which work is ordered by the various departments, done by the printer and paid for
by order of the Governor and Council. Mr.
Flynt, being a practical printer and having
been in charge of the State printing for
many years, was able to give just the testimony wanted by the committee, and he gave
it frankly, clearly and concisely, making
every point plain and dispelling the fog
with which certain parties have tried to
obscure the truth of the situation.
The
feature of the evening session was the
absolute failure of Judge Foster in his crossexamination to bring out anything new or
anything of value to those he represents.
His discomfiture was much enjoyed by the
large crowd present.
The witnesses Friday afternoon were
| Stephen Berry of Portland, who has audited
the State printer’s bills for 3t> years; Lewis
A. Wyman, the State printer of Massachusetts; Herbert II. White, manager of the

When the stomach and digestive organs
weak, the food does not digest, and
a sour, slimy,
fermenting mass,
making it an ideal spot for the disease
germs to multiply. The only way to protect
yourself against disease germs is to strengthen the stomach and digestive organs, and
Mi-o-ua is the only agent so far as is known,
that will accomplish this.
The ordinary medicine that is taken for
indigestion and stomach troubles is advertised to act upon the food alone, and hence
can give no more than temporary relief.
Mi-o-na is a certain cure in all cases of
stomach troubles, excepting cancer, because
it enables the stomach and digestive organs
to act in the way Nature intended they
should.
Drugs cannot digest the food;
they simply decompose it.
If you suffer with distress after eating,
chest, sides and back,
pains in the head,
belching of gases and undigested food, bad
taste in the mouth, dizziness, or vertigo,
heartburn, variable appetite, sick headaches, spots before the eyes, and have a
general feeling of despondency, weakness,
and debility you should at once strengthen
the stomach and digestive system by the
There is no liquid, no aluse of Mi-o-na.
cohol, no spoonful doses with Mi-o-na. .lust
one simple tablet out of a fifty cent box before eating, and your stomach will soon become so strong and healthy that you will be
University Press, Cambridge, Mass.; George
germ proof. Ask R. II. Moody to show you D. Loring of Portland, Charles K. Williams
the guarantee under which he sells Mi-o-na; of Portland and Arnold H. Jones of Rockcosts nothing unless it cures.
land, all practical printers of many yearexperience, and all corroborated the testiMORRILL.
mony of the State printer on Thursday reMiss N. D. Thompson is doing evangelistic garding the cost of work and the customs
and methods of printers.
work in vinamaven-,..airs, iuarj kopiu-

are

to the same. There was
fine tableaux, The Union Forever, and a
character piece, called Washington, by ten
The whole program was interladies.
spersed with patriotic songs. Washington
ence.
pie and coffee were served.

quotations relative

a

With Weak Stomachs Most Liable to
Catch Disease.

PRINTING

A full And Fair

ANTISEPTIC
HEAL
Discovered by
subdues

—

—

A Guaranteed Cure For Pile*.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT fails to cure any ease, no matter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 50c.
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50o. in
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid.

OIL,

a
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pain, prevent i

pus and hastens heatim

I

able manner.
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Afte>

burn never burns,
hurt never hurt
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s.

Price 2
CP°Money cheerfully
satisfactory

POOR &
DRUGGISTS

New tngland leit,pin""
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surges

a

vllle Railroad, is

I
Mr. W. E. Datum’s new house came near
going up in flames. Last Friday;'morning
Master McKinley Danun threw a;|pieee
of paper in the stove and it blew back and
caught the fringe of the lounge. His
mother told him to call his father and the
little fellow ran to the store a distance of
several rods, barefooted and with only his
underclothes on. When Mr. Damm reached
the house the tire had caught the baseboard,
but by carrying the lounge out of doors
Mrs. Mary
they soon had the fire subdued
F. Nickerson visited at Mr. B Kelley’s in
Belfast last week
Mr. Joe Green arrived
on the stage Monday night. He was on the
way from Portland to his home in North
Sears port—Bert Maddocks and Lewis
Nickerson were at George Holmes’ in Belfast Sunday
Mrs. A. E. Brown has returned from W interport.

s
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Telegraph

England
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reduction in their spe» :a
resident rates, to take eff«a

following changes have
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Ben D. Field.
George Frisbee.
Geo. M. Woods.
Fred Jackson.
Belfast National Bank
M. M. Colson.
R. H. Cooinbs & Son
H. O. Dodge.
Chat les Field.
D. P. Flanders.
Charles Frederick.
Lewis Gannon.
J, F. Harris.
F. R. Holmes.
Fred Johnson.
Rev. J. E. Kealy.
L. A. Knowlton.
W.F. Langill.
G. A. Leavitt.
M. W. Lord.
J. Pattee & Son.
Peoples National Bank
Fred W. Pote.
E. A. Sherman
Edward Sibley.
A.B. Stantial.
W. P. Thompson.
A. E. Turner.
Frank Mayo .
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j
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“The selectmen
business and the
H he the next board?
o, they have the symProbably the Proslent of The Belfast
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lated

It. will nourish and strengthen
body when milk and cream
fail to do it. Scott’s Emulsion
the

always the same; always
palatable and always beneficial
where the body is wasting from

n

■

I

nish work the year around. The Peerless
'Clothing Co. is noted for being among the
first to come to the front with all the new
fads in men’s and boys’ clothing, and every
garment is cut in the latest style, superbly
tailored and made of thoroughly dependable materials.
They require the best
workmanship, and a member of the firm

U. of M. musical
installments from

rlie

driving through. The
unavoidably delayed
and did not get away

cess.
C-_.

L.f

.1

re-elected at the annual meeting of the
Eastern steamship company in Hath Feb. j
21st. The board did not organize and only
routine business was transacted. The directors are Ransom R. Fuller, James T. !
Morse, William H. Ilill, E. P. Carver and

huger.

-1

i,

Tl.„

I

Calvin Austin of Boston, Charles F. Libby
of Portland, William T. Cobb of Rockland, !
James B. Drake of Bath, John F. Hill of
j
Augusta, Charles W. Morse and John Eng-,
is
lis of New Vork. This company
reported !
to have made $210,505 or seven per cent, on :
$3,000,000 capitalization, in 1904. The showing would have been better but for the pay-;
merit of $20,000 baggage claims and other
results of the accident to the City of Rockland.. ..The Boston Globe says: “The

|

j
j

steamer City of Rockland, which struck on |
Gangway ledge, Penobscot bay, July 26th, j
has completed repairs at East Boston, (
where she arrived Aug. 8th, and was given ,
She went
a trial run Thursday afternoon.
out the main ship channel nearly to the
lightship and returned by the way of Broad

Templars.
At the
I edge, Feb. 20th, letters
■"
ty R. W. G. T„ F. H.
1
i", Me., and from Don
D-niplar of York county.
resting and listened to
by all present. At the sound. The repairs cost nearly $70,000.
t was voted to celebrate Her hull, boilers and engines have been
been
uversary of the instituting thoroughly overhauled and she has
'I *!l 27th. A
....It is
committee was renovated and newly furnished.’
bake plans and
report at the announced that the Eastern steamship
I bis will
undoubtedly be company has decided to award the building

le
B
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ri»u
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ii,

ii,lr!.
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"ord

Good Deed.”
Reliance, which is carIf
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'rum Cortland to Cape JelIto
1 ""
the wharf there, recent•n:
''(
ai(* of the steamer Silver
1
"il< '‘liable
to get into Castine
lir
141-1 fr°ni
the floating ice, and
Hi i
*‘er wharf at Castine. This
hi tti:
:"l(;e several days, involved
btaB,
r ber
rudder and caused a
lj,j'
F ! "la tumble and expense. “A.
(be story in the Bangor
for

a

J, I’1

*hiei
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'in),

bas

.to men

at Stockton waiting

of its two new turbine steamers to the
Eastern Shipbuilding Company at Groton
Conn. These steamers will cost $500,000
eaoh, measuring 300 feet on keel, and will
have a freight carrying capacity equal to
80 carloads, or about 3000 tons. They will
three propellers of 500 revolutions
each, whioh will drive the craft from 18 to

have

20 knots an hour. The steamers will be
able to cover any route of the company, but
will probably be placed on the International division .between Boston and St. John.
Paint Tour Buggy for 7Sc
to $1.00 with Devon’s Gloss Carriage Paint.
It weighs 3 to 8 ozs. more to the pint than
others, wears longer and gives a gloss equal
to new work. Sold by Masjn A Hall.

.*

....

ples meeting at 6.3( p. m.; subject, The
making of a Christian: His speech; leader.
Miss Flora Sherman. Union service at the
Baptist church at 7.30 p. m.

....WE OFFER....

The

public

are

cordially

any cause,
or adults.

either

We will send you

a

in children

sample free.

Re sure that this picture in the form of a
label is on the wrapper
of every bottle of Emulsion you buv.
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GOLD BONDS
they

net the investor

41%

_

I

OF ALL

KINDS.

..Patent Medicines..
OF ALL KINDS.

Choice Spruce Gum
A. A. HOWES & CO.,

FOR SALE

I

._.

..First-Class Wall Papers..

5
Prices
Cents
to
|

$3,001

agents for the following book houses: Alfred Peats k Co., R. E. Thibaut,
Syraouse Wall Paper Co., laneway k Carpender.
If you want the latest, best and largest assortment to select from, won’t it
be for your interest to call on us? J^THINK IT OYER.
are

truly,

a

That Beautiful Gloss

not afford

I

to

loose

an

fl

fl

fl

8

49c. each.

Few Domestic Percale

Wrappers.

ftsr We earnestly invite you to call and
amine the underwear mentioned above, as we
positive it will satisfy your wants.

■

L
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ex=
are

CHASES CORNER,

1
8
8
8
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DR. FOSS’

LAXATIVE COLD TABLETS,
only

aate city drug store.

The kind used and recommended as the best remedy
they ever used for Colds, by Rev,
J. W. Hatch, pastor M. E. Church. John R. Dunton.
Attorney-at-Law; Harry W. Clark.
Clothier, and many others whom space wili not permit printing.
It is an excellent remedy for COLDS and the
accompanying Coughs and
Headaches, curing them usually in a day’s time. Furthermore it is a refief and
a
cure tor Neuralgia and Malarial Headache.

__DIRECTIONS __
Dose

Take one tablet every •> hours, until bowels move
freely
the cold will disappear as soon as the bowels move.
It is advisable to t ike one
tablet two or three times a day after the cure is effected to
prevent a return
Dose for Children in proportion to age.
For Headache. Take two tablets every three hours until
relieved.
von

Adults.

These Tablets

best taken immediately after meals, which will prevent
griping

are

CITY DRUG

|

BRICK

comesfrom tbe varnish in Ocvoe’s Varnish
Floor Paint; costs P cents more a quart
though. Sola by Mason & Hall.

fl

Spring 1905 Covert Cloth Jackets.

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

409 Pearl St. Jew You

flush deck and before she goes into
commission Capt. Gilchrest will have a rail
on
to keep the crew from falling overput
board. The schooner is now in winter quarIsle.
Geer
ters at

I

is

Calf Meal

scon i BOWSE

has

H

underwear

Shirt Waist Patterns

4tf

Yours

slightly

soiled, but the prices
have been cut to such
an extent that one can*

This

for cows.

_

We

8

Kow Kure

From what we have heard we believe that
all favor the road. Some, from their standpoint, are reasonable in their choice of the
shore route but most of us feel that we have
reason to protest against the use of the best
we have for this purpose and hold that
there is no cause why they should not come
the back way as they at first proposed, where
land is cheap and no one is injured. We
are not, as some seem bound to
believe, after
damages. That person who will sacrifice
home comforts and mar nature’s charms for
the sake of the almighty cent can not conceive of a human act with any other aim.
The question with the majority of us is a
vital one. A question which dollars and
cents can not settle.
We are proud of onr beautiful drive,
proud of our shore and the beautiful bay,
proud of our gentle sloping fields. Travelers
say they have never seen the like.
We do not need to tell any thoughtful person the effects of a railroad upon this.
And what, may we not ask, has become the
character of the homes along the railroads
of our country ? We must not be considered mad if we protest against being cut in
two and swallowed by a corporation that
boasts of having the means and power to do
it. Let those who love Penobscot bay and
its beautiful shores, those who love the
peace and quiet of home,not be too harsh in
their judgment against those East Siders
who hope that the road will come back
from the shore.
Wm. Vaughan.

We think Mr. Vaughan is in error in calling the reports as to the attitude of properCHEMISTS
ty owners on the east side “gossip from the
50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, feed pumps, Berrum shop and street corner;” but now that
ryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new and secondPresident Cram has ordered the suspension band wood
50c. and $1.00.
working and iron-working machinery.
of all work on this line, and one east side I We are also headquarters for ship’s pumps, capAll Druggists.
,
stans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castproperty owner has pronounced the charter ings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
unconstitutional there seems to be no occa- figure your requirements.
nr- i/uwri£>u
uui
ajll. lltrillj
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
sion for further argument.—Editor Journal.
tyr3
New bury port, Maas.
Staples has never become wholly reconciled
to the sale last season of the good schooner
Henrietta Francis, after she had been promised to him for a dogfishing cruise. At one
time he threatened to sue Capt. George A.
Gilchrest for breach of contract, but mutual
friends intervened and the lawyers lost a
job. Capt. Staples had been to a good deal
jf trouble and some expense, having shipped
SEE THE GOLD
MAN. WHEN LOOKING FOR
% full crew of sea captains, engaged four
ordered
a
sooks and
special suit of oilskins
for lirainard Hall. Capt. Gilchrest offered
Capt. Staples the schooner Good Intent, but
she was hardly up to the latter’s requirements and the offer was declined. Then it
was proposed to build a new schooner fot
the enterprise and ( apt. Ed. Stickney ol
See our samples of both stock papers and samples that vve send
iearsport offered to furnish the timber, but
away
and get for YOU. We want your wail paper trade this
Capt. Gilchrest had a government job on
year and we
want to sell you YOUR BEST PAPERS. The
band and the keel was not laid. So the
papers for your parlor
summer and fall wore away, with Captain
and sitting room, as well as the other grades. We would
appreciate
sea
on
the
his
crew
of
and
dogs
staples
a call from you just to look at our books
the different patshowing
in
set
when
then
winter
cruising
beach, and
terns and styles.
We can show you the best line of samples in town
is done in their minds by the mariners as
and as good as you can get anywhere. We have
they sit around the stove withT. l)’s alight.
Now that spring is approaching there is
10,000 ROLLS OF WALL PAPER IN STOCK
fresh trouble brewing. Capt. Gilchrest iu
had
come
into
trades
his
of
>ne
possesmany
and we also have, including samples of above, over 3,000 SAMPLES to
sion of the famous schooner Nawigawaw;
select from.
ind if the reader wants to know more of
his craft they should enquire of Capt. Bill
Sanborn, or any of our longsboremeu. One
lay recently Capt. Gilchrest offered to turn
the Nawigawaw over to Capt. C. B. Hall
ind Capt. C. A. Pilsbury, while be would
take his yawl boat, equipped with a seven
ind a half horse-power engine. When it
was calm he would tow the schooner, and
when it blew great guns, a time when the
Nawigawaw is at her best, she would tow
the yawl. Capt. Staples heard of this deal,
which left him out in the cold, and was

mad clear through. Captain Gilchrest, to
pacify him, offered him command of the
steam yacht Navis, now on the marine railway; bttt Capt. Staples has the old salts’
prejudice against steam and gasoline, and
declined the offer, so that he is still afloat—
The Nawigawaw has
or rather, ashore.
been carrying lumber and cord wood and

8
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Stock Foods
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Beantifnl Shirt Waist Snit Patterns
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W. H. QIIMBY.
W. J. DORMAN.

The East Side.
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Anderson s scotch Ginghams 15c.

AT 96 \ INTEREST, |
■
At which price

8
f

opportunity of this kind
in supplying yourself with good goods cheap.]
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The Sunday services at the Baptist church
will be as follows: Preaching at 10:45 a. in.,
by the pastor,Rev. E. S. Philbrook ; Sunday
school at noon; gospel meeting at 3.30 p. in.;
young peoples’ meeting at 6.30 p. m.; union
i service of all Protestant churches at 7.30p.
m.; seats free.
vited,

I

enough to command your
investigation.

ESP"0 Gold Bricks Waldo

was

Vi

A new fire.constructed by the
Ar Metal Construction
to the Belfast Savings
'the only one of the
as made from plans
W. II. Quimby and
'he bank.
The card
■n used by this bank
constructed of wood,
oval of the boxes to
lit. The steel case
■df ton and works on a
milar to the roll-top

X---

Sunday morning worship at the Methochurch, with sermon by the pastor, at
10.45; Sunday school at noon; young peo-

dist

■
■

|

I
---

m.

i'll'

who was here last month was loud in praise
of the work done by Mrs. Cates, aud her
friends are congratulating her on her suc-

p m. They arrived at
n-lfast Livery Co. puti-spite the hard travelnd a quarter. The boys
db the efforts of the
their behalf, and which
their Camden engagei

and assimi-

as

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil

■

will be held at the
: sday, evening to nomlip city offices. Mayor
-initiated, hut contests
o
of the wards. The
mitiee has decided to
this year, and there
iZell’s caucus,

SOUND
INVESTMENT

m.;
in.; C. E. prayer

lacking in

easily digested

so

cently contracted with the Peerless Clothing Company of Boston to manufacture
500 fancy vests per week from now until j
July 1st. These vests are white, colored !
aud fancy silks. July 1st the same firm
will begin shipping Mrs. Cates fancy smoking coats, house jackets and bath robes. |
Mrs. Cates has begun work at her shop, 140
High street, but as she has not facilities for j
making so many there she has decided to
have the vests all made in the country and
finish them in the shop, and this will give
employment to a large number outside. No
woman need be idle, as Mrs. Cates can fur-

Kingsley.

a.

Ming a

.,

The Manufacture of C lothing. That
this once extensive business has not altogether left our State is evidenced by the
fact that Mrs. Will Cates of this city re-

seaside Chautauqua
lay afternoon, March
v
McKenzie, Xo. 11
>pic for study is from
“German
magazine,
Ways,” and chapter
book, “Ten Freneh-

|

school at 11.45

a.

The services at the Universalist church,
follows: At 10:45
preaching by the
Smith; subject of
sermon, “True and False Revivals, or
Frenzied Sectarianism and Reasonable
Religion.” At 12 in., Sunday school. A
cordial invitation is extended to all.

hlnnrl la

is

lectman.—Waterville

To Those

fl

attract your attention. The
prices are attached to each
piece and are certainly low

■

I
8

being displayed in our lower
Main street window should

I

The services at the North Church for the
week of Feb. 27 to March 5, will be as follows: Juuior C. E. meeting at 3.30 p.m.
and prayer meeting at 1.30 p. m., Thursday;

Sunday

Now

■

Sundays.

morning worship Sunday at 10.45

"■*£* Underwear

I

The Hammond street parish, Bangor, at
its annual meeting last week voted unanimously to concur with the church society in
extending a call to Rev. Kollin T. Hack to
become pastor of the church at a salary of
#2,000 a year and with a vacation of six

To The Editor of The
it. It may be you From over the river comes, whatJournal;
seems [to
us, strong and unfounded statements conneed a tonic, but more likely vouy cerning the attitude of most of the
property
on the East Side who will be affectneed a concentrated fat food, owners
ed if the proposed railroad follows the route
and fat is the element lacking recently surveyed.
The gossip from the rum shop and the
street corner has no weight with those who
in your system.
work for a living, but when the intelligent
thrifty speak it seems right that they
There is no fat food that is and
should know our position.
are

own

I
j
j

Vftlir

I

Bible

next Sunday will be as
a: m. regular service;
pastor, Rev. Ashley A.

your doctor will tell you what
you need to fertilize it and give
it the rich, red corpuscles that

illustration of the faithful work of Mrs. E.
S. Pitcher, the music teacher.

;tes:

(;

by analyz-

tell you what
use
for different

can

to

afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

study at 1.30. The Saturday evenings meetings will be resumed this week, and all are
welcome.

and Baptist Churches
have decided to contitiiie special services
this week. Meetings will be held each even:
ing at 7.30, except Saturday. Thursday aud
Friday they will be in the Methodist church.

pr! nlucts.

presented a pleasing appearance. The
-ting of the officers and chorus was drilled
by Mr. E. S. Pitcher, and
of the Woman’s Hospiall did credit to themselves and their ind with Mrs. C. A. Pilsstructor. The Belfast High school may
-1, on .Saturday, March
well be proud of their successful presentaIt is hoped that all
tion of such a cantata, and it is a fair
present.

t

A chemist

the soil

fertilizer

poem, practically verbatim, and the music
by Henry Lahee. The solo parts were
taken by Mrs. E. P. Frost, soprano; Emery
F. White, tenor and Hal R. Eaton, baritone.
The chorus was by the High School, 120
voices. Rigby’s orchestra, with M. M.
Brown leader aud Mrs. Hal R. Eaton
pianist, furnished the music. Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher was to have sung the coutralto
solos, but on account of her father’s death
Mr. Eaton was substituted. Several of the
solo parts were encored, aud were sung in
fine voice and expression. The entire stage
was filled wdth teraced seats occupied by
the school, most of the girls in white, and

■

.■

ing

pleasing cantata was given in the lielfast
Opera House Feb. 24, for the benefit of the
High school. The text is from Longfellow's

store for business,

row

fert ilizer.

IV ESTABUSHED1856.7 I

ple o’ Uifl Methodist

1

Vfil its Boston office
•et to tl Beacon street,
chiiiarters of the gen-- F. I). Trask.
(

Impoverished soil, like Impovbiood, heeds a proper

Cunninghaili.

—

welcome.

meeting 6.30 p.

K

•2nd—Miss Clara Atwood has returned
:rom a visit to Boston....Russell Hall has
tone to Woodstock to visit his parents, Mr.
P. F. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
tpd Mrs.
Haley have gone to Boston to spend a few
weeks with their daughter, Mrs. George
lean.Hon. P. P. Gilmore of Rucksport
s engaged to deliver the memorial address
n
Winterport—The town schools closed
ast week.
The High school will close this
week.

The interest in the union revival meetings
conducted by Evangelists Taylor and Hatch
lias been so strong that the pastofs atid peo-

erished

If

interport has bought
recently bought by
hby store in Prospect

Hushing Company,

.:

Le Soii-

The Spiniiitig Wheel
Miss Florence Shaw.
Maiden of Tyrol
Streabog
Miss Gladys Richards.
Low
Mache Solennelle
Miss Stoddard, Miss Vesta Shute.

-served seats to the U.
i in the Opera House
I'linission will he 25
cents; dance tickets,

bu'

Cunningham.

Miss Edna Sheldon.

Klein

cipal officers had a
committing Win.
", to the Insane llosto Augusta.

ml

r_i

Reverie

Childish Tenderness
Miss Mabel Craig.
Cavalleria Itusticana
Mascagni
Miss Maud Stalitialj Miss Rena

>

.:

Miss Rena

Schmoll

meet

Tuesday evening,
All are requested to
'lie quilt.

:.e

Miss Marjorie ShaW.

Low

■w

"

spectators

Sunday

v:

■

1

The High school students gave a.
nasquerade ball Wednesday evening, Feb.

There will be meetings at the Gospel Mission, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 7.30o’eloek

and
:

—

of Seaside Hose Co.,
the Grange Hall, Fricream and cake will

cordially

'■

1

fVINTKRPOBT.

Union Service of the local churches at
7:30 p. m. Sunday at the Baptist ohurch,
with sermon by Rev. Ashley A. Smith;
subject, “Common Grounds of Faith.”
Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday at 10.45 a. in; preaching by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday school
at 12 o’clock. All are cordially invited.
Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are

1

—

ved a telegram yesterleatb of Mrs. A. H. A.

■

|

was

saw that Black was not
afraid;
that the two Holmes boys were holdin
their own; notwithstanding the attacks of
their heavier guards, and the twin Hayfords
ran around their opponents like spiders. It
was great sport. The majority of the Gardiner’s scores were gained by fouls, called
suits.Carle & Jones are to the front as
on the Belfast boys.
If the visitors want
usual with wall papers. They have 10,000
laurels here they must come again with a
rolls in stock and over 3,000 samples in all
better team. Following is the line-up and
to select from. They can sell you paper
score:
from 5 cents to $3 per roll. Call and see
GARDINEB BANGERS.
B. H. 8.
their samples
A. D. Chase & Son call atBolger, r. f..1. c., Hugh Ilayford.
tention to the ladies muslin underwear dis- Turner, l.f.r.
c., Harold ilayford.
played in their lower Main street window. Wiley, c.c., Black.
r.
They have Anderson’s Scotch ginghams at Reed, 1.c.1.. f., C. Holmes
White, c.r. f., G. Holmes.
15 cents, beautiful shirt waist patterns,
Score, B. H. S. 39, Gardiner 7. Goals from
new 1905 dress goods, etc—Farm for sale
field, G. Holmes 10, C. Holmes 7, Wiley 1,
See advt. of Turner 1. Points from fouls, C. Holmes 5,
bj James L. James, Belfast
Wiley 3. Referee, Hazard. Umpire, StauThe City National Bank of Belfast.
tial. Scorer, McMahan. Timekeeper, WhiteRecital. The pupils of Miss Amy E. head.
Time, three 15 minute periods.
Stoddard gave a recital at her home, 120
The B. 11. S. ball team have had fine picHigh street, last Tuesday evening with the tures taken, which include Arthur Murch,
the substitute, Will Black, Guy and Clyde
following program:
Rossini
William Tell Holmes, Harold ami Hugh ilayford—The
Miss Stoddard, Miss Richards.
U. of M. team will meet the li. 11. S. team
Song of the Millwheel in the
Cloy
Opera House to-morrow, Friday,
Miss Mabel Craig.
Ascher
Song without words night. This will be the game of the season
Miss Alice Parker.
The Windmill
Mann

different parts of the
to six feet of frost in

n
we

The score at the end of the first
12 to 2; at the second, 25 to 6; at the
third, 39 to 7. When the visitors first made
their appearance it looked blue for our
High school boys, as their suits and letters
showed they had brought a picked team of
college men and athletes. The muscles of
the centre indicated that Black bad met his
match, and in size and weight the whole
team was not an even match for our boys.
The game had scarcely begun when the

periods.

departments. Mail orders are included and
will have prompt attention.F. H. Black
& Co. have just opened a new lot of ginghams and they are still dosing out winter
goods at rock bottom prices.. .You can have
your castings made, blacksmith work and
galvanizing done, and buy mill supplies,
stave machines, saw mills, Hussey plows,
stone polishers and sled shoes at the Duplex
Roller Bushing Co., in Belfast. Henry
Staples, 12 Main street, has the Guyer hat
for the spring of 1905, Monarch shirts in
soft and stiff bosoms, H. & P. gloves, hosiery and underwear, etc. For the next 30
days he will have a closing out sale of boys’

i„:
;

of 39 to 7 in favor of the K. H. S.
team tells the story of their second defeat. !
The game was played in 3 fifteen-minute
score

discount will be made on every cash purchase, and the sale Includes goods in all the

lamb.

,e u

CHURCHES.

THE

Opera House Wednesday, Feb. 22nd, be-1
tween the Oariliner and the B. H. S. teams. 1
The posters^said of the Gardiners:
“They
ire determined to wipe out the
disgrace of
their former defeat. The old saying, when
Greek meets Greek then comes the tug of
war, will apply to this game.” The total

New Advertisements. Jas. H. Howes’
second anniversary sale begins to-day and
closes Saturday, March 11th. A 15 per cent,

nominate ward officers.
nominees should be
,.t
.mination papers.

*

^-

Basket Bali,. One of the most
Interest-1
Ing games of the season was played In the

tor that hard pine. When he came to understand all these matters and the question
was asked of him: “What is your charge for
the services of your steamer Reliance?” he
he replied: “The services may be accepted
without charge and with the compliments
of the Northern Maine Seaport Railroad
Company." He will make friends with the
sailors all right. Take a cruise round the
bay next summer, Mr. Cram, and get the
glad hand.

CARLE & JONES,
Wholesale and Retail Wall

Papers, Belfast.

STORE,

Trust

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

^

Capital $50 000. Sirplos $25,000. Deposits orer$400,000
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSIT
SUBJECTS TO CHECK.

Transacts

Genaral Banking Business. Special Rates on
Time Deposits.
ACTS AS EXECl TOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and
Guardian.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securities of
Treasurers, Executors,etc.
a

DIRECTORS—Edwin C. Burleigh, J. Manchester
Haynes, f. o.
F. s_ Pendleton
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd. Edward Johnson, A. 1. Brown, J. C. Durham
Vlbert
Peirce, Geo. E. Macomber, Chas. E.;Knowlton, Win. A.
Mason, li. P
base, Tiieston Wadlin

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Secretary and Treasurer.
UUINUY

MUTUAL FIRE

INSURANCE C0.>
QUINCY, MASS.

ASSETS DEC.

31, 1904.

Real

Estate,
Mortgage Loans,

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Admitted

Assets,

LIABILITIES

DEC.

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabi ities and

UNDERTAKERS.

$16,600 00
99,775 00
186.244 18

292,81/ 00
82.453 54
11,963 34
25,000 00
4,175 52
5,000 00

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,

$724,026 58
31, 1904.
$ l ,200 00
243,286 91
4,860 00
474,689 67

ROBES and
BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7;

surplus,
$724,026 58
PATTEE & SON,
Belfast, Agents.

JAMES
3w9

Connected by telephone both day aud night.;

72 Main Streat, Belfast.

FAR/T FOR SALE
Situated in southwest Belfast, 3} miles from
city, known as the uohnGoyens farm, containing
80 acres of land, with house, ell, woodshed,
carriage house and barn, all connected, water
under cover, living water in pasture, cuts 20 tons
hay, more than wood enough for home use. Also
5 cows and 2 yearlings, truck wagon, grocery
wagon and sleds, set double harnesses and one
single work harness, mowing machine, horserake, cultivator, spriug tooth harrow, plows and
chains, :A11 for $1100, or will exchange for a
small house in the city.
JAMES L. JAMES, Belfast.
March 1,1905 —3w9*
A IITPH_Men or women, local
\JkM
ww M re V C. V
representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash
8tf
ington Square, New York, N. Y.

notice.
Belfast National Bank, located at Belfast,
the State ot Maine, is closing up its affairs. All
note holders and others, creditors of said association, are therefore hereby notified to present the
notes and other claims against the association
for payment,
(>Od8
C. W .WKSCOTT. Cashier.
The

in

.1

s

NORTHERN MAIME SEAPORT R. R.
Hearing on Proposed Location Held in Bangor Feb. 23d.
was held at the

A meeting
Bangor House,
Bangor, Thursday morning, Feb. 23nd, be-

fore the State board of railroad commissioners on the petition of the Northern Maine
Seaport Railroad Co. for the location of its
proposed route from a point of connection
with the Bangor & Aroostook railroad at
South Lagrange to tide water at Stockton
Springs and to a point of connection with
the Maine Ceutral railroad at Belfast.
Pres. F. W. Cram of the Northern Maine
Seaport railroad was heard, and Newell
Randall, chairman, and E. E. Dow, and
Thomas 11. Wentworth, Esq., of the board
of selectmen of the town of Bradford a|>peared in the interests of its citizens, petitioning for a change in the proposed route
of the road, so that it would take in that
town.
The hearing was adjourned and
another hearing will be held in Augusta, at
which time other petitioners living neacthe
proposed route of the road from Stockton
Springs to Belfast will be heard. Besides
those mentioned above there were present
at the hearing, Col. Joseph B. Peaks, chairman, and Uon. Parker .Spofiford and Benjamin F. Chadbourn of the board of railroad
commissioners, F. 11. Appleton, Esq., Judge
Louis C. Stearns, lion. R. F. Dunton of
Belfast, Dr. E. Hopkins, of Searsport, lion.
B. B. Thatcher of Bangor, and Moses Burbee, chief engineer oi the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. The engineer’s plan show ing
the proposed location of the new road was
shown and the different points of location
were thoroughly diseussed.
Only one town presented a petition for a
change in the location, and that was the
town of Bradford, w hose citizens ask for a
change in direction of the proposed route
from South Lagrang- so that the road will
come nearer Bradford Center anil provide
facilities for the people of that thriving
community to send out their agricultural
products. The case was ably preseuted on
the part of the town by Mr. Randall.
Mr. Burbee said tile proposed route had
been laid out after considering all the
various phases of railroad construction
which would be met with and with the aim
of having the shortest feasible route from
South Lagrange to Stoekton. He thought
the change of location asked for by the
citizens of Bradford would lengthen the
route by about a half mile and also increase
the grade.
Mr. Cram said the proposed road was to
be built with the idea of furnishing an outlet to the great amout of freight which is
annually sent out from northern Maine
and which cannot be satisfactorily handled
by the present railroad facilities. The
route as shown on the plan was considered
the most feasible with regard to length,
grade, and the difficulties of railroad construction which must necessarily be encountered. To change the route would involve difficulties of increased grade and
lengthen the road and seriously affect its
construction The position of the Bradford petitioners had been considered when
the plans for the road were made and it
was not found feasible to lay the route as
desired by the petitioners.
At the meeting to be held in Augusta this
week the various crossings which the road
will make will be considered. Two railroads will be crossed, the l’enobscot Central electric road, near Six Mile Falls and
the Maine Central railroad in Hermon, a
short distance west of the Bangor line.
Tile

Koute

eroposea.

The Northern Maine Seaport railroad, as
at present planned, starts at a point of connection with the Bangor & Aroostook railroad at Lagrange and runs in a general
southwesterly direction to tide water at
Stockton and* from there to a point of junction with the Maine Central railroad at Belfast.
The road crosses Dead stream and its
branches in the northwest corner of the
town of Alton, cuts the town of Bradford
about a mile from its southeast corner, and
crosses the main road from Hudson to Old
Town at a point about one mile east of Hudson post office.
The line then swerves to the east and
skirts the northwest shore of I’ushaw pond
It enters
at a point opposite Mag’s Ledge.
the tow of Glenburn, crossing the town
line a short distance to tlie east of the county road, and crossing the county road runs,
almost parallel and about one-fourth of a
mile to the westward of that highway, passing about a half mile to the westward of
Glenburn post office.
Crossing Kenduskeag stream it runs to
the westward, crossing the Bangor town
line about a mile from six Miie Falls and a
qi.liter of a mile to tile we-t of the stream.
The line then crosses the tracks of the I’euob-eot Central electric load about an
eighth of a mile south of the town line,
crosses f'niou s.recta half mile west of the
junction e! that street with the Davis road,
ami enters the town oi I lei nmn, crossing the
Fuller road a short distance from the town
line.
Hie road cuts Ilaiuuioud street at the
Syive.-ter farm, half a mile west of the Bangor line, ami about four miles from Pol’s
Comer. The new road intersects the right
of way of the Maine CentralK.K. about a half
mile south of Hammond street, a convenient
brook making the passage of the new road
under the Maine Central tracks much easier
Ilian would otherwise be the case.
The road cuts the Hampden line near the
Odlin road and crosses the Colebrook road
and Souadabscook stream about one mile
south of the line. It then passes half a
mile to the westward of Any Corner and
crosses the \\ interport town line about two
miles from the Penobscot river, and runs
about a mile and a half to the westward of
interport post office. The road will skirt
the suburbs of Frankfort and the main line
will pass a quarter oi a mile front the Mt.
Waldo granite quarries. The route follows
the shore to Marsh river and passes through
the town of Prospect ami then swerves
toward tlie river following the county road
to Mill Cove.
Running through Samlypoint it passes
about a half mile from the beach and continues lo a point about a mile from Stockton
Springs. Here the road blanches, a line
running down the shore of Cape Jellison to
Squaw Point at the mouth of Stockton harbor, while the main line continues on to a
junction witli the Maine Central railroad at
Belfast.
Winter’s Decreasing

Activity.

Winter’s campaign of blizzards and cold
waves has diminished in activity over the
country, temporarily at least, even if there
has been no sign of spring’s approach north
of the Gulf States. This slight improvement
in the weather is not premature, as the sun
has already completed two-thirds of his
inarch from the southern tropic to the
equator and the equinox is only tour weeks
off. In the natural order of things some
noticeable relief from the severe regime of
freezing temperatune which has so persistently marked the present month is to be
looked for.
Hut as yet there are no sure indications
of persistently vernal weather. TheUuited
Mates Weather Bureau reports that the
warmest February on official record at New |
York in thirty-four years had a meau tern-1
perature of 40 degrees, while the normal
temperature for March is only 1(8 degrees.
Fur the first half of March the normal is still
It is therefore not unlikely that
lower.
from this date to tlie March equinox there
will be quite frequent freezing spells. So :
long as the temperature is steadily below j
the freezing point the precipitation is in the
form of snow. Hut in tiie last weeks of
winter, when the temperature is often at or j
near the freezing point, the most serious
sleet storms of the season occur.— N. Y.
Herald.
A

Life Assurance School.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society
the first insurance company to estaba school for instruction in life assurance.
It has for the last two years had a
special course during the month of July at
the homo office. It started at first as an experiment, and it has proven most successful, many of its class members having important positions with the society’s various
agencies. The Maine agency has decided
to establish a similar course in Portland
for the young men of our State who may
care to avail themselves of the opportunity
of being educated for the work, and, as the
advertisement states, the school will open
at nine o’clock a. in., March 15, 1905.
was

lish

Harvard Club in Maine.
The annual
Portland, Me., Feb. 22.
meeting and banquet of the Harvard club in

Maine was held at the Columbia this evenThe folmg. Bishop Codman presided.
lowing officers were chosen: Kev. Dr. Asa
Dalton pres.; Hon. George Bird and Maj. S.
W. Thaxter, vice pres.; Nathan Clifford,
sec.: and Leroy L. flight, trees. The principal address was made by Lient. Gov. Curtis Guild of Boston.

Woman’s Kidney Troubles
Lydia E. PinKham’s Vegetable Compound is Espein
Curing This Fatal
cially Successful

BROOKS GOOD TEMPLARS.
Poem Delivered Feb. 19, 1905, on the 11th
Anniversary of Brooke Lodge of Good
Template by Marcellos J. Dow.
Once more we meet within this hall,
Where oft we’ve met from year to year,
To greet our friends with cordial warmth
Aud pass the time with friendly cheer.

Upon this night

the special aim,
And that which we nave now in mind,
Is to recall the vanished past—
The years that we have left behind.

Disease.

For on this eve we mark the time
That we in years a lodge have been—
These years have swiftly passed away,
But surely it must now be ten.
In fact we find, as I’ve been told.
Upon the records in our booK,
That it has been eleven years,
Since on ourselves the work we took
To make this lodge a source of pride,
To all its members young and old,
And to the friends outside our doors
Who have not come within our fold.
And this design has been realized,
As each one here will say,
The lodge has been a grand success
In almost every way.
Within the time we’ve been a lodge,
Many have joined our baud,
Some hundreds in eleven years
We’ve given the fraternal hand.

JM/.Lang

We had the honor for some years,
To be the largest lodge in Maine;
But we have tried to merit praise,
And nut to work for empty fame.

and /firs. S. Frake

Of all the diseases known, with
Mrs. Samuel Frake, of Prospect
which women are afflicted, kidney dis- Plains, N. J., writes :
ease is the most fatal. In fact, unless Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
I cannot thank you enough for what Lydia
early and correct treatment is applied,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done
the weary patient seldom survives.
for me. When I first wrote to you T had sufBeing fully aware of this, Mrs. Pink- fei’ed for years with what tbe doctor called
ham. early in her career, gave exhaust- kidney trouble and congestion of the womb.
ive study to the subject, and in pro- My back ached dreadfully all the time, and I
ducing her great remedy for woman's suffered so with that bearing-down feeling I
I did not
across the room.
ills
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable could hardly walk
any better, so decided to stop doctoring
Compound—was careful to see that it get
with my physician and take Lydia E. Pinkcontained the correct combination of
ham’s
Compound and I am thankherbs which was sure to control that ful to Vegetable
I do all
say it has entirely cured me.
fatal disease, woman's kidney troubles. mv own work, have no more backache and
The Vegetable Compound acts in har- all the bad symptoms have disappeared.
I cannot praise your medicine enough, and
mony with the laws that govern the
entire female system, and while there would advise all women suffering with kidney
to try it.
trouble
are many so called remedies for kidney
troubles, Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeMrs. J. W. Lang, of 636 Third Avetable Compound is the only one espe- nue. New York, writes:
cially prepared for women, and thou- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
sands have been cured of serious kidney
I have been a great sufferer with kidney
derangements by it. Derangements of trouble. My back ached all the time and I
I heard that Lydia E.
the feminine organs quickly affect the was discouraged.
Compound would cure
kidneys, and when a woman has such Pinkham’s Vegetable
I
disease, and began to take it; and it
symptoms as pain or weight in the kidney
has cured me when everything else had failed.
loins, backache, bearing down pains, I have recommended it to lots of people and
urine too frequent, scanty or high col- they all praise it very highly.
—

ored, producing scalding or burning,
or deposits like brick dust in it; un-

Mrs. Pinkham’s
vitation.
e

Standing

In-

thirst, swelling of han^s and feet,
swelling under the eyes or sharp pains
Women
suffering from kidney
in the back running down the inside trouble, or any form of female weakof her groin, she may be sure her kid- ness are invited to promptly communineys are affected and should lose no cate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn,
time in combating the disease with Mass. Out of the
great volume of exLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- perience which she has to draw from,
for
wothe
woman's
it is more than likely she has the very
pound,
remedy
man's ills.
knowledge that will help your case.
The following letters show how Her advice is free and always helpful.
marvelously successful it is.
:
E.
Pinkham's
Lydia
Vegetable Compound a Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.
usual

_

FOR GOOD ROADS.

LUMBER COASTING.

Edward B. Winslow, president of the
State board of trade, and a large number of other prominent members, appeared before the legislature Feb. loth
in favor of an act to provide for the
appointment of a commissioner of highways. Mr. Winslow spoke with great
earnestness of the necessity of better
roads in Maine and said that this fact
was evideut to anyone who had occasion
to travel on our present roads and highways.
lion. W. T. Haines of Waterville said
that the towns pay about $'.1(10,1)00 a year
State taxes and said that it is appaieut
that in no better way could the Stale
be benefited by so small a sum than by
establishing a highway commrssionei
who will devote his time to looking
after the building of highways,
lie
considered that the proper method of
informing the people of Maine as to
the desirability of beginning the improvement of the public ways would be
in conducting an educational campaign
and the most feasible was by the creation of a State highway commissioner.
lie said that the municipal ofiieers
did not know how to expend the money
received for improvements and repair
of roads to the best advantage, and
brought out that of the $7,000,000 paid in
ta xes in the entire State of Maine,
about $1,000,000 went to the highways of
the towns of the State, but on account
of the lack of competent and skilled
men, this sum did not go as far as it
should. Mr. Haines thought that the
appointment of a highway commission
for two years would be a safe experiment and then he would earn
his
salary of $2500 many times over.
Mr. Haines said that he would recommend that the committee arrange to
have the commissioner supercede the
county commissioners in laying out and
appropriating the roads built under
this $40,000 annual appropriation for
the improvement of State roads. Then
there would be a uniformity in our road
building which would be of incalculable value to the State.
Others who spoke on this bill were
Charles S. Pearl of Bangor. J. F. Goldthwaite of Biddeford. R. W. Soule of
Augusta, Ur. A. Sargent of Brewer,
Charles E. Townsend of Brunswick,
Ben Tenney of Hallowed, E. M. Blending of Bangor, A. C. Stilphens of Farmingdale and Hon. F. S. Adams of Bow-

doinham.
The last speaker thought that a practical man might be chosen to the position of comissioner as well as a civil

engineer.
SOMETHING. DOING.
Mr. A. E. Trites, contractor of the N. M.
S. R. R., was in Stockton last week.
Mr. Spellman begun last Thursday driving piling for the docks of the railroad.
Another engine for the railroad work at
Cape Jellison arrived via Heifast last

Thursday.
No attempt has been made to recover the
engine and sled which broke through the
ice near Winterport a short time ago.

Thompson

& Merrithew of Stockton have
contracted to erect a number of buildings
for the contractors who are to build the
railroad.
There is much speculation as to whether
the Northern Maine railroad extension will
have a depot in Hampden. The road is located one and a half miles west of the vil-

lage.
John M. Ames Co. of Stockton want to
buy a quantity of dry hard cord wood for
the railroad company; parties living nearby would do well to call on them if they
have any to sell.
Several teams from

Winterport

have been

employed in hauling lumber from Winterport to Prospect to be used in buildings for
the railroad workmen to stay in. A considerable amount has been hauled to PrankFort to be used for the same purpose.

The York

County Sheriff.

That York county sheriff who, singlelanded and alone, placed eighteen gamblers
inder arrest and broke up a “cocking main”
tt which sixty spectators had gathered,
lon’t seem to need any “commission” to
his work. He is an anomaly, is
I supervise
he Sheriff of York.—Bridgton News.

OABTORTA.
a The Kind Yon Dm Always BongN

Bean tu

!

Declining the Delay in
Discharging.
Milbridge, Feb. 20. Now the winter is well advanced, and the season
when the lumber coasters will resume
their business is drawing near, there
is naturally more or less speculation
with owners and masters of the fleet
concerning the outlook of the season
from a financial view.
That lumber coasting is rapidly growing less proiitable than in former times,
the owners and those who sail the vessels sharing alike in the decline of the
business, especially in tlie last decade,
is observed in the fact, that not a few
of the skippers have abandoned their
calling and sought other occupations,
while on the other hand, the hitherto
numerous fleet of coasters seen in nearly every coast town in Maine, is reduced to a mere remnant, and the pitiful side of the story is, their extinction
seems final, as there is no prospect of
having the loss made good by a new

One

Cause of it

uuuie

We aim to make a temperance school,
With good results from day to day ;
To have instruction, with some fun;
To do good work, as well as play.
We know we shall not soon forget
The many friends we have met here,
Who have helped us in many ways.
To li.l the time with goodly cheer.
But change has come, as changes will,
To every thing we love of earth,
And times of sadness we have seen,
As well as those of joy and mirth.
For some we loved and cherished here,
We’ve laid away beneath the sod,
With heavy hearts, and blinding tears,
But with a trust, iu ileaveu and God.
And now, dear friends, let us still try
Some honest work to do,
For God, and home, and native land;
Let uo be brave and true;
Let us still closer draw the bonds
That hold us iu fraternal love,
Striving to do each duty well.
With faith in friends and God above.
And to our friends outside the lodge,
Who used to gather with us here,
We still shall claim you as our own,
Without a shade ot doubt or fear.

In

Find,

with retrospective glance
Back to our lodge as ’tis today,
There is but little to condemn
In all the things we do or say.
as

fllO
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The pills that act as a tonic, ami not as a
drastic purge, are DeWitt’s Little Early
Kisers. They cure Headache, Constipation,

Biliousness,

etc.

Early Risers

small,
easy to take ami easy to act-a safe pill.
Mack Hamilton, hotel clerk at Valley City,
N. !>., says:
“Two bottles cured me of
chronic constipation.” Sold by R. 11. Moody.
The

John

Peirce

season

United States Branch of the

OF

are

Company.

AS8IT3

■CSy«f

Early Hi—r»

“A dose in time saves lives.”

Dr. Wood’s

Norway Pine Syrup; nature’s remedy for
soughs, colds, pulmonary diseases of every
sort

CO

DEC.

assets.$2,008,938
31, 1904
Net unpaid losses. .$ 221,845
Unearned premiums.
1,383,337
All other liabilities...
203
burplus over all liabilities.
403,< 52

61

LIABILITIES DEC.

00
56
62
43

liabilities and surplus.$2,008,938 61
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents.
3w7
Belfast, Maine.

Total

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE

CO.,

NEW YORK.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
estate.$
Mortgage loans.

stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

56,976 17
323,200 00
2,851,660 00
99 962 25

Ageuts’balances...

294,206 03

Interest and reuts

LIABILITIES DEC.

31,

$3,636,471

44

1904.

Net unpaid losses.
$ 153,349
Unear ied premiums. 1,746 033
All other liabilities.
44 204
Cash capital.
300.04 0
Surplus over all li abilities. I,3ii2,884
...

..

40
77
14
< 0
13

Total liabilities and

surplus.$3,636,471 44
FIELD & QUIMBY. Agents.
Belfast, Maine.

3w7

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
the 14th day of February, 1905,
Hr \v*\ guardian of Annis C. Hurd,
Stephen
haviug presented his final account of guardianship for allowance

fast,

SHERIFFS JsALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALLO SS.
Febi nary S, 1905.
Taken this eighth day
February, A. I). 1905,
on execution dated February 4,1905, issued on a
judgment remiered by the Supreme Judicial
Lourt lor the County of Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held o.i the first Tuesday of January, A. 1). 19U5, to wit. on the tentli day of January, A. 1). 1905, in favor of Harold I-.. Hailey of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo and stare of
Maine, against Grace E. Douglas of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo ami State of viaine. for
forty-four dollars and seventy-five cents, debt
or damage, and fourteen dollars and twenty-nine
cents, cost of suit and will be sold at public auction at the office of R. F. Dunton, in Belfast, in
said < minty oi Waldo, to the highest bidder, on
Saturday, the eleventh day of March, A. D. 1905,
at ten o’c ock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all Hie right, title and interest which the said Grace E. Douglas has and
had in and to the same on the twenty eighth day
of March, A. 1). 1904, at seven o’clock in the
afternoon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot
or parcel of land, with buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast, and bounded and described in
three separate parcels, as follows:
First parcel. Beginning at a stake at the north
coiner of land conveyed by H. w. Cunningham
toJ.C. Perry, and in the southerly hue of the
road leading irom said Perry’s to Mason's Mills,
so-called ; thence easterly in the southerly line of
said road so many feet as will make twenty feet
at right angles with the westerly line of this lot;
thence south twenty one degrees and forty minutes west to the line of James W. White’s original lot; thence northerly by land formerly owned
by said Janies W. White and said J. C. Perry to
the place of beginning. Being the same real estate conveyed to James W. white by Doane W.
Pattershall, by his deed dated July 18.1856, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Hook 96,
Page 215.
Second parcel. Beginning two rods north of
a storte in the line of lots numbered 51 and 52 in
the second division of lots in said Belfast; thence
east on the line of land formerly of James Curtis
six rods and four feet to the southeast corner of
J. Y. McCfinland conveyed to James Curtis
tock; thence south parallel with the line of said
lot two hundred ami forty-four feet to a stake
and stones; thence west to the road leading by
the Hoard Landing such a course as shad make
the said parcel of land at the road of the same
width it is on the east line, containing half an
acre.
Being the same premises conveyed to
James W. ». bite by Daniel Merrill, by his deed
dated November 29,1847, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 60, Page 291.
Third parcel. Bounded on the north and east
by said road leading to Mason’s ills, and on the
south and west by the two parcels of lai.d above
described, containing one acre, more or less, and
knowui as the Me Keen place. Being the ^ame
conveyed to liarriman Brothers by the
late Jonathan Elwell.by his deed dated January
1,1881. and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
book 182, Page 320.
All of said
being the same conveyed to
said Grace E. Douglas by her former name of
Grace E. Harvey by Frank Blake, by deed dated
March 4, 1898, recorded in Waldo Registry of
3w7
Deeds, Book -267, Page 144.
P. G. HURD Deputy Sheriff.
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a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
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that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of March next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be

j
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At a Probate Court held
for the County of Wald"
of February, A. 1). 1U<)6.

allowed,

A

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
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certain instrument, pur;
will and
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testament

Palermo, in said Conn
having been presented
Ordered, That notice be
terested by causing a coj >
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Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 14tli day of February, 1906.
Robert F. Dunton, administrator with the will
annexed, on the estate of Isaac H. Jackson, late
ol Belfast, in said Corn ty, deceased, having presented his second account of administration of
saiu estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 14tli day
of .March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltikk, Register.
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SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14th day of February, 1905.
W alter Bartlett, executor of the last will of Maria
A. Douglass, late of Monroe, in said County, de
ceased, having presented his first and final ac
count of administration ol said estate for allow-
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Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Cotmtv,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he al-
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At a Probate Court held
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SS.—Id Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14th day of February, 1905.
Wilson G. Rowell and Irving T. Dinsuiore, executors of the last will of Turner Whitten, late of
Montville, in said County, deceased, having presented their first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

A

copy.

A certain instrument, pur
a^i will and testament <,t |„;.
Winterport, in said <.m
having been piesentcd tm

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Beliast, on the 14th
day of March next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not l»e allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th <!aj
of Vlarch next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazelti>e, Register.
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TT7ALDO SS.—Iu Court of Probate, held at BelVf fast, <>11 the 14tli day of February, 1905.
Frank I. Pendleton, administrator de bonis non
on the estate of M illiam H. Park, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
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Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P Hazeltine, Register.
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fast, on the 14th day of February, 1905.
Frank 1. Pendleton,administrator on the estate of
Maria E. Park, lat»- of Searsport, in said County,
deceased, having presented Lis first ami fiual account of administration of said estate for allow-
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Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspapei published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to e held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, whv the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Pel
fast, on the 14th day of February, 1905.
John R. Dunton. administrator on the estate of
Mar> S. Paswell, late of Frankfort, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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SEVEN

PREMIUMS

Dining Chairs and ) r.VpN
)
Large Arm Kocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTH KR PRKM1UMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta,!! e.

Six

possible

market and sent an agent to the makers
of the Elixir.
“Good Lord,” they exclaimed, “what do we want of pepsin?
We don’t use a grain of it.”
“The preparation contains no honey,”

in Eastern ports. Since all kinds of [
business are organizing for their mutual protection, it is quite evident that
the coming season will witness a simireported the analyst of a certain “Honey
lar action on their part. As the quesCream,” “but it is probably much
tion is one of vital concern it ought to more
valuable than if it did.”--Leslie’s
bring about a concerted action on the Monthly Magazine for March.
part of masters and shipowners, not
For Over Sixty Fears
only in Eastern ports, but all along the
coast also.—Bangor News.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedt.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
A CARD.
used for over sixty years by millions of
V e, the undersigned, do hereby agree to mothers for their children while teething,
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of with perfect success. It soothes the child,
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
anteea 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
or money refunded.
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
A. A. H owes & Co.
W. O. Poor & Son. cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothand and take no other.
If you'cannot eat, sleep or work, feel ing Syrup,
mean, cross and -ugly, take Hollister’s
At the U. of M.
Eocky Mountain Tea this month. A tonic
for the sick. There is no remedy equal to
The total number of students in the Uniit. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets. Sold by R. H.
versity, January 4,1905, was 554. The total
Moody.
number from Maine, 462; total from other
Hives are a terrible tormentto the little States, 92; students from Massachusetts,
folks, and to some older ones. Easily cured. 53; New Hampshire, 8; Connecticut, 3;
Doan’s Ointment never fails. Instant re- Rhode Island, 3; Georgia, 1; New Brunslief, permanent cure. At any drug store, 50 wick, 2; Quebec, 2; New York, 1.
__
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Gross assets.

coaster was kept tied up at
the dock 28 days, waiting for the consignee to get a move on, and meanwhile he had used his share of the

pepsin thought

BREMEN

HAMBURG, GERMANY.

Stocks and bonds..
$1,737,258 75
Cash in office and bank..
139,045 91
Agents’ balances...
132,633 95

bridge

the evil in the question that is occupying the attention of owners and masters

..

18 8t,:i

certain instrument purnorti.
will and testament ot Sm*.
of Winterpori, in said
ceased,having been

—

..

surplus
§11,980,733 69
QUIMBY, Agents,
Eellast, Maine,

At a Probate Court held athe County of Wald..
ol Februaiy, A. D. 19<jf,

In Court o! Probate, held at BelT7ALDO SS
yy
fast, on the 14th day oS February, 1905.
Jane A. AlcClure, executrix of the last will of
George McClure, late of Searsport.in said Coun
ty, deceased, having presented her first and final
account of administration of said estate lor allowance.

losses.

HAMBURG

Attest*

_Chas_p.„a/,

they

6.011 76
41.987 06

§11,980,733 69
31, 1904.
855 2004)0
unpaid
§
Unearned premiums.
6,3cV,50R 39
All other liabilities...
63.288 90
Cash capital...
3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities
2,702,736 30
Net

fmblished

successively,

Gn ss assets.§12.007,161 66
Deduct items not admitted.
26,4 28 07

Mil- medicine business differs in this
from
the making of a rabbit pie. The last
thing, not the first, is to get your medicine. Get it from any doctor, get it
out of your own head. It makes little
freight in paying his crew, and the ship difference. Not long ago a tonic which
chandler, and when he arrived back to bore some such name as “Elixir of Pephis loading port his wallet was as lank sin" became
very popular in the middle
as when he left on his trip a month bewest. One of the large manufacturfore. What shall be done to overcome ers of
he saw a
one

644,783 10
791,276 04
87,600 00
8,116,386 60
1,237,6< 6 70
1,147,828 69
34,722 82

of

The past secure, then may we strive,
To still hold close unto the right—
Eleven years have passed away,
We bid you all a kind good night.
■tv

DEO.

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks anti bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Hills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

sped,

To glance a moment at the past,
And think of hopes and friends then dead

AiamAvo

instance last

31, 1904
eal estate.$

And may the ones who meet again,
When mouths and years once mure have

Under date of New York, Feb. 24th, John
by those of larger tonnage may to a l’eiree, the well known
certain extent have impaired the busi- announces that a new granite contractor,
corporation, John
ness of former days, the most serious Peirce
Company, with a capital of $1,250,effect in this decline is not traceable to 000.00 has succeeded to the granite and genthis cause.
The principal grievance eral contracting business heretofore carried
complained of lias its origin in an alto- on by him and w ill continue same at 277
Broadway, New York. It has also succeedgether remote cause, which has not ed
to the business of The New
&
only become a grievance, but an abuse Maine Granite Paving Block Co.,York
which
also. An abuse, jvliich is suffered to was dissolved in
December, 1004. As presicontinue must inevitably
incur an dent of the new company Mr. Peirce will
irreparable injury to this branch of the participate actively in the conduct of its
coastwise trade, 'which has heretofore business, and has associated with him Mr.
been an important factor in enhancing
Henry IS. Lanpher, vice president and
the wealth and thrift of the coast towns. treasurer, Mr. Emil Diebitsch, vice presiMr. Walter Roberts, assistant treasReference is made to this abuse in dent,
urer and Mr. Peter A. Gage, secretary.
the methods which the consignee in The western
office of the
will be
Boston and other lumber ports are em- under the management ofcompany
Mr. George F.
ploying against owners and masters of Bodwell and located at 50S Western Union
coastwise craft by detaining them be- Building, Chicago, Illinois.
yond a reasonable time before allowing
A Dinner Invitation.
them to discharge their cargo.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol DysIt is not an infrequent occurrence
that Milbridge vessels have been de- j pepsia Cure will prevent an attack of IndiKodol is a thorough digestant and
tained in port from two to three weeks gestion.
a guaranteed cure for Indigestion, Dyspepreason
of
tlie
action
of
the
by
dilatory
sia, Gas on the Stomach, Sour Risings, Bad
consignee in disposing of the cargo, or I Breath and all stomach troubles. N. Watthe
vessel
to
disa
berth
i
kins,
Lesbus, Ky., says: “1 can testify to
providing
charge. Ordinarily such delay means the efficauy of Kodol in the cure of Stomach
the loss of a trip for the season, as well j Trouble. I was afflicted with Stomach
<1 I
t
(Via
nnr] innotnvD foe ! Trouble for fifteen years and have taken
six bottles of your Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,
the trip in question, for vessels are which
entirely cured me. The six bottles
earning no dividends when tied up at were worth $1,000 to me.” Kodol Dyspepsia
the dock. While the skipper is chafing Cure will digest any quantity of all the
wholesome food you want to eat while your
over the delay, the consignee is smoking his cigars and taking things easy by stomach takes a rest—recuperates and grows
This wonderful preparation is juststrong.
putting off the skipper with the indefi- ly entitled
to all of its many remarkable
nite promise, “Call round in the morncures. Sold by R. II. Moody.
ing, Cap’ll, and we will see what we can
do for you.’’ Morning comes and so do
wflai is in a raiem mediciner
others and the “Cap’n” calls round,
to
hear
the
bluff
only
repeated.
Tlie establishment of a proprietary
A
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A true copy.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel»
fast, on the 14th day of tFebruary, 1906.
Emma W Perkins, administrator of the estate of
Stillman S. Emery, who was the executor iu the
last will of Oliver Bowen, late of Montville. in
said County, deceased, having presented the first
and final account of said executor for allowance
Oruered, that uotice thereof be given, three
weeks
in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all peisons interested may attend at a Probale Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltise,Register.

INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA,

3w7

For all who come, both young and old,
\\ ith music, songs and many things,
We try their interest to hold.

fleet.
AVIiile the superseding of smallercraft

non

about it?
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
Dr. Agnew'e Heart Cure relieves heart

FIELD &

The social features of the lodge,
Have well been worth our care;
We’ve learned to love our meeting place,
And friends who gather there.
pleasant

fact, as capable of demonstration as any problem in Geometry,
that Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder Has,
Does, Will Cure Catarrh and Colds. What
are the Catarrhal Millions going to do
a

Total liabilities and

For we all think, in faet we know,
As every honest person must,
That numbers do not give us strength,
Unless our aim is right aud just.

uiithc a

ed a petition praying that the Judge of Probate
may determine who are entitled to the balance of
said estate now in his hands for dit-t'ibution,
their respective shares theiein and order the
same distributed aecordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy 01 this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probae
Court, to be held at Bel last, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of March, A. D 1905,
at ten of the clock ..before noon, and show cause,
if *ny they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

numbered by Millions, not including
those whose annoyance by association
amounts almost to suffering.

disease in 30 minutes.

at™.'

of

B.

are

And yet it is

a Probate c<
for the County of Waldo on
n ,h«
Februsr-, A. D. 1
certain instrument,
N|
mir,,n„,
thenticated copy of tliJ?1".! to h.
ment and the probate
thora.f n*"'

At

NEALLET, executor of the last will
of Maria R. Mauter. late of Winterport, in
JOHN
A
said County of Waldo, deceased, having present-

LIABILITIES DEC.

We still have left upon our rolls
Of members good and true,
One huudred apd just thirty nine;
So we do not at all feel blue.

tit

The Sufferers
from Colds

Admitted assets.

Of late we are obliged to own
We have been somewhat left behind,
By Brother Gowen’s own home lodge,
In Waterville; but do not mind,

Hcaiiu

▲t a Probata Court bald at Beilaat, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14tb day of
February, A. D. 1905.

SB.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
on the 14th day of February, 1905.
Stillman
Simmons, executor of the last will of
Abigail Ripley, late of Searsmont, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first anu final account of administration of said estate lor allow-

WALDO
fast,
N.

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not lu-allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazkltine. Register,

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the I4th day of February, 1905,
Bartlett, administrator on the*estate of
Jack, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final ac

WALDO
fast,

count of administration of said

estate

for allow-

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of February, A. D. 1905.
B.

husband of Anna A.
said County of

MORSE,
WILLIAM
Morse, lste of Palermo, in
deceased,

Waldo,
having presented a petition
praying that Mertou G. Norton of Palermo umy
ire appointed administrator of the estate of said

ieceased.
Ordered, That thesaid petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published three weeks successively
n The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
it Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
3ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
bounty, on the 14th day of March, A. D. 1905,
it ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
f any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

0

j

BELLA

BOWDOl.V

Staples, late ot .ctCounty ot Waldo, < «•
petition praying that s*
be appointed admini-•
deceased.

Belfast, within amt !
Ordered, That the
on the 14th day of
J to all pel sons int* rot
order to be publi-b*
LINTON G. FERGUSON, son of Evelina (/. ! The Republican .1 in
J Moody, late of Belfast, in said County of 1 at Belfast, that they
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition j Court, to be held at '•*
pray ing that he may be appointed administrator County, on the 14th *i;.
At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
February, A. D. 1905.

Walter
Dunbar

At a Probate Court Ii* ?.
for the County fof "
February, A. I>. I

(1

of the

estate

ol said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of March, A. I). 1905

of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
at ten

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
February, A. D. 1905.

Belfast, within and
the 14th day of

on

R.

administrator of the estate
Lincolnville, in
deceased, having presentCounty
ed a petition praying for a license to sell at pubic or private sale ana convey certain real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.

DUNTON,
of George H. Rankin, late of
JOHN
of Waldo,
said

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of March, A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

ten of the clock bet
if any they have, why tt
should hot be granted
(iEOHIil
Attest
A true copy
Chas P

at

er

I

VYTALIX) S8.—In Court
YY fast, on the 14th
Walter Bartlett, admin^n
Olive M. Mason, late ol "

deceased, having presente
administration of

count of

<e

auce

Ordered, That notice th*
weeks successively, in he

newspaper published in B>
that all persons interested
bate Court, to be held at Be '■
of March next, and show
have, why the said account -i ",l,x
GKO K
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Ha/:

a

•"

EXECUTRIX’S

NOT1CK.

1

gives notice that she ha
executrix of the last will an
1‘
WILLIAM H. BLANCHAKI*
in the County of Wahio.
ai
bonds as the law directs,
mauds against the estate of
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are roquet*
ment immediately.
..

CLARA V1
*bearsport, February 14, lhd

a

,j'!

News and Notes.
?r’:l!

to cover the March Mcitli interest. In the disil topics, in romance, in
... and in verse, it runs

cr
fl’‘

(flt* 'V

n

’iii

l
li.tifn1

human experience. It is
never a dull page, and
tli sound, solid matter
■

eh place in the arena of
matter that it is not
,s and yet
pretend to
: ,if civic life.
control our great rail-

1

subject of the leading
n s
Monthly Magazine

is illustrated with retraits of eleven of our
taut railroad presidents,
ng article is, “Mormon
able discussion of
■an be a good Mormon
-1 lean at the same time.
account by a Japanese
ipture and execution of a
amusing study of our
ie business, and the attire of the voyage of the
are other features of
The fiction includes
.tallment of “The Wornive," Anna Katharine
rilling detective story,
dories, among them an
the best thing that

,

id'

(it
i

his written for a

long

ory, a war story, and a
Irish Wit and Hui,i. is a most amusing

of the magazine,
education’’is strong in
r of The Booklovers
trge proportion of the

striking personalities
'.cresting ways, partly
.illy critical, and by
view.
All of them
1.
Among the most
this stamp is “lieby Hall Paine, who
;sis his use of relig-

novel and makes a
novel as an ethical

■

Rogers’

.!.

is

.■t.-li of
n
.1

article on
most charmpeculiar and

a
a

our

politico-litera-

view

with Dr. Dov-

xpert of Paris, which
_dh by Frederic Fees,

*he greatest interest
imitative statement

ifter
investigations
ive years claims to
ue specific bacillus of
-pecific cure of that
means

of vaccination.

Magazine
a

blow

nicety

for March
at the Beef
with the re-

STATE OF
Headquarter*

MAINE CLOT.

for Maine

People

to be Estab-

GRIP’S HOLT SEQUEL.

|

HUBS IMG BABY C8ICKKB8.

Knee* Stiff, Hud*
Halpless, Rheumatism
lished In Boston.
**®,r H®"rt' Mr*' v»
Scoy Experiences
!
Following the lead of sons of New i U""Serous After-Effects from Grip and
Learns Value of n Blood
Hampshire and Vermont, natives of
Bemedy.
Maine residing in Boston have organ- |I
The
from grip is seldom
ized a State club, which is to be estab- when danger
over
the
characteristic
i
symptoms, the
lished in a permanent home.
fever, the catarrh, the headache and the
It is formed by a reorganization of depression of
spirits pass away. The griD
the Pine Tree State Club, which was a leaves behind it weakened vital
dining club, without headquarters of thin blood, impaired digestion and overits own. The home of the new club sensitive nerves—a condition that makes
will be the building at the corner of the system an easy prey to pneumonia,
bronchitis, rheumatism, nervolis prostraZ
Somerset street and Ashburton place, tion,
and even
Too much
Beacon Hill, where the Twentieth Cen- stress cannot be consumption.
laid on the importance of
tury Club for some years had its rooms. strengthening the blood and nerves during
The original Pine Tree State Club convalescenceThe story told by scores of victims of the
was organized May 1,
1886, Ex-Gov.
John D. Long serving as its first presi- grip is substantially the same. One was
by terrible pains at the base of the
dent. It was composed at first princi- tortured
skull that made life unendurable; another
pally of ex-members of the Massachu- was left tired, faint
and in every way
setts legislature who were natives of wretched from amentia or scantiness
of
Maine. Its object as stated in the first blood; another bad horrible headaches, was
call was “for the formation of social nervous and oouldn’t sleep; another was.
and friendly intercourse, and such an left with weak lungs, difficulty in breathini
advancement of business interests as and acute neuralgia. In every case rebel
was sought in vain until the great bloodwould naturally flow from a more inti- builder
and nerve tonic, Dr. .Williams’ Pink
mate acquaintance.”
Pills, was used. This remedy is peculiarly
Those who have presided over the as- adapted to build up stable
health after a
sociation in the 19 years of its existence siege of grip. For quickness of action nothis
known
will
that
are John D. Long, president from 1886
ing
approach it, but it
to 1890; Augustus P. Martin, 1890-91; is also without equal for thoroughness.
Mrs. Van Scoy makes a statement that
Minot J. Savage, 1891-92; Bufus C. F.
supports this claim. She says:
Candage, 1892-93; Harrison Hume, 1893“I had a severe attack of grip, and before
94; Dana Estes, 1894-95; Prentiss Cum- I had fully recovered rheumatism get in
Daniel
to
C.
1898
and
1895-96;
tormented me for three months. I was
mings,
Heath,
1901; Jas. G. White, 1901-2; Samuel K. in a badly run-down state. Soon alter it
Hamilton, 1902 3; Andrew M. Benson, began 1 was so lame for a week that I could
hardly walk. It kept growing steadily
1903 4; Guy Murchie, 1904-5.
The meetings of the club, of which worse and pretty soon I actually couldn’t
walk. At last I had to give up completely
there were about four each year, were and for three
weeks I was
to keep
held at a hotel. A dinner and enter- my bed. My knees were soobliged
stiff I couldn’t
tainment were the usual features. The bend them, and my hands were perfectly
club grew in membership, many of Bos- helpless. Then the pains began to threaten
ton’s brightest and most enterprising my heart and thoroughly alarmed me.
“While I was suffering in this way I
business and professional young men
chanced to run across a little book that told
becoming members.
about the merits of
Williams’ Pink
For the past few years the idea of en- Pills. The statements Dr.
in it impressed me
larging the club’s field of usefulness and led me to buy a box. It was fortunate
and having a Maine headquarters or for me that I did, for these pills proved the
club house in Boston has been a topic very tiling I needed to cure me. Improvebut ment set in as soon as 1 begau to take them,
for discussion by the members,
and it was very marked by tbe time I had
nothing definate was done until at the finished
the first box. Four boxes made me
annual meeting last May, when the
a well woman.
In fact, tbe pills proved so
executive committee in its report
thoroughly adapted to my case that there is
recommended that the executive com- nothing further to report
except that 1 am
mittee of the ensuing year be author- a very grateful woman and that I sincerely
ized to proceed with the reorganization recommend Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills to any
of the club into an incorporated body, people who are sick as I was.”
Mrs. Laura M. Van Scov lives at No. 20
to have a club house near the business
Thorpe street, Danbury, Conn. Dr. Wilcenter of the city.
liams’ Pink Pills are equally well adapted
The club organized on that basis, for
any other of the diseases that follow in
electing the following otneres: uuy the train of grip. Their great reputation is
William
G.
Waitt, founded on-the fact that they make pure,
Murchie, president;
Thomas M. Babson, Robert Luce, vice rich blood which is the basis of sound
health. They are sold by all druggists.
secreLuther
C.
Greenleaf,
presidents;
tary and treasurer; W. A. Rollins,

powers^

assistant secretary; 1). C. Heath, John
Long, R. S. Bartlett, James G.
White, W. S. B. Stevens, E. O. Achorn,
Henry F. Strout directors. These officers comprise the executive commit1).

^UVJiKNUK'S

KELKFl 1UN

Social Functions in

Augusta, Me.,

AND

BALL.

Augusta
Feb. 22. The rotunFeb. 22(1.

da and executive department or the
The executive committee made choice State House were in gala attire, today,
of the building occupied for several in preparation for the
reception given
years by the Twentieth Century club as
Governor William T. Cobb, this afsuitable for club rooms. At a meeting by
The legislators, wives and
of the club the committee was author- ternoon.
ized to lease beginning April 1,1905. It friends, and residents of Augusta, were
was also
voted at this meeting to received in the governor’s private
apartments and the council chamber
change the name of the club, which will from
2 to 4 o’clock. Among those in
hereafter be known as State of Maine
the
receiving party were Governor and
club.
The building selected is well adapted Mrs. Cobb, President Goodwin of the
for the purposes intended. The location ! Senate and Mrs. Goodwin, Speaker of
is one of the best in the city and after a j the House and Mrs. Drew, the memgreedy monopoly. Mr. few changes the clubhouse will be com- | bers of the governor’s staff, whose inirectly into the begin- plete in every detail for the convenience tial appearance it was, and the members of the council and their ladies.
aated. He tells of the and comfort of members.
us interest in copper,
There are six floors in the building, Music was discoursed by an orchestra.
At the City Hall this evening a re-utuation when Boston the first three of which it is proposed
am
famous stocks, and to fit up at once for club purposes. If ception was tendered by the citizens of
i.-ically the hitter fight it is found there is a demand for rooms, Augusta to Governor Cobb, the execuBoston. The instalment the upper floors will be turned into tive council and the members of the 72d
id description of a sig- sleeping rooms for the members. The Legislature, which proved to be the
view
in which Rogers upper floors are reached by two stair- grandest social event which has been
ip the scheme of Amal- ways, one from the Ashburton place held in the city for years. The program
.aince it for Lawson.
In entrance and one from the Somerset included a concert by Dennis’ Orchestra
ills Critics,” Mr. Lawson street entrance, and also by an electric and a grand ball, which was attended
I disposes categorically elevator from the basement floor. The by many of the most prominent people
dements which Denis basement floor, which is on a level with of the State. The reception committee
publicly made against the Somerset street entrance, will con- included Mayor and Mrs. Charles S.
tain the kitchen, serving room, lunch Hichborn, Ex-Governor and Mrs. John
Ms usual assortment of
The first F. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Gannett,
room and a smoking room.
es, tbe March number floor will have a serving room, dining and Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Kinsman. The
Magazine includes eight room and general assembly and loung- door was in charge of A. W. Brooks
umr of which are paring room, which can be turned into a and an efficient corps of aides.
I'be most important hall seating 200 or more people. The
A Destructive Fire.
Poisons We Eat in second floor will contain the office, laW. Wiley, Chief of dies’
To draw the fire out of a burn, or heal a
parlor, toilets, library and three
>f Chemistry, U. S. small rooms which can be used for wri- cut without leaving a scar, use DeWitt’s
uilture. In this article ting, reading and various club purposes. Witch Hazel. A specific for piles. Get the
:u- results of theexperiThe club will be run something on the genuine. J. L. Tucker, editor of the Harwrites: “1 have used
up to date with his lines of the New Hampshire club, with lnouizer, Centre, Ala.,
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel .Salve in
‘poison squad,” the a first-class restaurant and other equip- for Piles, |cuts and burns. It ismythefamily
best
■ployees who are sub- ment necessary to make it an attractive salve on the market. Every family should
■'
of adulterated foods and homelike place where State of Maine keep it on hand.” Sold
R.
H.
by
Moody.
to determine the delepeople may gather. Annual dues are
■i the human system,
810, and admission fee the same.
CAPT. AblATHER
KNOWLES.
the Supreme Court,
ird Bussell, one of the
most forceful of our
: is second instalment
I rust in the World,”
I rust in the refriger'’.audit of Commerce,”
lie exposes in logical,
-/stem of mileage and
which the Beef Trust
competitor from the
Mr. llussell’s story
-! ;tl
The reader sees as
glass the marvelous

p

x.>ae:

sir
ia.

ii.

tee.

J.
Maj. Guy Murchie, president of the
club, was born in Calais, .12 years ago.
Mef years has enabled He is a member of a family renowned
North Bradford, February 22. On
ity to rise from wreck for its prominence in lumber operations.
another sol■dei town of beauty and He was educated at Exeter and Har- Saturday, February 11th,
Abiatha James Knowles,
dier,
Capt.
rni.
New
"McClusky,
vard, graduating in the class of 1895. was
mustered out of service here, to
of Detectives,” tells of After a
year of travel in Europe, he
dents in the career of entered Harvard law school, receiving join the great
army that is “gathering
-ky, the pupil and suc- his diploma in 1899, and was admitted homeward from every clime one by
uuuus Inspector Byrnes,
to the bar in the same year. He served one.” Though suffering for years from
m the Six-Day Bicycle
in the Spanish war as a private in a serious heart trouble that threatened
aside story of how the “Buck” O’Neil’s troop K., 1st volun- to end his life
many times, brought on
ace
in
race
Madison teer U. S. cavalry (rough riders.) Maj. by the exposure and privations of a
was
won by a ruse.
Murchie was detailed by Col. Wood to soldier’s life, he lived to be 75 years of
Maur’s “Self-Supporting enlist the Harvard University’s quota age, pneumonia being the cause of his
Porter's “Side Shows of for the
regiment. He was appointed on death.
IT
marriml Hf ioo Vaoin A
Cnn
uesses,” Augustus Ler- Gov. Crane’s staff, with rank of major,
Big Newspaper is Cou- thus gaining the title by which he is Winterport, October 26, 1851, who died
a profusely illustrated
best known in his large circle of friends in June, 1902. Of their four children,
three survive them, Herbert L. and ArFootprints of Beasts” and acquaintances.
special articles. Among
Luther C. Greenleaf, secretary of the thur W. of this town and Evelyn, wife
11 (i. Wells's “A Moth—
club, is a native of Abbot, Piscataquis of Arthur Herrick of White Lake, So.
and Owen Kildare's County. He was born Dec. 27, 1866, Dakota, their eldest daughter, Lena,
-'■ii “The Level of the After a course in a commercial
college, dying when a child. He also leaves two
he learned the trade of carpenter and sisters, Mrs. Itosina Bruce and Mrs.
builder, studied architecture, and came Osena Harris of Lagrange.
He enlisted April 30,1861, as a private
to Boston in 1889, to become superintendent of construction for a promi- in Co. D, Second Maine Infantry, was
nent builder. For the past 10 years he promoted corporal in August of that
has followed the profession of an arclii
year and sergeant in September, 1862.
IIis term of service expiring January 9,
tect.
1863, he re-enlisted in Co. L, First Maine
as
Good.
thing
Heavy Artillery, as a private, was made
f'lty Reclaimed,”
ful engineering

For the first twenty-four hours noth
ing is fed to young chickens, because
the yoke of the egg, which is absorbed
into the abdomen, must be digested and
assimilated before any other food u
taken, or the bowels become congested
dysentery sets in, or, at least indiges,
tion, the result being slow-growing,
scraggy chicks which are a misery to
themselves and a disappointment tb
their owners.
The second day, hard-boiled eggs
chopped fine without removing tin
shell, and mixed with equal parts of dry
bread crumbs; to each cupful add out
dessert spoonful of powdered charcoal
For three weeks, little and ofter
should be the rule. We feed five times
a day.
The first meal at five-thirty

six-thirty,

or

seven

o’clock, according

u

»^

n

(

c

**'r la.

B‘!

lover of books enteriu Detroit.
last Literary Digest?”
a

a
e

young woman, and
at book selling,

he said, and presently re1 Ue magazine wanted was

xions to get.

tl;
i;

id

a

copy,” said

'gain,” said the obliging
* lew minutes returned,
; ; Uiit the last copy has been
have something here that
as well;” and she handed
1 ■
istoinei a copy of “What
Detroit Free Press.
"Ira-unt

Si';.lr“8 Die

and Harmless.

stomach to cure a cough,
fc.'.i'"" ''ugh Cure cuts the mucus,
[""animation out of the throat,
tubes, heals, soothes
!ih,k “o'lehial
A auick cure for
*06i,,V,,
Croup and
'L
"ugh. One Minute Cough Cure
t,n'gh in one minute because It
UstiV1,11 me mucous membrane right
troubles—in the throat or
1?,ugh
e
the lungs. Sold by K. If.

catarrh: the medicine is applied direct to
the affected membrane.
The remedy is
Ely’s Cream Halm. It restores the inflamed
tissues to a healthy state without drying all
the life out of them and it gives back the
lost senses of taste and smell. The sufferer
who is tired of vain experiments should use
Cream Halm. Druggists sell it for loots.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York,
wiil mail it.
DRINK STATISTICS.

The following figures, taken from an
English trade journal, gives the per
capita consumption in gal'otis of alcoholic drinks for the year 1903:

Wines. Beer. Spirits.
United Kingdom. 0.4
29.7
O.ffp
25.6
1.76
Germany. 1.3
France.30.2
4.8
1.56
United States (1902)— 0.4
15.0
1.22
Italy.24.2
0.28
....

Spain.19.0
Portugal.18.3
Holland.0.4
Belgium. 1.0
Such figures

....

47.7

1.72
1.19

these are subject to
great caution, since the manner of collecting drink statistics varies greatly in
tj;
different countries.
But, taking them as they stand, one
is not a little surprised to see that GerBook on California.
many consumes less beer per head than
Great Britain, and more spirits, and
'“'linii lustrations. DescribesCali- that France and Germany both conrm,te there. Chicago, Mil- sume more
,i
spirits per head than the
jit.,,, M. Paul) Union Pacific and United States.
It,, aiifie Linei
of The Overland Limitih-avV
V“ute
"inn Passenger Station, Chir. u.iiIf taken this month, keeps you well all
Arrives San Francis- summer. It makes the little ones eat, sleep
daily.
y m
time for dinner. Califor- and grow. A spring tonie for the whole
St
,Hr 6 cents postage.
F. A. family. Hollister’s Rooky Mountain Tea.
fef,
“k II,’,!a
/’asseiiger Agent, Chicago, 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. Sold by ft. 11.
,weil ,wi Broadway, New York.
Moody.

^-

as

North-Western Line
is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two fast
through trains daily via this line, over the famous double-track
railway between Chicago and the Missouri River. One-way Colonist
tickets are on sale daily, March i to May 15, at
™
the rate of $33.00 from Chicago, with correspondingly low rates from all points, give you
an unusual chance to make the
trip.
These tickets are good on daily and personally conducted
excursions, on which a double berth in a Pullman tourist
sleeping car from Chicago costs only $7.00. Round-trip tickets
are always on sale from all
points at reduced rates via the

Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific Railways.
j

W. B.
P.

KNISKERN,
T. M. C. & N.-W. Ry.t Chicago, 111.

made
Chas.

NW484

Union Fire Insurance
NORWICH, ENGLAND.
ASSETS

the last thirty years and always keep
it in the house. Could not do without
it.
It’s the best spring medicine I can

Feb. 23, 1904.
The True ”L. F.” Atwood's Bitters

dyspepsia and headaches; prevent
colds. A family friend you can depend
cure

upon.

40,000 00
2,106,794 75
347,482 66
242,339 27
23,757 63
76 97

Gross assets..$2,760,450 68
Deduct items not admitted.
8,060 81

Admitted assets..$2,752,389 87
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.. $ 178,243 69
Unearned premiums. 1,649,524 27
All other liabilities
29,623 04
Surplus over all liabilities..
894,968 87
Total liabilities and
3\v7

the

/world’s workV

|
j
I

I

surplus.$2,752,389 87

The magazine
of the progress

^B

OF PHILADELPHIA.

and

■

31, 1904.
Mortgage Loans.$ 4,000 00
Stocks and Bonds. 239,803.75
Cash in Office and Banks.
8,157.67
Agents’ Balances. 13,252.08
Interest and Kents.3,064 65
ASSETS

DEC.

terse

ASSETS

On and after Oct.

Gross

HOOD RUBBERS
MARK

HOT MADEBYA TRUST

/TTOU CANNOT C£T TH£S£ NUBsms fNOMrov/HXZtf/t-m/rsus

sure

CATARRH

to

GIVE

Satisfaction

on

H’ysCreamEalm!

—

—

Total liabilities and surplus.(8,911,743 8<
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent, Searsport, Me
3w9*

IMPS
I ■ !■ ■ ■ mjmw

Dave anything ti

sell

drop

me

postal card and you will receive a prompt call
WALTEK H.lOOMhS,
ly6
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.

Boston, will

follows:

FROM

BELFAST.
AH

7
Belfast, depart
City Point.t7
Waldo.*7
Brooks. 7

28,590.58

16
20
30
42
64
00
10
36
62
02

Knox .t7
8
8
8
8
Benton
9

Assets.$3,195,449.06

Thorndike.
Unity..
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses
.$ 192,478.05
Unearned Premiums. 1,906,602.03
All other Liabilities.
11,785.01
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,084,583.97
...

Bangor.,.1130

FM

1
11
tl
1
*2
2
2
2

26
30
40
62
04
10
18
40

F

3
13
13
4
14
4
6
6

2>
2t
4{
11
2f
4f
20
6i
t6 If
t« 2f

4 46

—

3 08

6 3t

6 35
9 05

1 Of
6 6’,
72(

A H

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. $3,195,449.06
MESSRS. J. PATTEE & SON. Agents,
3\v7
Belfast, Waldo County, Maine.

Waterville. 9 08
F M

Portland.12 16
Boston
KOSton,

riKE< AOouuAiiuu vr

run as

266,246.74
310.303 99

Assets.$3,195,449.06

Admitted

10,1904, trains cunnectin,

at Burnham and Waterville with through train
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland an

31, 1904.
Real Estate.$ 261,000.00
50,000.00
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds
2,279,307.75
DEC.

Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.

raiiiAi/Ai^raiA

) Ew

j

D. 4 00
j,. 406

Boston,

LIABILITIES DEC.

...*

-.

Waterville.

3w7

The

9 52

$6,538,237 39

31, 1904.

Brooks.

9
Waldo. 19
City Point. HO
10
Belfast, arrive

1 ( 6

40 |12 12
50 tl2 30
00 tl2 45
05
1 05

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

4 If
i 36
p

v

14
4
4
6

22
36
5<
05

6|lf
15
6
t5
16
6
sold

24
4t
6(
0(
06

EASTERN STEAMSHIP GO.
BANGUR

•

DIVISION.

ICE EMBARGO IN PENOBSCOT BAY.

52

eit^^ Appp^

Real Estate Agent,

Belfast,’Me.

...

..$1,232,099.75

surplus

FRED ATWOOI) Agent.
3w7
Winterport. Maine.
Steam Boiler Insurance ard Inspection.

THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

31, 1904.
estate.$ 1,593.892 06
Mortgage loans.
81.700 00
Stocks and bonds. 15,600,2 ooo
Cash in < die. a d bank
1,042.689 43
Agents’ balances.
l,096,3t 2 41
..

Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
Gross

assets..

277 13
1,708 50

.$19,417,329 53

Admitted assets..

$19,417.329 53
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.
$
976.171 49
Unearned premiums.
7,210,566 00
....

LIABILITIES DEC.

Reserve for taxes..
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities

75.000 00

...

779,270 81
3,000,000 OO
7,376,821 23

surplus ...$19,4 7 329 53
Agent,
Searsport, Maine.

JAMES H. > KNEELAND,

3w7

BRITISH

AMERICA

ASSURANCE CO.

ASSETS DEC.

31, 1904.

Stocks and bonds.$1,230,627
Cash in office and bank.
828,221
127.213
Agents' balances.
10 308
Interest and rents.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

..

...

Admitted

56
91
73
70

$1,450,972 90
22,362 15

assets.$1,428,610
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.'..$
94,727
Unearned premiums.
933.762
Surplus over all liabilities.
400,120

75

LIABILITIES DEC.

Admitted assets.$650,176 54
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,236 24
Unearned premiums. 209,329 16
All other liabilities. 30,170 94
Cash capital. 200,00000
Surplus over all liabilities. 201,440 20

The desirable property of the late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, 1 md enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a
home right in the heart of the
to

Total liabilities and

Total liabilities and

Gross assets. .$652.23159
Deduct items not admitted.
2,065 06

FOR SALE

$ 1,232 ,i >99 75
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.
81,11015
..$
Unearned premiums.
409,262 19
All other liabilities.
76,234 36
Cash capital.
600,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
166,493 05
LIABILITIES DEC.

TORONTO.

31, 1901.

Total liabilities and surplus. $660,176 54
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents,
3w7
Belfast, W aldo Uo., Maine.

A d mitted asset s..

a

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geokg
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothbt. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

St., New York City.

Stocks and bonds.. $530,750 00
Cash in office and bank. 12.105 87
71,567 87
Agents' balances
Interest and rents.
4,145 80
A11 other assets.
3,662 05

t9f7
t7 21
17 30 flOOti

Burnham, depart. 8 50 10 20
Uuity. 9 08 10 55
10 20
Thorndike. 9 17
Knox. t9 25 til 36

Metropolitan Plate Glass and Casualty
Insurance Company of New York.
47 Cedar

p r

05

liabilities and surplus.$6,538,237 39
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
W interport, Maine.

ASSETS DEC.

7 15

Benton.
Clinton.

178,907 80

assets.

Gross assets.$1,261.517 HI
Deduct items not admitted.’
19.417 86

Real

Sr
7 00

Bangor. 7 15

Net unpaid losses.$ 306,643 69
Unearned premiums. 4,713,329 83
Cash capital.
500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,018,263 87
Total

A

A M

Gross assets.$6 550,172 39
Deduct items not admitted.
11,935 00

Admitted assets.

AM

{ w.u’.V.V ".'.V..7. Ii°

Portland.-—.It’45

46

All other

ASSETS DEC.

PM

00
99
00
75
02
12

AMERICA.

31, 1904.
Stocks and bonds .$ .330.194 80
(.ash in < dice and bank."
136,773 98
Agents’ balances
100,463 63
Interest aud rents.
6,187 60
DEO.

AS

TO BELFAST.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
Real estate. .$ 442.900
loans.
1,254,156
Mortgage
Collateral loans.
7*2,000
Stocks and bonds.— 3,849,061
Cash in office and bank.
345,776
523,(.06
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
55,596
All other assets.
7,215

jgMJ

CASUALTY COMPANY OF

Insurance

Office of
LONDON, ENGLAND.
ASSETS,

S

remarkable.*'

Total Liabilities and Surplus.S263.345.93
WM. N. COLBURN, Agent.
Brooks, Waldo County, Maine.

Sun

articles.

H. B.—ANDREW CARNEGIE un:
“I think THE WORLD'S WORK

3\v7

Branch,

fill

New

Admitted Assets...$263,345 93
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses .$ 17,311.75
Unearned Premiums. 51,413.72
All other Liabilities
39,049.83
100,000 00
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 55,570.63

States

M

tells

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

Gross Assets.$268,278.15
Deduct items not admitted.
4,932.22

United

to hie h

of the to orId
through toonderful ptetures

H

GENERAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

find.

H. H. FARNHAM.
812 Water St., Gardiner, Me.

Society,

31, 1904.

DEC.

Mortgage loans ..$

Stocks and bonds...
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Dear Sirs:—
We have used “L. F.” Medicine for

Is

j

AND MAIL IT TO-DAY.

body.

Family Friend for
Thirty Years

REMEDY

i

Please mail free to my address, California booklets, maps and full
particulars concerning rates and train service.

|

FILL IN THIS COUPON

Blood

£

The Equitable Life Assurance Society was
the first insurance company to establish a
school for instruction in life assurance. It
has for the last two years had a special
course during the month of July at the
home oflioe. It started at first as an experiment, and it has proven most successful,
many of its class members having important
positions with the society’s various agencies.
The Maine agency has decided to establish a similar course in Portland for the
young men of our State who may care to
avail them8elvesof the opportunity of being
educated for the work, and, the school will
open at 9 o’clock a. m., March 15, 1905.

Chicago, Union Pacific and

UNITED STATES BRANCH

February 18, 1864, second
lieutenant in Co. 1. November 18, 1864,
first lieutenant in Co. K January, 1865,
and captain in Co. L August, 1865, being
Gives Relief at once.l
mustered out September 10, 1865.
It cleanses, soothes and!
During that time he was wounded lieals
the diseased niem-f
once in 1862 and twice in 1864.
Con- brane. It cures Catarrh I
and
drives
away aColdUAV Lfc 1IbD
a
few years ago awarded him a
gress
in the Head quickly. Itflftl
I Lvbll
medal for bravery in the battle of Bull is
Heals and
absorbed
Protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses o
Bun, July 21, 1861.
He was a life-long Democrat, this Taste and Smell. Full size 50c., at Druggists oi
by mail; Trial Size 10c. by mail
class sending him as representative to ELY
BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York
the legislature in 1880, and he was always prominent in town affairs, holding New Hampshire Fire Insurance Company
many town offices.
nacchMter, New Hampshire.
A public spirited man he was ever interested for the good of the community
Assets Decemlier 31,1904.
and no needy person was ever sent away Heal
estate.• 197,200 (X
empty handed.
Mortgage loans. 40t ,300 01
26,000 0(
A dear lover of flowers it was his de- Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds
with
2,866,011 0<
friends
his
light to remember
Cash in office and in bank.
212,660 8!
Agents' balances.
bouquets from his beautiful garden,
182,063 6S
7,076 6!
where he spent so many hours, and tlie Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
16,442 31
sick and sorrowing were not forgotten.
His son Arthur and his wife have lived
Gross assets. 33,911.743 31
Admitted assets.83.911,743 31
with him since the death of Mis.
in
Liabilities December 31,1904.
Knowles and have done everything
Net unpaid losses.3 199,f 32 4!
their power for his comfort.
Unearned premiums.
1,478,071 01
All otber liabilities.
84,464 4j
An Insnranae School.
Cash capital. 1.000,000 01 ,
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,199,686 41 1
sergeant

The

Norwich
“1 owe my whole life to Burdock
Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered my
I seemed beyond cure. B. B. B. has
me a perfectly well woman.”
Mrs.
Hutton, Rerville, Mich.

A

are sure,

business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment?
Then go to California, where both health and
opportunity await
your coming.

Magazine.

e

M

olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops

also good, as well as being a tonic.
Should the droppings adhere to the
feathers, and cause the vent to be pasted up, remove the obstruction by bathing with warm water. Keep the patient warm and mix a little poppy-seed
with its soft food. A few days care
will effect a cure, unless the case is
hopeless.—Kate V. Saint Maur in Pearson’s

profitable crops of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,

grow

busy hunting it, the main object being
to promote exercise and avoid overloading the crop.
Should there be any weak chicks in
the brood, with pinched, pasty-looking
beaks too large for their faces, remove
them to a small box and care for them
in the house, or have the courage to
end their lives in a merciful way, for
such birds are usually descended from
over fat or roupy parents and are likely to devolop consumption or some
other disease which may spread through
the Hock.
Another chick trouble is
diadhea. Scalding all milk used has a
tendency to check this. A rusty nail
or a few drops of tincture of iron is

u

o

Do you want to live where the climate is mild the year round—
where labor is never oppressed by stress of weather, and where,
animal vitality is never lost by mere conflict with cold?
Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more
varied than in any other equal area in the world* where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to get a small farm that
will assure you a competence?
Do you want to live where, with a minimum of labor, you can

to the light. This meal consists of pin
head oatmeal, cracked wheat, crackec
corn—all passed through a fine sieve
nine o’clock, stale bread which has
been baked in the oven and coarsely
ground in a hand-mill, just moistened
with milk that has been scalded; eleven
thirty, boiled liver and green sprouts ol
onions. Half a cup of each, choppec
fine to one whole cup of dried bread
crumbs; at two o'clock, more milk anc
crumbs, lettuce or tender greens chop
ped fine; from four to half-past all the
dry mixed grain they will eat; fresh
water three times a day.
After three weeks, the future fate ol
the bird controls the bill of fare. Broil
ers need
stimulating food to run them
up for market. Those retained for stock
should go more slowly to build frame
and muscle.
Onions will sprout il
spread out in a semi-light cellar; if,
however, you have not the sprouts, boil
an onion,
chopped, in the milk.
I have never had any cases of gapes
among my chicks, and I attribute it to
the constant use of green onion tops oi
sprouts. Crumbs and milk, or any moist
food, rruist be fed on a Ha' plate, shallow
galvanized pan or strip of board, and
removed after ten minutes to ensure
nothing being left to get sour. Dry
grains should be scattered on the playroom fioor to keep the little fellows

tells
feat

■

[CALIFORNIA

Total liabilities and

76
33
66

$ 1,428 610 75
surplus
QU1MHY, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.
...

Messrs. FIELD &
3w7

Steamers temporarily withdrawn from route

Service will be resumed immediately
ice conditions will permit.

as soon as

FRED W. POTE. Agent,Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’I Manager, Boston.

FOR RENT.
The northerly half of the Bam-Condon house,
situated at the junction of High and Church
streets on Northport avenue. For terms apply
KLFAST SAVINGS BANK.
Belfast .September 13, 1901.—37tf

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

A Buay Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific* for Const ipat ion. Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Bad
Headache

Blood,
Breath. Sluggish Bowels,
and Backache, it's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 85 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister I)ruo Company, Madison, Wip.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

County
SEARSPORT

EAST PALERMO.

LOCALS.

|

Mark Bradstreet of Augusta called on
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Tike were in Kangor friends in this place, Friday.... Bert E.
last week.
Cunninghau, who has been at work for F.
Mrs. Eva C. Park is the guest of Capt. A. Bradstreet chopping stave lumber, finished work Saturday. They believe they
and Mrs. Fred N. Park.
have chopped nearly 100 cords, besides a
The Ladies’ Guild met with Mrs. Theodate few thousand feet of long lumber....Elmer
Heals Tuesday afternoon.
Tibbetts has moved the threshing machine
used this
Mrs. Augustus Dodge and son Charles are whiohhe and Vernie Bradstreet
fall back to its owner, D. Cane of Palermo
visiting friends in Kangor.
Centre.
Miss Elia Hopkins is the guest of Miss
CARR'S CORNER. (Palermo.)
Eleanor Quimby in Laconia, N. H.
The mail carrier on Route No. 2 could not
Capt. A. N. Blanchard left Tuesday to
take command of a steamer of the Jamaica cover his entire route Saturday as the roads
Line.
were impassable—Mr. Williams drove the
Mrs. W. B. Getchell of Augusta has been stage to Freedom for Frank Wood, Monday.
....Ethel and Ethlyn Nelson and Gertrude
a guest for the past week at the Searsport
House.
Jordan, from Coburn, were detained at
home by the storm.... The students of FreeA delegation from here attended the High dom Academy have a ten days' vacation—
school dance in Stockton Springs Tuesday Mrs. Frank Wood is in poor health.
evening.
Thomas Rowe is quite sick—Lester PerMrs. Hannah T. Pendleton and Mrs. kins is much improved in health.
Elizabeth McG. Nickels are at West Palm
MONROE.
Beach, Fla.
The young men of District No. 6 gave Mr.
Mrs. Amanda Morton, who has been visitH. R. Dawson quite a surprise party last
ing her sister, Mrs. Chas. Deshon, left by
week. They came to his house armed with
train Monday.
hours
Mr. Cyrus Colsou, who is employed in saws and axes and in less than five
Pittsfield, spent a few days with his family had ten cords of wood sawed and part of it
here last week.
Air. Dawson, whose health is not

number of our young people attended
the Washington social at Para Feb. 22nd
and all report a line time.
A

Mrs. Jane Pike, who has been in Bangor
for several months
undergoing optical
treatment, returned home Tuesday.
Rev. T. P. Williams will occupy his pulpit
on Sunday morning.
The monthly contribution for par ish expenses will be taken.

Manager Blanchard received last week a
first invoice of cigar boxes, 800 in number.
One brand is entitled “The Searsport Base
Rail Club,” the Other “The Yankee Clip-

per

^Ts. E. S. Blanchard is visiting in Bostorl
and New York, and during the inaugural
season she will be the guest of her brother,
Captain Edward Simouton, in Washington,

D, C.,

a

ah

DAliniVinff fnn/lo

tVl A

organ at the Congregational church request those who wish to contribute to leave
their names with either of the committee at
the earliest date possible.
new

Mrs. William E. Grinnell gave a delightful Five Hundred l’arty Wednesday evening The hotel was decorated in tri-colors,
and quotations relative to the Father of our
Country made most attractive place-cards.

Many friends will be glad to learn that
Maurice Dolliver is again on the road to recovery. He has been suffering from a seHis physician,
vere attack of lung fever.
Dr. A. A. .Jackson, reports him convalescent.
anticipating with much
pleasure the concert to be given by the UniGlee
Club at Union Hal!
of
Maine
versity
to-morrow, Friday,evening. We expect that
the seating capacity of Uuion Hall will be
taxed to its utmost. Dyer & Colcord h ive
the reserved seats on sale, while rush tickets may he obtained at the post office.
An alarm of lire was given Tuesday
Our

people

are

afternoon at about four o’clock. The blaze
W. Jackson on
was in the residence of C.
Norris street. The tire.was extinguished
who
W.
to be the
M.
Towers,
proved
by
right man in the right place. The fire debut
received
partment responded promptly
the word “all out” before they completed
the run.

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church w ill
hold a social in their vestry Tuesday evening, March 7th. Guessing contests will be
the order of the evening, and prizes will be
given to the successful competitors. Refreshments will be served. Mrs.C. W. Wallace, Mrs. Hiram Hailey and Mrs. V. T.
Lathbury will entertain. Everyone is cordially invited. Admission ten cents.

P^fflnrERlUff
f(j]

P^guyerh#!(jj

SPRIN^^^*I905 mJ

mane--- 1903

been called to the old homestead to pay
their last tribute of affection to those cherished parents in whom centered all the
home love of a united family.... M iss Alida
Sbnte is at home from Rockland on a short
vacation from her position as bookkeeper
in the Knox county Registry of Deeds....
Miss Maud Rendell arrived the middle of
last week from North Berwick, to spend a
month or more with her father, Mr. Charles
R. Rendell_A. S. Heal of Belfast was in
town Thursday arranging for the placing of
some large pieces of cemetery work which
his firm. Heal & Wood, are preparing for
some of our citizens... Our railroad and matters pertaining thereto furnish the absorbing topic of conversation in public and private places. The first pile for the wharf on
Cape Jellison was driven last Thursday
ana the good work goes steadily forward
notwithstanding the obstacles imposed by
stern old King Boreas and his emissaries.
r viq
DT
BY
*■
The steamer Reliance has discharged her
cargo of hard pine for the pier at the Cape
and returned to Portland for a second load.
Her ice-cutting prow has forced a passage ,
wherever desired in our harbor. Thus does
science overcome the resistance of ice and
and
Monarch ofliris
Shirts ^ soft stiff
and
snow fields when pushed by the irresistible
iviuiidiui
bossoms.
& P,
will of an energetic man like President
The best hat in the city. Also a
line
of
large
Cram of the N. M. S. R. R. Already the nats in all
THE
LARGEST LINE OF
the new shapes and colors. An eleland on some parts of Cape Jellison is be- gant hue of
ing cleared preparatory to beginning acMEN’S and BOYS’ CAPS
tual work on the roadbed, and a long
and
Direct (n. m
“camp,” so-called, is being erected on Mill direct from the manufacturer.
street in the W. D. Colcord pasture, capable
of housing one hundred and fifty laborers.
and
MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS,
Near this is to be built, immediately, a large
bake-house. Another camp is almost comK
BRACES from the Harris Suspender Co. in all grades extra
pieieu on me cape, to accommouate an adMENS AND BUYS.
shorts and stouts f«:
M
ditional hundred and fifty men, and the old
IN ALL THE NEW SHADES.
Mlti-1
Nahum Griffin house, so-called, is to be fit»"I “lake a spe.-:ain
ORDER from New
ted with bunks at once for sheltering all the CUSTOM
SUITS TO
UU3IUIVI OUllO
York’s greatest tailoring Rubber and Celluloid Collars and Cuffs,
workmen it can conveniently hold.
4
roods.
The company,
I guarantee the lit.
Spencer
Tracy
Co.,
carpentry is under the supervision of
MENS AND BOYS.
UNION SUITS
Messrs. Elmer Thompson and John MerriKbl,rt
thew of our village, who are rushing all jobs
EAST SEAKSMONT.
to completion as rapidly as possible, in orP. S. CLOSING OUT SALE FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS. I shall close out all my Boys’ Suits from l
Almon Young is at home for a few weeks. der to have
„ 16 3t
quarters ready for occupancy
Clifford Marriner, Eddie lleald, and by the last of this week, when a big crew of
Come early and get the best patterns. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
price.
Laura Batchelder are attending the Free Italians is expected to arrive here. Already |
their foreman, Mr. Konco, is in town. The
High school at the village_Ernest Butler
in Colcord hall are being marked I
has gone to Bangor on business—Mr. and changes
indeed; two new windows are appearing toMrs. Ralph Gott and Elmer Beverage of
(Tuesday); the stage has been removed
Bucksport spent several days last week day
and four rooms made from the original hall
with Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahoney.
space, including a dark room for developing
FOREIGN PORTS.
plans, etc. Here the offices and draughting
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
room are to be established.
Thompson and
Havana, Feb. 13. Ar, brig Jennie IIulMr. and Mrs. 0. P. Fuller of Camden Merrithew are doing the work, assisted
by bert, Jacksonville.
have been visiting her parents, Mr. and the Lancaster brothers; and a “camp” is
Auckland, Feb. 21. Ar previously, steamalso
constructed
the
being
former, at er Sonoma, Ilerriman, San Francisco via
by
Mrs. Emma >
Mrs. J. Q. Adams, this week
of (he same Size as those pre- Honolulu for
Sandypoipt.
Sydney, N. S. W.
Carr is spending a few weeks with Mr. and j
Anjer, Feb. 15. Passed, ship Acme, Ilong
Mrs. G. F. Randall... Mr. G. E. King, who ] viously mentioned. Such business activity |
B^
has been confined to the house for the past recalls the olden days of ship-building pros- Kong for Baltimore and New York.
Feb. 11. Sid, sch. Nimbus,
two weeks, is able to be out again_Mrs. perity in our midst! It is said about three
Cardenas,
Rebecca Bean is failing, and expected to thousand men will be employed, along the Philadelphia via Matanzas.
line of this new road, during the summer,
live but a few days.
Annapolis, N. S., Feb. 16. In port, seh. ,
of which our town will have her legitimate Jessie Lena, Moorhouse, for West Iudies
Chief
has
proportion.
Eugineer
Burpee
(so reported—delayed by iee in the river).
SMITHTON, (Freedom.)
engaged board for himself, wife and son
Demerara, Feb. 1. Ar, schs. Havelock
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buzzell of Albion I and
daughter, for ten months, with Mr. and (Br), Berry, Jacksonville; 7, Anne Lord,
visited M. E. Busher and wile Saturday Mrs. Noah Twiss, who now own the resiRussell, Wilmington, N. C.
over
night and Sunday—Mrs. Eliza Tenney, dence, formerly the property of the late B.
Montevideo, Feb. 21. Ar, bark Kremlin,
Rimk
M. Roberts.
Others are arranging to I McNeil, Portland, Me.
who has been visiting in Lewiston, returnboard or rent for the same length of time, ;
1 ll
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 22. In port, sch. Mared home last Saturday—Last Friday and
sent;;
if suitable tenements can be found. This garet Thomas for Boston.
Saturday two ears were loaded with apples influx is putting the housing
mem,
capacity of our | Melbourne, Feb. 23. Ar, ship Roanoke,
from this vicinity to be sent to Liverpool,
errors
to
a
test_Mr.
John
of
Cassidy
| Amsbury, New York via Rio Janeiro.
arc In
England. This is a new venture around village is soon to build a
large store for
Shanghai, Feb. 20. Ar, ship Wm. P. Frye,
:
here. Some are predicting that they will Bangor,
your ej-e,
,
on a ship-chandlery business on New York.
my ofii
lose their apples. “We shall see what we carrying
ex'aum
Cape Jellison, near the piers and docks,
Swatow, Feb. 23. Ar, ship I. F. Chapman,
shall see.”
tile I.1',
which are promised there in the near future.
all well.
for ,t
Aliss Elva Randell returned Sunday Amoy,
Table Bay, Jan. 23. Sid, ship Governor
PROSPECT FERRY.
memlir
from a ten days visit with her sister, Mrs. Robie, Grant, Newcastle, N. S. W. (The
tin- san.
Hon. and Mrs. C. R. llill of Winter- Clifton Eames, of
J
Prospect_Mr. Willard i report of her sailing Jan. 12 for New York
test m
port visited relatives here several days last G. Staples leit Monday for his home in must have been an error).
; would
Mass.
His
relatives
hosjulai
hope
week—Harry Ginn visited friends in Newburyport,
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
he may conclude to make his home here
Jonesport last week—Mr. and Mrs. W. I). permanently in the near future_( apt. L.
Sch. WeUfleet, from Santa Cruz, Cuba,
trie of
Ilarriman visited Mr. and Mrs. F. T. llaley M.
Partridge is sufficiently improved to see for New York, touched at Key West Feb.
at Prospect last Sunday
Alvah Batehel- callers
and
for
19,
provisions,
proceeded.
Edward
N.
occasionally.Mr.
der played 1st violin for the old folks ball llarriman
Bark HollisSan Pedro, Cal., Feb. 12.
was out
alter ten days
in V\ interport last Thursday evening
E. confinement to the Tuesday,
and a
house from a lame foot, wood, San Francisco for New York, put in
R. Hatchelder attended the old folks ball in from which he suffered
*
with
loss
of
also
jz 1;
here
fore
to-day
rigging;
for
a
time.
severely
last
Emma
Thursday—Mrs.
Winterport
J-TtfalThe contract for the mail stage bet ween lost yards, sails, etc.
tim-M
Luke went to Orland last Monday to work Stockton and Belfast has been
Jessie
N.
Feb.
21.
Sch.
St.
Lena,
John,
B.,
secured by
I and t"
for Mrs. A. L. Wood.
Mr. John Lancaster, much to the gratifica- from Annapolis, N. S., for Sagua, which
: m/-.
\t
of
tion of our citizens, who have enjoyed and grounded on the Foul Ground Monday afhi.UALLUALE.
no
received
damage.
j stylo-.
appreciated his invariably prompt, efficient ternoon,
I Of. 1 :i
Mrs. Ephraim E. Sawyer died Feb. 23d of service on the line, during the past four
M XT 30
Beaufort, N. C., Feb. 23. Capt. Sheppard,
«la>s !
Did all Maine know the blessing of bark F.dward L. Mayberry, from Port
years
apoplexy. The funeral was from her late of
Of
for
New
S.
York, reports passed
such a warm, beautiful day as last Sun- Royal,
C.,
home Sunday afternoon.J. E. Hall is soday brought to this section? Summer seem- large quantities of boards between Frying
WoM'tl
liciting consignments of apples to 1). Cross- ed just at hand; but, alas! “appearances Pan lightship and Cape Lookout.
I or! t- ii' o
ley A Sons of Liverpool, lie started a car- are so deceptive” sometimes.
Portland, Me., Feb. 21. Sch. James Roth- '■*' The distrust of the public is one of the
\\li
difficulties
with
greatest
load from Thorndike last Saturday. Farmers
well, lately ashore at High Island, has com- contend, and we can hardly wonder at ii when
we think of the nun n < :.
who have been holding their apples for highpleted repairs at Camden, and on Sunday the past few years been practiced upon them by traveling quacks ,>n.,
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
er prices begin to wonder what they will do
she
will
endeavor
to
to
where
honest
and
fair
taken
was
prove by
Rockland,
dealing that our business is ;i
; only
are entitled to the same respect and confidence, tl at is enjoy d b\
with them.
George Choate of Burnham
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE probably load.
business.
Yours
respectfully,
was in town last Sunday to attend the funerRockland, Feb. 21. Sch. Millville ground- j
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
J. FKANKUNlUAltlMs. !
al of his aunt, Mrs. Ephraim Sawyer.1. if
ed on a rock at High Island while loading
it fails to cure.
Hraduate of South Bend College of Optics, Indiana. 15 years expci
E. Hall was taken suddenly sick with the
for Philadelphia, but Heated and has been
connection.
Open
every
evening.
Telephone
Mrs. Susie Clark
towed here, leaking slightly. She will be
grip last Saturday night
of Belfast was in town over Sunday.II.
examined by a diver.
C. McCorison is canvassing for a fruit tree
sprayer.

FOR iAL&

HENRY STAPLES
$2.50

The
very good this winter, thanks them
Waldo County Veteran Association will
meet today, Alar. 2nd, with E. M. Billings
Post.... Mrs, Franklin Chase, who has been
on the sick list, is recovering.
—

mo-

HENRY STAPLES

H.

Cuffsln

I

GLOVtS,

Johnstown, N. Y., Altmon
^

thecity.

HOSIERY

|

Rubber Coats, OH Coats and Hats,

t

henry s r

$3.00

Shirts, Collars

split.

There will be a Christian Endeavor social
the society rooms this,Thursday,evening.
Admission 5 cents.
at

TV.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mr*. Everett S. Grant and brother, Mr.
Ralph S. Staple*, left Feb. 22d for Mount
Vernon, N. V., and Westboro, Mass., respectively. Twice within a year have they

Correspondence.

UNOERWEAK ■

—

CLARK’S CORNER, (Prospect.)
Mrs.
William Overlock of Stockton
Springs is at Eastman Clark’s taking care
of Airs. Gardiner Overlook, who is verysick_Bert Hopkins of Stockton Springs
has for some time had a gang of men cutting oak piling on Heagan’s mountain for
the B. & A. There is no place now where
one can take a drive without having to
shovel around a load of logs—The railroad
men have adjusted all claims in Prospect
and had no trouble, as they were very liberal to all..,.Warren Benson was in town
Feb. 34th en route from Ellsworth to Bel-

^M^

^Br.r,

—

HENRY STAPLES,

fast.
The High school is having its customary
spring vacation of two weeks, The principal, Charles J. Robs, will not return for the
spring term....Harry A. Brown, district

12 Main Street Belfast

Eyes Examined

—

AND FITTED SAME AS IN HOSPITAL

superintendent of Salem and Hudson, N.
H., is spending a few days of his vacation

J.

He will leave the last of the week for
Plymouth, N. H., to spend the remainder of
his vacation in the study of methods at the
Normal School_The Sunday school usually held in the vestry of the Baptist church
has been discontinued until spring. Mrs. C.
B. Hoit and Mrs. Will Hurd are holding
their classes at their respective homes—J.
J. Walker, who has been confined to the
house by illness, is out again.

here.

FRANKLIN HARRIS
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

97 Hgih Street,

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Mary Cunningham is somewhat better
and expects to return to her home soon_

Poor’s

Drug Store,

Johnson

fieitjM, \

...

There is an epidemic of chicken pox in
town_Mrs. Emma Cunningham has returned from a visit in Searsport.For the
last three Sundays the roads have had to be
broken out_Robertson it White have recently loaded nine cars with pulp, box and
dry wood... .Tiev. Mr. Chase of Canaan,
Me., has been holding protractedmeetingsin
the Young school house and great interest
Mrs. 0. G. Hussey
has been manifested
of Waldo Station is holding a very interestin
District
No. 2, with a
school
ing Sunday
large attendance— E. E. Clements and
Mr. aud
family of Searsport were guests of Mrs.
SarMrs. David Moody Wednesday
gent of Searsport and Miss Sargent of New
York were guests of Mrs. Webb Sunday—
Albert Moody and wife were the guests of
his uncle, E. A. Robertson, Sunday
Harrison Cunningham and wife visited
their daughter, Mrs. Ephriatn Littlefield,

—

Absolute!;
Chart]!

!

—

—

—

—

—

.1

—

—

Sunday.
WA 1,110 STATION.

The state of the roads in the country at
The annual supper lias become a burden
to many and though the subject was agitat- the present time makes sleigh-riding al-!
ed as usual and t lie plans made and near- most a serious matter. What with snowing completion w hen circumstances render- banks eight or ten feet deep to ride over, !
ed it impossible for file present and as a
and the constant fear of meeting teams <
substitute the following ingenious scheme
lias been devised by the social committee of where it is well nigh impossible to pass, one !
Each person is to take needs good coinage to attempt it. If the j
thei’ong’l society
ten cents for a principal and multiply until
body of law-makers at Augusta would give I
the Inst of May. The capital is furnished this matter some attention and see fit to
by the individual, invested in material for cause the removal of stonewalls and such CENTRE MOXTV1LLE.
any trifle of original concoction, these are ! useless ornaments beside the highways it
would prevent the snow drifting so deep in I
The selectmen and auditor have been into be disposed of to numerous friends, and
the good work to go on.
It is a parable of the roads... Mrs. David Smith, who has vestigating the town books in readiness for
is
been
the talents, and it is sincerely hoped there
very sick,
slowly improving—
town report, which will be distributed
will be none buried. We know the original- Riley Bailey, who has been sick with the
March 4th at the town meeting to be held at
ity and ingenious ness of the parish and this rheumatism, is able tube about again_ the Centre—Mr. Frank
Cushman recentlywho
Annie Knowlton
was threatened with !
is assuredly a golden opportunity.
It is
Walter Har- bought a fine driving horse... George Edhoped this invitation will be accepted gen- pneumonia, is much better
to
munds
is
a
buy gasoline enginejand saw
erally, making individual solicitation un- vey and wife lost a young child recently to cut his firewood
and talks of buying other
w ith croup—Mrs. Kate Pattee has moved
necessary.
Charles Thompson has been
from Belfast to her mother’s home in South machinery
Brooks_Mrs. Minnie Ricker of Salmon doing quite a business at lumbering this
NORTH SKARSPORT ITEMS.
Wesley J. Wentworth has been
is visiting her sister, Miss Alice winter.
Leslie Drew has gone to Frankfort to Falls
for him
Pearl Oxton visited her
Clary_Hattie and Laura Carter are at- working
work.
Ella
Thompson, last week_Quite a
tending school at Citypoint. Sidney aunt,
Mrs. Anna Nickerson is at work for Mrs. .lohnson, Mildred
number
have
recently
shipped their apples
Clary, Sidney and Esther
Geo. E. Chapin.
to England.
Evans are at home from Freedom.
Mrs. Arthur Robbins is in Guilford visitTROY.
SOUTH LIBERTY.
ing her sister, Mrs. Edwin Colson.
Boswell l'liiKnam, wnose trial neiore tne
Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin, who has been sick
U. S. district court at Portland came off March 13th.Isa Whiting of Pittsfield,
with measles, is able to be up and about.
last
week, was found guilty of selling accompanied by Natalie Taylor, is visiting
Fred W. Smart lias returned to his work
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John Smitn.
in Boyd’s mill after an illness of a week.
liquor without a license, and fined $143.05, I
Carl Conner lias employment in Boston
which fine he paid and is now at home_ on the electric
to
the
snow
the
attendance
railway.The remains of
Owing
drifting
Mrs. Walter Light is visiting her mother in Mrs: Hollins, mother of Harry Rollins of
at our grange for a few meetings has been
whose
death
Union—Miss Goldie Overlook is at work Troy,
occurred at Unity last
small.
iu Liberty—Mrs. Clara Overlook is at week, were taken to North Hixmont MonLillie Lenfest was at home from Swan- work for Mrs. Geo. Hall in
day lor interment.The community has
Washington_
ville recently visiting her father, Granville Our
postoftice has been discontinued. been shocked by the sudden death of Mrs.
Lenfest.
People here now have to go to Liberty, from M. Monroe of Green’s Corner, which occurWarren Nickerson has returned from 4 to 8 miles, to get their mail_Ulmer Han- red about 1 o’clock Saturday morning. Mrs.
Sangerville, where he went in search of em- nan is suffering from a number of very bad Monroe had been in her usual health with
abscesses. He is attended by Dr. licit of the exception of a slight cold. She is surployment.
Liberty—Mrs. Nettie Hannan, who has vived by her husband and two daughters.
Percy Harriman has gone to Stockton beeu very ill with the grip, is much better
Springs, where he expects to work for the and is able to sit up most of the time. She SjlSARSMONT.
railroad company.
was attended by Dr. Delaney of North
Mrs. R. F. Dunton of Belfast visited her
Palermo—Mabel Davis is visiting her
Miss Lottie Nickerson was at Sandypoint
sisters, the Misses Farrar, last week
Mrs.
in
sister,
Henry Turner,
Appleton for
recently, the guest o£ her sister, Mrs. a
few weeks—Miss Edna M. Davis of Miss Laura Young of Lineolnville was the
Eugene Blanchard.
this place was united in marriage to Frank guest of Mrs. W. U. Marriuer last Tuesday.
Mrs. Herbert Felker was called to Frank- Jordan of North Palermo, last week. Her ....Mrs. Lucinda Marden is confined to
her bed by sickness....Presiding Elder T.
fort last week to attend the funeral of her many friends here wish them much
happifather, Nelson Thomas.
ness.
They are both at work for L. A. E. Jones will hold the Fourth Quarterly
Bowler
in
North
Palermo-Morton
Clark Conference of the M. E. church Friday
Miss Caddie Enckstrom, who has been in
expects to go to the Maine General hospital evening, March 3d, at which the Sacrament
town for the past few months, has returned
will be administered_Mrs. M. A. Fowler
at Portland to have an operation performed
to her home in Jslesboro.
on his jaw.
He had a tooth extracted last is on the sick list....Mr. Samuel S. Bean
Miss Katherine Scribner was at home fall, and has bad very serious trouble with passed away last Saturday evening, very
from Swanville recently visiting her parents, his jaw since—Chicken pox is raging here. unexpectedly. He had been confined to the
house several weeks with heart trouble,
Mr. and Mrs. 11. T. Scribner.
but the end came suddenly. A widow, and
THOfiNDlKE.
There will be a free dance in Marden’s
and one son are bereaved and
Peter Harmon loaded a car with potatoes daughter
hall next Friday night. The best of music
have the sympathy of all their friends.
and
Our local butcher, Mr. Bean was a charter member of Victor
will be furnished by Carter’s orchestra of
apples Saturday
Belfast.
John M. Ward, is a bustler. He ships to Grange and served as Master several years,
also as Treasurer, and always had the welThe traveling has been difficult for the the Boston markets each week all the extra
fare of the Grange at heart. He will be
rural free deliverers on account of the drift- veal calves, sheep and bovines that our
sadly missed by that Order. Mr. Bean was
ing snow storms, and some days they have farmers have—Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hogan also
a prominent man in the business alfairs
been unable to go the full length of their of Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Patterson, of the town end held many offices of trust.
routes.
Mr. and Mrs. nlinn Hogan and Mr. and Mrs.
A very interesting Frances E. Willard
Hodge's Cokneb. Winnifred Matthews R. C. Higgins were very hospitably enter- memorial service was held last Sunday
visited Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Dow in Cam- tained last Tuesday evening by Mr. and evening under the auspices of the W. C. T.
den last week-Henry 0. Dodge of Bel- Mrs. F. S Hogan. Clam stew, cake and W.
Mrs. Myrtie Gerrish
fast visited his aunt, ills. C. O. Fernald, coffee were served
and son Floyd of Unity were guests of Mrs. SANDTPOINT.
There will be a soeial dance at
recently
B.
P.
Hurd
last
week
The whist party
.1 E. Marden’s hall on the evening of March
Mr. George Ginn is at home from New
were very pleasantly entertained Wednes3rd.. .Mrs. 1). A. Lowe, who has been with
for a few weeks_Miss
Alice
Dr.
and Mrs. B. P. Hurd. York
Mrs. (j K. Chapin the past few weeks, has day evening by
Richards has returned to Waltham, Mass.,
returned to her home_Mrs. Anna Nick- Prizes were won by Mrs. O. J. Farwell, Jr.
and Mrs. Myrtie Gerrish. Saturday even- after a two weeks visit at home_Fred
erson of Stowe, Mass., visited Mrs. J. E.
ing they were entertained at the home of Hartson of the Narrows district is ill with
Maiden last week and is now with Mrs. G
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cox.. .Quite a delega- typhoid fever—John Perkins of Milo,
E. Chapin.
tion of young people from East Thorndike Frank Perkins of Bucksport, George PerWf. Stili. Live. You may think that passed Thursday evening with Mr. and Mrs. kins of Vancourver, B. C., and Fred Perkins
S. F. Files in Unity. A literary and musi- of West Seboeis met with their mother,
we people up around Swan Lake are all
covered up in snow, but this is to advise cal entertainment, consisting of recitations, Mrs. Louisa Perkins, at her home here last
you that some of us still live and are on declamations, and singing with organ and Saturday. This is the first meeting of all
praying ground. We have had lots of snow, cornet accompaniment, whiled the hours the family here for 35 years. A very
and almost every-storm has cleared off with away in a satisfactory manner. Doughnuts, pleasant day was passed and calls were excake and coffee were served'by the hostess. changed with friends....Messrs. Houghton
a blizzard; and don’t it blow great guns on
the south side of Goose Pond! YVe have The party returned to their respective and Uunton have been settling land damages
not done much but break out the roads since homes under the silvery moonlight with the in this vicinity the past week. In most
February came in, and came near losing one determination to go again ere the March cases they were satisfactorly settled—
crew of shovelers.
They got some distance moon was on the ebb.... Mr. and Mrs. J. H. School closed here last Friday. The teaoher
from home and night coming on they lost Stevens returned from Massachusetts Sat- gave a party to bis scholars and friends in
the evening at the hall....Some cases of
their way and bad to lay out all night. Since urday night— Miss Jennie Cox came from
that time we have been more careful about Waterville Friday for a few days stay with measles and grip are reported....Mr. and
getting too far from home. Capt. T. D. N. her parents—Miss Lizzie Bradford passed Mrs. Ferd Uarnman from Prospect Ferry
lives up this way and when he has to take last week in Searsport....Mr. and Mrs. A. visited relatives here Sunday—Ice has
in sail you can bet your bottom dollar it is S. Higgins passed Feb. 22nd with Mr. and
been cut on the meadow the past week for
blowing. He is sailing by our place twice a Mrs. V. N. Higgins....Mr. and Mrs. B. A. the duckery, the merchants and for several
day under bare poles. One of my neighbors Goweu entertained several friends from private families...-A small opening near
who lives near the lake was short of water Freedom Wednesday evening.
The even- Odom’s Ledge is the only salt water seen
and undertook to cut through the ice. He ing was passed with games and social chat.
here since Feb. 6th... .The traveling is very
said he cut through 14 feet and struck bot- Refreshments were served by their worthy
bad and several tip-overs have been reporttom and gave it up. He is melting snow for hostess....Among those on the sick list ed....Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Clifford went to
his stock and hauling water from a spring. are Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs. R. S. Ward Belfast Thursday to shop and call on
and Mrs. A. H. Higgins.
friends.
—Snap Shot.
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BELFAST PRICE

AMERICAN PORTS.

CURRENT.

New York, Feb. 21.

Cld, sell. Emma S.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Lord, Jacksonville; 22, ar, sells. J. \V.
Prices Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
lialauo, Jacksonville; Tofa, Brunswick ; 23,
P bu.,
9.00^12.00
40iHay p ton,
sld, sell. Emma IS. Lord, Jacksonville; 25, Apples dried, p tb.
5 Hides p lb,
0$
sld, sell. Helen G. Moseley, Savannah; 26, Beans, pea,
2.00! Lamb p Ib,
9
2.75 Lamb Skins,
sld, sch. Ralph M. Hayward, Norfolk; 27,
50^75;
Yel’eyes,
6a9
20^22 Mutton p lb.
ar, sells. Ella F. Crowell, Port Reading for Butter p lb,
40
6&8 Oats p bu., 32 ib.
Beef, sides, p lb,
Rockland; Jose Olaveri, Savannah; Ade- Beef
5;Potatoes p bu.,
fore quarters,
35^40
laide T. Carieton, South Amboy for Rock60 Round Hog,
6
land ; sld, sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, George- Barley p bu.,
7.00
Cheese p ib,
13$ Straw p ton,
town, S. C.
Boston, Feb. 24. Sld, sells. Frank Barnet,
Brunswick, Ga.; Nathaniel T. Palmer, Newport News; Henry W. Cramp, do.; Winfield
S. Schuster, do.; 26, ar, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Charleston; sld, sch. Thomas W.
Lawson, coal port; 27, ar, sch. Laura M.
Luut, Fernandina; sld, sch. Jacob M. Haskell, Newport News.
Philadelphia, Feb. 23. Ar, sch. D. H. Rivers, Havana; 25, ar, sch. Wm. C. Carnegie,
Portland; 26, ar, sch. Humarock, Charleston, S. C.
Portland, Feb. 21. Sld, sch. W'm. C. Carnegie, New port Newsfand passed Nantucket

22nd).
Mobile, Feb. 20.

Cld, tug Nimrod, Nassau, to tow sch. Jos. W. Hawthorn to Mobile.
Pascagoula, Feb. 21. Ar, sch. Alice Lord,
Cardenas.
Jacksonville, Feb. 21. Ar, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Davies, Norfolk.
Beaufort, N. C., Feb. 25. Sld from Cape
Lookout Cove, bark Edward L. Mayberry,
Port Royal for New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 23. Ar, sch. Mary
E. Palmer, San Juan; 25, sld, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Fernandina.
Norfolk, Feb. 23. Sld, sch. John E. Develin, Port Tampa; 24, ar, sch, Harry Messer,
Rockport, Me.
Fernandina, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. Theoline,
Boston; 25, sld, sch. Wm. E. Downes, Provideuce.
Wilmington, N. C\, Feb. 24. Sld, sch. R.
W. Hopkins, New York.
Charleston, S. C., Feb. 23. Ar, bark
Ethel, New York.
Gulfport, Feb. 23.
Cld, sch. Fred W.
Aver, Havana.
Port Arthur, Tex., Feb. 22. Ar, sch. Ella
M. Willey, Bond, St. Croix to load for
Philadelphia.

Chicken p tb,
lSITurkey p ib,
25@28
Calf Skins,per lb. 10@11 Tallow p lb,
2®4
9
I4al5 Veal p ib,
Duck p lb.
26 Wool, unwashed.
23
Eggspdoz.,
13 Wood, hard,
Fowl p tb,
4.oog'4.5l
16 Wood, soft.
3.00
Geese P ib,
Retail Market.

Retail Price.

Beef,corned, p lb, S&io Lime p bbl.,
90@1.00
20 Oat Meal p lb,
4$t5
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
62 Onions P tb,
4
p bu.,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 62 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,14@15
62 Pollock r T>,
Corn Meal, p bu.,
5;a5$
10
Cheese, p lb,
10g;17 Pork p ib.
1.13
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.45 Plaster p l*bl.,
Meal
3
Codfish dn, P ib,
5&8 Rye
p lb,
1.25
Cranberries, p qt., &@10 Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed.
13@14 Sugar p lb,
7$
40
Flour, p bbl., 6.75a7.50 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
5
10 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p ib,
3@4

IN FRONT OF THE BUSHING COMPANY’S 01

|T

IS BECAUSE EVERY ONE IN THE COUft
WHERE TO HAVE THEIR CASTINGS *'•
AND
GALVAN!/
BLACKSMITH
WORK
WHERE TO BUY THEIR MILL SUPPLIES
CHINES, SAW MILLS, UNITY HUSSEY PtD
POLISHERS AND SLED SHOES.

TELEPHONE

—

aching back,
pains of rheumatism,
The tired-out. feelings.
You must reach the spot—get at the cause.
In most cases Tis the kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the kidneys.
W. J. Heal of 61 Miller street, Belfast, Maine,
says: "This is the first time I have publicly testicure an

Tlie

fied to the merits of Doan’s Kidney Pills, but I
have known of the value of this remedy for
twelve or fourteen years. I was living in Bel-

mont, Maine,
began
then having considerable
back and kidneys. There was a severe aching in
the small of my hack and it was difficult for me to
stoop and just as hard to regain an erect position
after stooping. Doan's Kidney Pills relieved me
of these troubles, and when I felt another attack
coming on some years later I knew just what
was needed. I got a supply of Doan’s Kidney
Pills and this remedy banished the backache and
corrected the other difficulties just as It had done
in the first instance. Doan’s Kidney Pills are the
best kidney remedy I know of, and I have recommended them to others many times.’’
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FosterMllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United Btates.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.
when I first
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BELFAST.

The City National I ink
FEB. 21st, 1905.

SUCCESSOR TO THE BELFAST N*

Capital Stock $60,000, Stock Liability $60,000, So
TOTAL SECURITY TO THE PUBLIC, $132,000

BORN.
Gray. In Brooksville, February 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman F. Grav, a son.
Hale. In Brooksville, February 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Hale, a son.
Hatch. In Penobscot, February 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur D. Hatch, a daughter.
Mitchell. In Troy, February 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Danville Mitchell, a daughter.
Bobbins. In Stonington, February 13, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles William Robbins, a daughter.
Simmons. In Searsmont, February 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Simmons, a son.
Sturdkk
In Stonington, February 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Sturdte, twins. [A son and

daughter.]

York. In Penobscot, February 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred York, a daughter.

Commercial Accounts and will make every effort to
INTERESTS ARE OUR INTERESTS.

We solicit your
YOUR

j

PERCENT.
Safety of 1
the first and foremost requisites of every security purchased.

your SAVINGS MONEY and we will pay you 3
PARTMENT. Our investments are only of the highest grade.

Bring

are

j

us

I

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
but few equals. Main door w
thick, locks and unlocks automatically from the inside, and the vault when
BOXES $3 PER YEAR. You have the exclusive handling of your !»«■
your own private use.
Ours

was

built for the future and has

j

>

MARRIED.

WM. B.

j
f

A »

^BUSINESS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT
Sylvester-Emery. In West Roekport, February 21, Frederick E Sylvester and Miss Ida B
Emery, both of Rockville.

j

a*"

C. W. WESC

SWAN, President.

|

Swan, T. W. Pitcher, Charles P. Hazeltine, < la
A. Howes, Elmer A. Sherman, Robert F. Dunton, Thomas E Sl»**a.

DIRECTORS:

Wm. B.

■

IT CAN BE DONE, SO SCORES OF BELFAST CITIZENS SAY.
To

HEIR

DONE,

Corn

UlXilF.
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DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING CO

STATE OF MAINE.
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—

POP

WHAT MAKES THE STAGE

to use them and
trouble with my

Armstrong. In Belfast, February 21. Elvina
T. Armstrong, aged 55 yeai s,5 months and 6 days.
Brown. In Belfast, February 18, Miss Delana
Brown, aged 79 years.
Braddock. In Knox, February 23, Eliza H.
Braddock, aged 70 years and -1 mouths.
CARTER. In Alt. Desert,
12, Mercy
J., widow of Joseph I’. Carter, aged 74 years, 5
months, 19 days.
Coombs. In Lincolnville, Feburary 20, Mrs.
Beulah Coombs.
In Rockland, Feburary 22,
Drinkwater.
Jennie B. Drinkwater, aged 33 years, lo months,
13 days.
Flint. In East Mansfield, Mass., February
14, Benj. K. Flint, aged 79 years, 4 months and 26

Feburary

days.
Flanders. In Northport, February 23, Mary
E., wife of Wm. Flanders, aged 65 years.
Gray. In South Brooksville, Feburary 15.
Merritt A. Gray, aged 60 years, 7 mouths, it

days.

In Lyttleton, N. Z., December 9, Fred
Hiram, eldest son ot Hiram H. and Lovina E.
Gray, late of Sedgwick, aged 49 years.
Hatch. In Penobscot,
17. infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Hatch.
Jennings. In Hampden, Feburary 23, Marik,
wile of Peter Jennings, aged 70 years, lo months,
13 days.
Lancaster. In Old Town, February 25, Mrs.
Ellen Lancaster, widow of Richard Lancaster,
aged 67 years.
Littlefield. In Penobscot, February 23,
Gilbert Littlefield, aged 71 years.
Matthews.
In Lincolnville, Feburary 16
Mrs. Almira Matthews, aged 81 years.
Mendall. In Northport. February 22, Merle
E., son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mendall, aged 4
weeks.
Pitcher. In Belfast, February 22, Daniel L.
Pitcher, aged 79 years and 4 days.
Read. In Valentine, Neb., February 4, Charles
J. Read, aged 63 years.
Sawyer. In Montville, February 23, Rhoda
A., wife of Ephraim E. Sawyer, aged 65 years, 5
months and 11 days.
Thurston. In Stockton Springs, Feburary 22,
Rena M. Thur ston, daughter of James and
A. Thurston of Tremont, Me., aged 39 years, to
months. Funeral Saturday, Feb. 25, at Fort
Gray.

Feburary

Mary

Point.

Si ritEMK Judicial Court,
In Vacation,
Augusta,
23, A. I). 1905.
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is ordered
by me, the undersigned, a .Justice of said Court,
that notice be given to the libelee by publishing
an attested copy ot the same, or an abstract
thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, the last publication to be twenty days at
least before the next term of said Court, to be
bolclen at Belfast, within ami for said County, on
the third Tuesday of April next, that she may
then and there appear in said Court and answer
thereto, if she see fit.
WM. P. WI1ITEHOUSE.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
——.

<

l. s.

—-—

S

February

The aforesaid writ is a writ of statement dated
the twentieth day of February, A. D. 1905, returnable to the term of the Supreme Judicial
Court to be held at Belfast, in Waldo County, on
the third Tuesday oi April, A. D. 1905. The plaintiff in said writ is Edwin W. Downer of Unity, in
Waldo County. The defendant is his wife, Gertrude Downer. The plaintiff in his libel annexed
to said writ complains and declares that he was
married to his said wife in Montville, Waldo
County, on the twenty-sixth day of September.
A. D. 1897, and that they lived together in this
state till the sixth day of October, A. D. 1904,
when she deserted him without reasonable cause;
that she since said marriage has committed the
crime of adultery with one Frank G. Hawley and
other persons to him unknown, and that he has
used cue diligence to find where her present
place of abode is and cannot find out where it is.
He prays that a divorce from the bonds of
matrimony now existing between them may be
decreed.
The foregoing is a true abstract from said writ
and libel, and a copy of the order thereon.
Attest: TILE8TON WADLIN,
Clerk of said Court.
3w9

As a remedy for croup bathe the throat
with and take Brown’s Instant Relief free1
ly according to directions.
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